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THAT FOOTBALL GAME: AND WHAT
CAME OF IT.

CHAPTER I.

A LITTLS OP POETRY, A LITTLE OP MATHEMATICS, WITR
THE PROSPECT OF A GREA T DEAL ABOUT FOOTBALL.

Mr. George Keenan, Professor of Poetry

Class, having heard the recitation in Rhetoric, and

given a new lesson and an English theme for the

following day, took up a bundle of papers from hia

desk.

There was a slight stir in the class indicative of

awakening interest. Mr. Keenan had the gift of

arousing enthusiasm in regard to English writing,

and, in consequence, his scholars were ever ready

to listen with eager interest to his comments on

their attempts, whether in verse or in prose.

" I have examined this set of verses," began the

professor, " with much interest and pleasure. Out

of eighteen exercises, twelve are very creditable.

For imagination Claude Lightfoot's is far the best;

while for finish of versification Dan Dockery's is

s
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6 THAT FOOTBALL GAME:

admirable. I shall read these presently and

also three or four others—Stein's, Pearson's,

O'Rourke's, and Desmond's, But business before

pleasure. I have here a set of verses, which, while

they would not be particularly discreditable to a

student in Humanities, are not all that one expects

from a member of Poetry class. Here we expect

something more than verse and rhymes, which are

merely the dry bones of poetry; every English ex-

ercise given you in this class, unless it is expressly

stated otherwise, is supposed to have some touch

of passion, in the rhetorical sense of that word
Now listen to this:

A POEM ON NIGHT.
The sun has slowly gone to rest

Behind the mountains in the west.

It gets a good deal darker now,
The bird stops singing on the bough;
The stars come out and at us peep,

And little children go to sleep,

And chickens, too, go off to roost.

" By the way," interpolated Mr. Keenan, " are

we to infer that children go to roost, too ?
"

And watch-dogs from their chains are loosed,

The stars come out, the moon shines, too,

Although a cloud hides it from view.

The crickets chirp, the bull-frog croaks.

And many a man goes off and smokes.

The reading was here interrupted by an out-

break of laughs and giggles. Mr. Keenan held up

his hand.
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u Here, now," be said, " you have an example of

how not to write poetry. The boy who composed

this never for one moment during the composition

of his doggerel placed before his imagination one

concrete picture of night. He simply took nights

in general, and looked at them piecemeal. Hence,

there is no order, no unity, no choice of details,

nothing that would give an idea to the listener of

apy particular night from the beginning of Spring

to the end of Autumn. The composer's imagina-

tion is as dry as a stick.
"""1

dare say he hasn't

read three good books during the entire vacation

just passed. Any one reading these verses can

see /hat in writing them he was ' most unusual

calm/ "

Just at this point a hand went up. It was Harry

Archer's.
! " Well, Harry ? " said Mr. Keenan, returning a

smile for the grin on the student's face.

" I wasn't ' most unusual calm/ sir, when I wrote

those verses."

"Ah, you have told on yourself, Harry," said

Mr. Keenan, as several of the boys turned their

merry eyes on Archer with new interest.

" Oh, they all know the way I write from last

year, sir; and it doesn't matter, anyhow. But so

far from being ' most unusual calm,' I was almost

tearing my hair out after I got to the seventh line
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8 THAT FOOTBALL GAME:

in one hour, and stuck there for almost another,

trying to get a rhyme for roost. By the time I

loosed those dogs on the scene, I was so mad that

I could have done something desperate."

Mr. Keenan laughed.

" Why, Harry, your own confession shows that

you need not despair. Put your passion into your

verse instead of pulling at your hair, and then who
knows but you will turn out a poet."

Mr. Keenan was about to read Claude Light-

foot's verse on the same subject, when the door of

the class-room opened, and Father Hogan, vice-

president of the college, entered, followed by a

young gentleman of sixteen.

The newcomer was attired in the extreme of

fashion—his suit was of the lightest color, his

trousers, below the knees, were of the widest; his

hair was very long, parted in the middle, and

plastered down on either side of the parting, so as

to allow only a small triangular portion of his fore-

head to be seen. For the rest, he was stout,

cherry-cheeked, pretty, and, aside from the evi-

dence of scented handkerchief and many jewels,

decidedly effeminate. The newcomer was smiling

recognition to nearly everybody in the room. He
kissed his hand to Claude Lightfoot

" Mr. Keenan," said the vice-president, " I bring

you a new member for your class—Willie Hardy,
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AND WHAT CAME OF IT. 9

who for the past two years has been attending

classes as a boarder at St. Maure's College."

" You are welcome/' said Mr. Keenan, taking

the boy's hand in his.

Willie Hardy advanced his right foot, drew

back his left, and bowed so low that the professor

was able to trace the parting of his hair as far as

the nape of his neck, where, for obvious reasonSi

it ended.

" It is not necessary, Mr. Keenan," proceeded

the vice-president, " for me to introduce Willie

Hardy to the students of this class. Willie has

told me that he was with them in Second Aca-

demic, and I am sure they all remember him very

*e?L"

" I know / do," said Claude Lightfoot, with the

sunny smile which he had carried undimmed up

and on through the lower classes; whereat all the

listeners, morally speaking, broke into a roar of

laughter.

Mr. Keenan and the vice-president were puzzled

by this outburst of merriment. They were both

unacquainted with Willie Hardy personally, and,

/uckily for that smiling youth, knew nothing of

his record at Milwaukee College ; . and, as Willie

joined in with the laughing quite heartily, they

were not moved to inquire further into the matter.

The vice-president withdrew ; Willie was as-
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IO THAT FOOTBALL GAME:

signed a seat next to Claude Lightfoot, and Mr.

Keenan was about to resume class-work, when the

bell rang for the end of class.

" By the way," said Mr. Keenan, " don't forget

about the meeting in the gymnasium of the mem-
bers of the football team."

Then he said prayers with the class, and dis-

missed them. As Willie Hardy was going out*

he motioned him to remain.

Willie stood smiling and radiant while the stu-

dents marched out two by two into the corridor.

One other boy, however, remained. It was Harry

Archer. He was very red in the face, and very

nervous.

" .Whafs the matter, Harry ? " inquired the pro-

fessor kindly.

" I—I've come to tell you, sir, that I can't plaj

football this year."

Mr. Keenan had considerable command over

his feelings; but I am bound to say that at this an-

nouncement his jaw dropped.

"Why, Harry," he exclaimed, "you're not in

earnest, are you ? We can't get along without

our quarter-back."

" Oh, you will find plenty of good material, I

hope, sir. I am awfully sorry, for I love the game,

and I want to see Milwaukee College head and
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AND WHAT CAME OF IT. II

shoulders over every team in the city, but I can't

play this year."

" I doubt very much," Mr. Keenan made an-

swer, "whether we have plenty of good material;

but even granting this, there is no one in the

college, in fact I believe, from what I have heard,

there is no one in the city, who can at all compare

with you as quarter-back. Are you quite serious

in your resolution ?
"

" Indeed, I am, Mr. Keenan. I have been think-

ing about the matter ever since the middle of last

August ; and since the opening of classes last

week, I have been thinking of it harder than ever.

The fact is, I have been trying to find some excuse

to play, but I really can't. I am convinced that it

is my duty to keep out of the game for this

season."

" I think I could play quarter-back," said Willie

Hardy, who had been listening thus far with no

attempt to conceal his interest.

" I hope, Harry," Mr. Keenan went on, taking

no notice, under stress of his disappointment, of

Willie
—

" I hope that my reading of your verses

and my comments on them have had nothing to

do with your decision."

" Oh ! indeed, no, Mr. Keenan," protested Harry

with much earnestness. " I know that my verses
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12 THAT FOOTBALL GAME;

are bad, and the few Words you said have con-

vinced me that I ought to do a little reading, but

I spend so much time at studying that I find none

for books."

" How much time do you give to your studies ?
"

" From three to five hours, sir."

Here Willie, who was now standing behind Mr.

Keenan, thrust his tongue into his cheek, and

winked at Harry. The object of these polite at-

tentions, however, failed to acknowledge the sig-

nals. Willie felt sure that Harry was lying, and

had thrown out these familiar signs to signify in

the most friendly manner possible his opinion to

that effect.

" Well," said Mr. Keenan, " I would advise you

to throw off an hour from your studies, and give it

to reading."

" But, sir, I am working for that eighty-dollar

prize for the best examination in Geometry."
" Even so, Harry, that work need not engross

your time; as a mathematician you are far and

away the best in the class. Claude Lightfoot, ex-

cellent as he is, can't come near you."

"Yes, but that's because I study at it three or

four times as long as Claude. If I were to let

down in my work, Claude would run away from

me in Mathematics in a week."

" That may be so, Harry; but meantime you are
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AND WHAT CAME OF IT. 13

giving so much time to Mathematics and so little

to English that you are in danger of injuring your

literary gifts. If you were to pay more attention

to each, you would secure a much better mental

development. Mathematics and literary studies

correct each other. An excess of Mathematics

narrows or even dries up the imagination, while an

excess in the study of literature develops loose-

ness, vagueness, and inaccuracy. You must try to

balance yourself."

" That is true, sir; but I have made up my mind

to get that eighty-dollar prize, if it is possible; and

in the mean time I must let literature, outside of

regular class-work, go. After Thanksgiving day

I hope that I shall be able to do better."

" I shall be delighted, Harry, if you secure the

prize. It will be an honor to our class and to our

college."

" A good many high-school boys and private

students under eighteen are working for it, and

some of them have hired special coaches."

" Is any one helping you ?
"

" No, sir; I am working pretty much by myself.

Mr. Lawrence, who taught us Geometry in Hu-

manities, gave me a splendid start, and I find that

under you I am learning, if anything, faster than

ever."

Here Willie Hardy interposed.
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" I thay," he said with a pronounced lisp, " what

ith thith thing all about ? Whothe going to give

a prithe of eighty dollarth ?
"

•
" Didn't you hear about it yet ? " cried Archer.

" Have you been away from Milwaukee this sum-

mer ?
"

" Yeth," said Willie sweetly ;
" I wath thpend-

ing my time out at a lake where there wath nobody

to dithturb me. I gave nine hourth a day to read-

ing poetry."

Mr. Keenan, who knew nothing of Willie, was

impressed with this statement. Archer was im-

pressed, too ; but for a different reason. That

richness of fancy, which had made Willie notorious

in former years at Milwaukee College, had not de-

serted the pretty youth. He still lied with ele-

gance and ease.

"Well, Willie," said the professor, "on the

tenth of August last, the ' Evening Wisconsin

'

offered a prize of eighty dollars to any boy or girl

under the age of nineteen who should make the

best examination in Geometry. It is open to any

young person in Milwaukee who, on the thirtieth

of November next, shall present himself or herself

at the Public Library Reading-Room with one hun-

dred coupons cut out from the issues of the ' Even-

ing Wisconsin/ Those who are to compete must

come to the reading-room with no paper of any
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AND WHAT CAME OF IT. 15

%Ukf save the one hundred coupons, which are to

serve as tickets of admission. Paper, pens, and

ink are to be provided by the proprietors of the

paper. Sharp at nine o'clock on the morning of

November the thirtieth, every competitor will be

handed a slip containing some fifteen or twenty

propositions and problems in Geometry. These

propositions and problems are to be made out by

the city editor of the ' Wisconsin/ who is an able

Mathematician; and as he is one of the projectors

of the enterprise and a man of the most scrupulous

honor, you see that there is little or no danger of

unfairness. Now, Harry," continued Mr. Keenan,

turning his eyes upon the young mathematician,

" I think I see a chance to get you some extra help.

How would you like to have a coach, who would

do his work for you as a labor of love ?
"

Harry's eyes danced.

" Oh ! I should be infinitely obliged to you," he

said.

" I should be glad to coach you myself, were it

not for two reasons. First, I have to give most of

my time outside of class-work and preparation for

it, to keeping athletics going among the boys.

[This, it may be said in parenthesis, was quite true.]

Secondly, even if I were free, I don't think that I

should be of any assistance to you, as I am but a

poor mathematician."
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16 THAT FOOTBALL GAME:

In giving the second reason, Mr. Keenan al-

lowed his modesty to get the better of his judg-

ment.

" I wouldn't think of letting you help me, sir,"

put in Harry, " because I know you have more

than enough to do."

" Not more than enough, Harry. We never

have too much to do, so long as we love our work

and are able to do it. But there is a young father

in the college who has given all his free time for

the last ten years to mathematics. He is now en-

gaged in writing a book on Calculus, and some

time ago offered to help me in any way he could.

I think that if I mention your case to him he

will gladly give you a few hours a week. I have

met many mathematicians, but no one who at all

approaches him. If he find that you have the

ability, he will give you a training such as no boy

in Milwaukee is likely to get."
u My !

" cried Archer, " wouldn't that be fine !

"

" There wath a profether at Thaint Maureth

who could square the thircle," put in Willie.

Taking no notice of the remark, Mr. Keenan

went on.

" Now, Harry, in case I get Father Trainer to

help you, I want you to promise in return that

once the contest is over, you will give yourself wit**
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AND WHAT CAME OF IT. 17

energy—and I know you have plenty* of it—to

your English."

" I promise right here and now, Mr. Keenan ;

and honestly, I feel as though you were heaping

coals of fire upon my head. Here I come

and disappoint you very much, as I can see, by re-

fusing to play in the college eleven; and in return,

you try to help me as though I were your best

friend. Oh ! I should like to play; it makes me
feel so mean to refuse; but I can't, sir. One rea-

son is that I wish to give extra time to study; but

that's only a small part. I should like to tell you

the other reason, but I can't do it yet. Later on,

sir, I hope to be able to tell you."

"Very good, Harry; I am convinced that you

are acting under a sense of duty; and, while I am
sorry to lose you, I would rather have no eleven

at all than have a single boy on it who was playing

to the detriment of higher and more important in-

terests."

" Thank you, Mr. Keenan. I hope to be able

to do something for you and for the college in the

way of athletics next Spring. Good-afternoon,

sir."

" Good-afternoon, Harry ; and be careful, my
boy, not to study too much. Keep your health

and strength. Even during these first ten or
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18 THAT FOOTBALL GAME:

twelve days of class, I have noticed that your coloi

is not so good as it was when I first met you last

August, and there is the least little sign of a black

circle under your eyes."

" Oh, I'm pretty strong, sir; but I'll try to look

out."

" Now, Willie," said Mr. Keenan, as Harry left

the room, " perhaps you can be of some use to me.

Are you a football player ?
"

" That ith my favorite game."
" Were you on the first eleven of St. Maure's ?

n

" No, thir; but I wath to play on it thith year.

I wath to be either tackle or quarter-back. Latht

year I wath a thubthitoot."

" Oh ! indeed; that means a good deal, if the

St. Maure's team is all that it is cracked up to be.

I am surprised that you did not go back to St.

Maure's to share in the glory of the team."

" I would go back, thir, only I want more time

and thecluthion for thtudieth."

Mr. Keenan was edified. As he had been at

Milwaukee for only four weeks, it is not surprising

that he had as yet learned nothing of Willie Hardy,

who had not returned to St. Maure's because he

had been " requested " by the vice-president to

stay at home.
" Well," said the prefect, " we might try you for

our football eleven. The withdrawal of Archer
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AND WHAT CAME OF IT 19

leaves us short of a man, and perhaps we could

play you in the line. The boys attending here of

sufficient weight for the line of rushers are all of

them either already engaged on the team, or fflr

one reason or another cannot play."

" Couldn't I play quarter-back ?
"

" We will see about that. Ah ! there goes

the bell for the football meeting. Come along

with me, Willie.
,, Mr. Keenan added, speaking

rather to himself, " I expect to encounter a storm

or two before we adjourn."
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CHAPTER II.

ttt WHICH THE MILWAUKEE COLLEGE ELEVEN BEGIN TS
FEEL THE IRON HAND OF DISCIPLINE,

Nearly a score of boys were seated on the

benches which lined the gymnasium. Facing

them stood Mr. Keenan, in his hand a little note-

book.

" Young gentlemen," he began, " I find that ol

last year's team, six are still attending college,

namely, Harry Archer, quarter-back ; Claude

Lightfoot, full-back ; Walter Collins, left end

;

Andrew O'Neil, right end ; John Drew, right

guard ; and Ernest Snowden, right half-back. 1

regret to say that Harry Archer does not intend to

play football this year."

Something very like a groan came from the

listeners.

" We might as well give up, then," said O'Neil

ruefully.

" And then, again," laughed Mr. Keenan, " we
mightn't. In the bright lexicon of football there's

no such expression as ' give up.' Now, the new

players suggested by a board of three college stu-

dents, members of last year's team, are Charlie

Pierson, of poetry, as centre-rush ; Gerald
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O'Rourke, of poetry, as right tackle; Dan Dock-

ery, of the same class, as left half-back ; Frank

Stein, of poetry, as left guard; and Maurice Des-

mond, of poetry, as left tackle. As you see, we
now have no one for quarter-back. Has any one

any suggestions to offer ?
"

" It seems to me, Mr. Keenan," said Gerald

O'Rourke, " that Desmond might be trained for

quarter-back. He is very quick, and rather light

for the line. He is a good runner, and last year he

clayed quarter for the second eleven."

" Second the motion !
" said Pierson.

" It's the best we can do, I think," added an-

other, while all the boys except Desmond and

Willie Hardy nodded their heads in assent.

" Very good," Mr. Keenan said, as he made a

note. " Now the next question is, whom shall we
take for left tackle ? Willie Hardy informs me
that he was to have played on the celebrated Sk
Maure's team, had he returned. Certainly, he ap*

pears to be heavy enough."

Many of the boys looked at Willie doubtfully.

There was a slight pause. Good-natured Claude

came to the rescue.

" I think, sir," he said, " that Willie might make

a good tackle. When he was here before, he was

one of our best runners, and he's pretty strong

too."
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22 THAT FOOTBALL GAME:

" It wouldn't do any harm to give him a trial,"

udded O'Neil, " especially as we have so few to

choose from. This year we have no good ball-

players to fall back on except three or four in the

second team, who are all very light; and, as it is,

our rush-line will be under one hundred and forty-

five pounds, and the lightest in the city."

".I weigh about one hundred and ninety-five

poundth," put in Willie, with his ingenuous smile.

" I suppose you would weigh that, if you were

dressed in a couple of feather-beds with dumb-bell

attachments/' laughed Gerald O'Rourke. " At

any rate, you are over one hundred and fifty, I

believe, and if you're not afraid, doubtless you'll

do very well."

Willie looked injured.

" A thudent from Thaint Maureth," he cried,

glancing out of the corner of his eye at Mr.

Keenan, who had attended that seat of learning in

his youth, " fearth nothing."

The listeners applauded this remark lustily; and

half in joke, half in earnest, they agreed to allow

Willie the position of left tackle.

" So now we have fixed our team conditionally.

However, as we are not going to take up football

in exactly the same way as last year, it will be well

for each one of you to know what he is expected to

do and what not to do. In the first place, there is to
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be practice regularly every afternoon, rain or shine;

after class, on Mondays, Tuesdays and Fridays, for

half an hour; on Wednesdays and Saturdays for

at least one hour; or, in place of that, a practice

game. Again, every Thursday afternoon, which is

your holiday, each one of you must report here at

three o'clock for an hour or two of hard practice."

" I don't think I can come on Thursdays," said

Snowden.
" Indeed ! I am very sorry ; but if you can't

come, let me know to-morrow. We must have

an eleven made up of players who practise to-

gether every day in the week, except Sunday.

Last year, I am told, you didn't have your full

team practising together more than one time out

of five. As a result, you were beaten badly on

one occasion by the Centrals, a team which was, in

material, by no means superior to your eleven.

They had discipline and team-work on their side,

however."

" I guess I can manage to come," said Snowden,

in a sulky voice.

" Is there any one else who can't come ? " con-

tinued Mr. Keenan.

The young man who had to attend to piano les-

sons twice a week, and that other who took private

instruction in German, and who, in consequence,

had found it impossible to practise regularly with
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the team the preceding season, then and there con-

cluded to do the impossible. The pianist, Rob
Collins, however, resolved to speak.

" I have music-lessons twice a week, just after

class,' ' he said.

" Indeed ! Do you pay the teacher, or does ha

pay you ?
"

" I pay him."

" Well, I think he will be willing to change his

hour for you, if you insist upon it. Of course,

if he can't, we shall have to let you go.'
?

" Oh, he'll change the time, if I put it in that

way to him."

The boys were now looking at each other with

eyes and mouths of astonishment. That Mr.

Keenan should without a tremor give two of the

oldest players the alternative of regular practice

or leaving the football team was to their minds a

bold proceeding. But there were further surprises

in store for them.

" Another point ! I understand, boys, that last

year several members of the team were hard

smokers."

" None of the fellowth on the team at Thaint

Maureth ever thmoked," interpolated Willie.

" I smoke," said Snowden sulkily ' and it

doesn't hurt my playing."

"So do I " said Drew-
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And I," said Collins.

All of them spoke boldly.

" Is there any other smoker ? " asked the pre-

fect mildly.

"I ' hit ' a pipe now and then," said Pierson.

" But I am perfectly willing to stop, if you wish."

" I can't stop," cried Collins.

" I won't," muttered Ernest Snowden. It was

a whisper which reached the ear for which it was

obviously intended.

" Well, young gentlemen, you have to do one of

two things—stop smoking within a week, or leave

the football team. Of course, nearly every boy

who smokes will claim that it doesn't hurt him.

Now, I am not prepared to say that every growing

young man who smokes very moderately is in-

juring himself, but I am quite sure that the vast

majority are the worse for their smoking. While

I should regret to give up having a football eleven

to represent our college, I should much prefer that

course than to have an eleven without discipline.

I regard football as the greatest of all games, prin-

cipally for the reason that it schools a boy to al-

most heroic self-restraint both on and off the field

But when there is no discipline, there is no re-

straint—at least there is none off the field, and so

one-half of the good that should be obtained from

the game is lost; and when there is discipline.
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there is likely to be no team-work on the field

itself; and, again, instead of having head-work in

the game, we have guess-work ; and instead of

team-play, we have horse-play. Rather than allow

such a state of things to go on, I will either aban-

don the idea of having a college eleven, or I will

fill up the vacancies with boys of the lower classes.

This last course will ruin our prospect of victory

fbr the present year, but in the following season,

we should have a team worthy of the college.

Now, what have the smokers to say ?
"

" I'll stop," said Walter Collins cheerfully.

Drew and Snowden were whispering together.

" Well, Drew ?
"

Drew was about to speak, when Snowden

touched him on the arm.

" If you please," said Snowden, " Drew and I

would like to think about it before we give any

answer."

There was a touch of rebellion in the boy's man-

ner.

" Welli in this case," said Mr. Keenan, " the boy

who hesitates is lost. If you don't care about put-

ting that much restraint on yourselves, you are

either inveterate smokers, and then we don't want

you; or you are too indifferent to the good of the

eleven to make a sacrifice,, In either case, I

don't want you."
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" I'll stop," said Drew:
" And I won't," muttered Snowden.
" Then, Mr. Snowden, you are excused from

further attendance at this meeting/'

Snowden put his hands in his pockets and

walked out.

The boys looked very gloomy. Snowden had

been one of the best players on the preceding

year's team.

" I am very sorry, boys," said Mr. Keenan, " to

have begun the season with so much unpleasant-

ness, but I made up my mind before coming

here to have a disciplined team or none at all.

Some of you may think that I am too exacting;

but you will learn in the long run, I think, that I

am looking to your good and the good name and

honor of the college.

" I am told that last year even the old boys, that

is, our former students, were disgusted with the

loose playing of the college eleven. While your

opponents during the halves of the game gathered

together comparing notes and planning for the

last half, five or six of your players were hidden in

various corners or behind fences, smoking the

deadly cigarette or pulling at a pipe. The players

you went against did none of these things for the

simple reason that their paid coach wouldn't hear

Of such irregularities. They were paying him a
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hundred dollars or so monthly to forbid them ju'll

such things. Now, you boys have no paid coach;

but I'm going to do for nothing what a coach

would do for a good salary."

" That's right," said Dockery. " Even the small

boys noticed how much more other teams sacri-

ficed than our boys for the sake of the game/'
" Don't you think, Mr. Keenan," inquired Pier*

son, "that we could get one or two of the old

players to help us out ?
"

" No," said Mr. Keenan emphatically. " I don't

want ji single player who is not a bona fide student

of Milwaukee College. My first reason is that, as

a rule, such a player cannot attend regular practice;

again, we cannot be quite so sure that he keeps in

regular training; in the third place, he is not under

the discipline of the college, and he may play a

style of game which the authorities do not approve

of. Finally, he is not a college student, and foot-

ball, as it is now played, is a game for college stu-

dents. Hence, we shall play no game with

athletic associations, no game with outside teams

which are not under the direct sanction and control

of some responsible school or college. Football

is essentially a young gentlemen's game. It is

quite feasible, at times, to play a game of base-ball

with rough characters; but in football, you must

play only with gentlemen—otherwise the game
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becomes a slugging match, and a question as to

which is the better or worse set of rowdies. Now
the next point is the election of captain. We
need no formalities. Dan Dockery will pass

around the slips of paper which I have provided

him with, and each one of you will write the name

of him whom you wish to be captain."

" According to the votes," announced Dockery

a few minutes later, " Claude Lightfoot has eight,

Dan Dockery one, and Ernest Snowden one."

"Therefore," added Mr. Keenan, "Claude

Lightfoot is Captain."

Mr. Keenan was guilty of a rash judgment on

this occasion. He concluded that Drew had cast

his vote for Snowden ; but the voter in question

was none other than Willie Hardy.

" Is there any further business, boys ?
"

Claude arose.

" I want to thank the fellows, Mr. Keenan, for

electing me. I don't think I am particularly fitted

to be captain, but Til do my best; and I think, too,

that even if our team is weaker individually than

last year's, we will play a much better game, pro-

vided we follow your instructions."

The boys applauded Claude, as, covered with

blushes, he seated himself.

" Mr. Keenan," said Dockery, " what about ouf

diet ?
"
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The prefect smiled.

" I had intended/' he said, " to lay down a few
.... r_

rules; but you boys have taken my remarks about

smoking and regular practice so hard, that I am
afraid to say anything more."

" We're all converted," said Walter Collins.

" Please give us a few instructions."

" Yes."—" That's right."—" Go on, sir.'*

In some inexplicable way, the boys had changed

from shadow to sunshine. Mr. Keenan, who in the

first ten minutes of the meeting had aroused little

but opposition, had, since the withdrawal of Snow-

den, secured their full confidence.

" Well, I'll give you a very simple regulation.

Eat three hearty meals a day, eat nothing between

meals, avoid ice-cream and cakes. For the rest

stay at home of nights, and go to bed before ten."

Every one looked pleased.

" Shall we promise to do it, boys ? " inquired

Claude.

" I promith," cried Willie Hardy.

Then each and every boy followed Willie's ex-

ample, and each and every one with the exception

of Willie meant what he said.

Meeting adjourned.
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CHAPTER 111.

1

W WHICH IT IS SHOWN THAT THE GAME OF FOOTBALL*

WITH ITS SEVERE PREPARAl&RY WORK, HAS MANY
POINTS IN ITS FAVOR.

Milwaukee ^College, "like ail Gaul, is divided

into three parts \ the college] building itself, on

Tenth, and facing State, Street; the play-ground

proper, very large, vetfy b&re, Restitute of grass ;

and, separated from the cdllege tiy a strip of land

and a plank walk, " the college\ green," the third

part, a sacred place which no student may set foot

upon without express permission. It is the one

ambition of John, the faithful college janitor, to

keep this " green " true to its name; I and it is the

ever-present disappointment of his life that he

meets with but partial success; for in the footbal*

season, the eleven use it for their practice-ground,

and in spring the fielders of the base-ball nine in-

vade it; while the small boy, who hopes in later

years to be himself a player, stands- without the

boundary mark, and looks wistful ; or, mayhap,

should the prefect disappear, desecrates the reserve

with his unhallowed foot.

After the football meeting, the ten players,

throwing aside their coats, entered the " green/'
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;

and were about to tackle and run in the usual

violent fashion, when Mr. Keenan interposed.

" Hold on, boys/' he said: " this won't do at all.

Some of you are utterly out of training; probably

not more than two of your number are in any kind

of condition for such work as hard tackling and

running. You must begin gently, or some one

may be hurt. Even supposing none of you were

hurt, there would be several of you too stiff and

sore to practise to-morrow. Suppose you form a

ring, standing three yards apart from each other."

Mr. Keenan was pleased with their alacrity in

falling into the position suggested. It was evident

to him that he had gained the boys' confidence.

" Now, Lightfoot, begin by passing the ball to

your neighbor, and throw it slowly."

Lightfoot, holding the ball in his hand with the

long axis resting upon his forearm, passed it to the

player at his right, by swinging the full length of

his arm, inclined a little from the level of the

shoulder. Pierson caught the oval, and passed it

with both hands to his neighbor, who in turn

passed it, until, finally, the ball was returned to

Claude.

" It won't do," said Mr. Keenan.

"I thought tho," Willie remarked to Gerald

O'Rourke.
" What's wrong, sir ? " asked Claude.
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"In passing the ball, Claude, where do you

want the runner to receive it ?
"

" Anywhere he can catch it, I suppose."

" But is there a best place ?
"

" Why, now that I come to think of it, I should

suppose that the one who passes the ball ought to

aim at the waist of the fellow who is to catch it/'

" Exactly. Suppose a half-back is running up

against the line ; he should be advancing head

down. If you aim at his waist, he gets the ball ex-

actly where it is easiest to catch it without losing

speed or changing position. Now, try again, and

use both hands and one arm in passing, as that is

the best and quickest way for short passes."

" That's a new point for me," said O'Neil in a

whisper to O'Rourke.
" For me, too; Mr. Keenan must have been a

football player in his day."

This time, although the boys were more careful

in passing the ball, several of them were slow and

awkward.
" Now throw the ball harder," said Mr. Keenan,

as presently in the course of their practice they

showed more ease in their movements. " Any one

who misses must fall on the ball."

Willie Hardy and Charlie Pierson were obliged

to fall on the ball in this round to the great amuse-

ment of the small boys standing outside the for-
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bidden ground, and gazing on the scene with open

mouths and rounded eyes. Looking at the play-

ers, one would think that their holding the ball was

a matter of life or death. Andrew O'Neil, at the

beginning of the practice, had remarked that he

did not believe in " baby work." He was now
perspiring, partly from the exercise, partly from

fear of a false throw or a muff. Even the little

things of football are to be done carefully.

When about seven or eight minutes had been

spent in this exercise, Mr. Keenan called a halt.

" Where are you going, Pierson ? " he asked,

as the future centre^rush made at a trot towards

the college building.

" To get a drink, sir."

" I think you can afford to wait: no drinking

during practice."

" What does he take us for ? " inquired Stein of

Maurice Desmond.
" For a lot of geese," answered Maurice, with a

grin. " And he's about right."

" Yes," assented Collins. " And I'm glad he's

coming down on us. Last year we all felt that

more discipline was needed, and yet we wouldn't

submit to it unless it was forced upon us. It's

about time for us to go to work and saw wood."

As Pierson returned somewhat shame-faced,

Mr. Keenan whispered to him:
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" That is all right, Charlie—offer it up."

Charlie, who was the best-natured boy in the

college, broke into a smile. His good-humor wae

at once restored.

" Now, boys, we must begin to get ready for

running. There's no need of practising on the

green for this particular exercise. Range your*

selves in single file beside the parallel bars, and trot

slowly along the fence all the way around. Clauds

you take the lead ; and be careful not to go

fast."

They had no sooner started than, with refresh-

ing alacrity, every small boy in the yard fell into

line, with the result that the file of runners was

fully fifty yards in length, and, owing to the hilar-

ious cries and motions of the knickerbockered

tribe, formed a very inspiring scene to the prefect

and the various knots of spectators without and

within the college enclosure.

While Mr. Keenan, thus rapt in pleasant con-

templation, was standing beside the parallel bars,

Snowden, who had been a gloomy witness thus far

of the first practice, advanced and touched his cap.

" Mr. Keenan," he said, " I'd like to apologize.

I was out of humor this afternoon and made a fool

of myself. If you'll overlook what has happened,

I'll promise not to smoke any more."

The runners were nearing the two. Pierson.
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who was fat, was blowing heavily, and pretty Willie

Hardy had lost his smile.

"Halt," cried the prefect. "Well, Snowden,

you may fall into line. Once more, Claude, but

even a little slower and stop half-way, that is when

you come opposite home-base. I notice that a

couple of your men are almost winded. When
you reach the base, walk back here."

His directions were followed to the letter.

" To-morrow, boys," announced Mr. Keenan on

their return, " I shall put you directly under

charge of your captain, Claude Lightfoot. He
and I shall have a talk together now, and arrange

upon what is best to be done. Those who wish to

play on our eleven must obey him in what regards

football on and off the field."

Claude and the prefect held a long conference;

and the boy, with whom athletics were almost a

second nature, seemed to catch by intuition the

general plan of campaign which Mr. Keenan wa*

outlining.

" I think, sir," he said, " that we can make it go.

There will be no trouble with the new players, and

none with Collins and O'Neill. They are all willing

to learn. The only fellows who may growl are

Ernest Snowden and Drew. Both of them be-

longed to a crowd in last year's team who thought

that all they had to do in football was to go in and
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win. They were great big fellows, and because

they could block their opponents easily and do a

few things which depend more on strength and

weight than anything else they thought that they

were fine football players/'

" Whereas," supplemented Mr. Keenan, " they

were merely fine material."

" Yes; 'they were that sure," assented Claude.

" That's a point which shows how young football

really is in the West, Claude; it is quite possible

for a boy to play three or four years in a college

team, and think himself a fine player, without his

really knowing the rudiments of the game."
" I'm beginning to think, sir, after what you've

said, that none of us here know tHe rudiments. If

I try to follow your directions, the boys will have

to practise a great deal of real self-denial."

" It will do them good."

" Mr. Keenan," said Claude with a laugh, " I've

often been amused by the way boys make sacri-

fices for the sake of a field-day or a football game.

Now, last year the boys of the Central High School

Eleven who beat us so badly, dieted severely, went

to bed early, gave up smoking, ate and drank

nothing between meals, got up early, and gave up

lots of delicacies in the eating and drinking line.

The day before they played us, several of them

were going to a party, and when their captain sent
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them word that they could not go, they gave it

up. They were awfully afraid of our team, and

our team wasn't a bit afraid of them. You've

heard, of course, how they beat us twenty-six to

nothing. Well here's the thing that amused me.

Those fellows for the sake of winning a game prac-

tised mortification and self-denial enough almost

to make them saints. If they had done all that for

the love of God it would raise them, I reckon, to a

high degree of holiness."

Mr. Keenan laughed.

" Well, Claude, I am glad you spoke of that.

Didn't it ever occur to you that you could com-

bine the two things ? All the sacrifices you make

for the sake of a football game may count in the

supernatural order too."

Claude opened his eyes to their widest.

" I don't quite see," he remarked.

" Don't you belong to the League of the Sacred

Heart?"
" Yes, sir; I think every boy in the college is a

member. This year I have been appointed a

Promoter, and have charge of a band of fifteen, all

in the Poetry class. All the football players of my
dass are in my band."

" Splendid ! " cried Mr. Keenan with enthusi-

asm. " Now, Claude, as you are a Promoter, and

have half, or more than halt of the football te^tn
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under your care, you can do ever so much to make

the League devotion practical."

" I'd be very glad to do anything I could, sir.

But I don't understand yet."

" Well, you know the Morning Offering, don't

you?"
" Yes, sir. Every morning we offer all our

thoughts, words, and actions of the day in union

with the interests of the Sacred Heart."

"Just so; now how many kinds of actions are

there ?

"

" Three, sir: good actions, bad actions, and in-

different actions."

" What is a good action ?
"

.

" An action, sir, that by its very nature pleases

God k
, as, for instance, to pray, to do a kind act for

the love of God, to resist a temptation."

" And what is a bad action ?
"

" An action, sir, which by its very nature is of-

fensive to God, as to steal, to blaspheme, to lie."

" Now what is an indifferent action ?
"

" An action which in itself is neither bad nor

good; as to eat dinner, to walk, to run, to read,

or to stand on your head."

" I congratulate you on your knowledge of the

catechism, Claude. What kind of an action is

football ?
"

" It is a bully action, sir." said Claude, with a
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laugh. " But looking at it from the way we study

our catechism, I should say that it is neither bad

nor good in itself; and, consequently, indifferent."

"So, then, football playing is neither bad nor

good/*

" I guess not, sir; it's good," said Claude fer-

vently.

" Then it's not indifferent."

" No, sir."

" Aren't you getting confused, Claude ?

"

" Well," returned the captain of the eleven, " it's

this way. If a boy plays football for a good end,

it's a good action. If he plays for a bad end, it's a

bad action."

" But," argued Mr. Keenan, " football is a bad

action, and I'll prove it. A game where there is

slugging and ill-temper and revenge is made up ot

bad actions. But in football we have slugging

and ill-temper and revenge. Therefore football

is made up of bad actions."

Claude was not a philosopher, so he failed to an-

swer this objection " in form."

" What you say does not seem to be true, Mr.

Keenan. Slugging is positively forbidden in foot-

ball, and revenge has nothing to do with any game.

As regards ill-temper, it is the same in football as

in any other game: the boy who loses his temper

plays all the worse as a rule. So, you see, those
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chings you speak of are an abuse, and don't belong

to the game at all."

" Right again, Claude : football, so far from

being a game for the promotion of rowdiness, is

a game where a player is schooled to control his

passions under the utmost provocation. It is hard

to say whether, if rightly played, football does

more for one's bravery than for one's endurance.

The people who cry out against football as being

a game for the promotion of savagery are simply

confounding the game itself with some abuses

which threaten to creep in. We are both satisfied,

then, that the game is indifferent. Now the next

question is, how can it be made bad ?
"

" I suppose, sir, it would be made bad for an in-

dividual player if he were to play for some bad

end; for instance to show off, or to revenge him-

self on some one else."

" And how could it be made good ?
"

" Easily, sir. If a boy were to exclude all bad

motives and were to offer it up with his other ac-

tions of the day, it would become a good act."

" Hence it is quite possible for a boy to play a

hard football game, to enjoy himself immensely,

and, at the same time, to please and honor the

Sacred Heart very much."
" Good gracious !

" said Claude. " Then I've

been having a lot of fun in football, and at the same
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time, have been doing good for my soul. It seems

so funny, sir; I can't imagine it."

" I thought you would say something like that,

Claude. It does look strange on the face of it.

But I think that I can make the matter clearer for

you. Suppose, a man were to come to our water-

faucet outside, and take a drink of water. There

would be no harm and no good iri the action of

drinking—would there ?
"

" No, sir."

" But suppose that before drinking, he should

propose to signify by that action his hatred of

God, wouldn't that intention make it a bad act ?
"

" Of course it would. I think, sir, that he would

sin mortally."

" So do I. Now God is more willing to be

pleased than to be displeased; quicker to reward

than to punish. Hence, if he were to offer up the

action of drinking the water to show his love for

God, it would follow that his action would be a

good one, and one for which he would get a re-

ward."

" That's a consoling doctrine, sir."

" Indeed it is; and a very practical one, too. So

if you boys submit to hard training and discipline,

you can offer every one of those acts each day to

the Sacred Heart, and the harder the discipline

and training come on your natural inclinations, the
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more merit will you gain, the better boys will you

become."
" That's fine ! " cried Claude, jumping to his

feet. " Just think ! Every bump I get can be of-

fered up for my sins. I'm going to talk this over

with the Poetry boys on my team, and I'll get

Harry Collins to attend to it with the other fel-

lows, and I'm sure they'll all be delighted to join

football training and devotion to the Sacred Heart

together."

" I believe so, too, Claude, and the better you

practise devotion to the Sacred Heart, the better

you will play football. Halloa ! it is nearly five

o'clock. Go home to your studies, young man,

and when you're working at them, remember that

they too can be rendered very meritorious by the

Morning Offering."

And Claude literally skipped home. Doubtless

he skipped with a good intention too.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE HOME OF HARRY ARCHER.

While the boys in single file, and to the admira*

tion of all beholders, were trotting leisurely around

the college ground, Harry Archer was making his

way westward on Fond du Lac Avenue to his

home. It was a walk of over two miles ; but

Harry, on this occasion at least, took no note of

its length, for he was busy with his thoughts.

It was a bitter, bitter thing to give up playing

on the football team, and now that the sacrifice

had been made, he would have felt utterly miser-

able, were it not for the hope that Mr. Keenan

had held out to him of having a great mathe-

matician to assist him in preparing for the " Even-

ing Wisconsin " Mathematical Contest. When
Harry first read the announcement concerning this

contest, in the preceding month of August, he had

at once resolved to take part in it. On the same

day, he took out of the bookcase Wentworth's
" Geometry " and set to work at reviewing the

books which he had already seen in class.

Within a week, a strange thing, as Harry re-

garded it, came to pass. He discovered that a
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strong liking for mathematics had supplanted his

former passive indifference. During his year in

the class of Humanities, he had studied moder-

ately, had taken but little interest in the problems, •

and yet at the end of the season had passed a cred-

itable examination, but far inferior to Claude

Lightfoot's, and a little below the work of

O'Rourke and Desmond. But now he loved

the study ; and the preparation for the contest

which he had entered into without much thought

of winning or losing had quickly ceased to be a

task and developed into an enthusiasm. He began

to feel his power; and with the prospect of an ex-

pert's help, the future, despite his abandonment of

football, became bright. Oh, if he could but gain

the prize ! Aside from the honor to himself and to

his college, there were the eighty dollars ! It was

the money chiefly that Harry was looking for.

And yet, as we shall presently see, he was anything

but of a mercenary disposition.

Harry entered his home, then, by no means de-

spondent. He tripped lightly up the stairs into the

living-room, where he stopped suddenly, while his

face took on an expression of dismay. -*

A woman clothed in black was seated at a table

on which were paper and other writing materials.

Her face was bent down upon the table, her hands

were clasped over her head, and her whole form
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was quivering. There was no need of surmise to

know that she was in a passion of grief, for her

sobs left no doubt.

" Why, mother !
" exclaimed Harry.

Mrs. Archer raised her face wet with tears, and

looked quite alarmed. She had been taken by

surprise.

Before she could say a word Harry bent over

and kissed her with unusual tenderness in his man-

ner and unusual sympathy upon his honest face.

" Have you been thinking of father ? " he in-

quired.

" Yes, Harry; but I am resigned to his loss. I

have also been thinking of you and your sister

Alice and little Paul, and I am afraid I lost courage

for the moment. But I didn't want you to know

anything about it, my dear."

Something has happened, then. You must

tell me, mother. After all," Harry added with a

smile, " I'm the man of the family. Has anything

gone wrong to-day ?
"

" Yes, Harry. I thought we had fairly cleared

off all our debts, when a new bill came in to-day.

It's for eighty-five dollars, and had to be paid."

" And didn't you have the money ?
"

" Yes; I had been saving up to pay the one hun-

dred and five dollars' interest on our mortgage

which falls due in early December ; and I had
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already laid by ninety dollars, now there are but

five dollars left, and I see no way of getting the

money together between this time and Decem-

ber. And so, Harry, I fear we shall be compelled

to lose our home."
u
Isn't there any way out at all, mother ?

"

" No, dear ; unless we sell the piano. But

I can hardly bring myself to think of taking it from

Alice. It's the one possession of hers in the house

which she really loves. Besides, she needs it to

keep up her practice, and for giving her music-les-

sons."

" There's no question about it," said Harry, with

the ah of a man. " The piano shall not be sold.

I'll go to work first. Don't you think, mother,

that I ought to give up school at once ?
"

" If it were not for our hopes in the silver mine

Stock, Harry, I should be forced to take you away.

Indeed, my boy, were it not for the chance that

dut shares would be of some value, I do not see

how in conscience I could have allowed you to re-

turn to college at all. But since the opening of

school, the most discouraging reports have reached

me. At present, our shares are not worth much
more than the paper used for them, and the hope

of their rising in value is growing fainter and

fainter. And now this sudden call on me for so

large ? sum of money, makes me wonder whether
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I can keep you at college. You know, my dear,

how eager your father was for you to complete

the classical course, and how I share that eager-

ness. I cannot bring myself to think of your leav-

ing college, and yet I'm afraid, Harry, that unless

God comes to our help, we shall have to take you

away. In the mean time, though, keep on. There

is no reason for leaving before you have made sure

of a position. Besides, your schooling until

January has been paid for in advance, and who
knows but that in some way or other things may
grow brighter. I may get more copying to do,

and Alice may find a few more pupils. Let us

keep on praying."

" That's right, mother. And please don't cry

any more. By the way, after this I am going to

earn a dollar and a half a week."

Mrs. Archer looked at her boy in surprise.

" I'm going to carry the ' Evening Wisconsin/

mother. And I have a fine route. It is practi-

cally on my way home, and won't interfere with my
college work at all. You see, right after school,

beginning to-morrow, I shall run down to the

office, get my pack of papers, and deliver them on

my way here, so that I'll be back by half-past four,

or, at the very latest, five. It will give me just

enough exercise to keep me going."

" But, Harry, what aKout your football ?
"
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" I'm not going to play this year, mother."

Harry said this with an attempt at indifference;

but his mother, who knew how her boy loved the

game, who had heard him talk about it and seen

him even study it, understood what a sacrifice he

had made. There was a tear in her eye again ;

but it was a tear of gratitude. Poverty for the

moment lost its blackness, care its heaviness, the

future its gloom in the presence of her son's sacri-

fice of love. Upon my word, if boys knew what

their affection and duty to their parents could

bring about, there would be a wondrous change

for the better in this world. The generations

would become longer-lived, the face of many a

mother, now drawn with grief and aged with care,

would grow bright and cheerful, while the heart

within would be strong to bear the bitterest trials

in the strength of the son's dutiful love.

" Harry," said the mother, rising and laying her

hand as though in benediction upon her boy's

head, " I should never have asked you to make the

sacrifice. May God reward you, my darling boy."

And Harry, who, like most boys of seventeen,

hated anything like the display of the more tender

emotions, simply bowed his head, and hurried from

the room.

Under the stairway on the first floor was a small

apartment for odds and ends. Harry opened the
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door, and brought out into the hallway his bicycle^

bought for him by his father just three months

ago.

He gazed at it mournfully.

" So I shall have to let you go, too. It's too

bad," he soliloquized.

And again he gazed upon his beloved bicycle

mournfully. Poor Harry, having sacrificed his

football, had counted upon taking his pleasure and

exercise upon the wheel. Naturally good at

athletics, he had hoped to take a high place among
the bicyclists of Milwaukee College at the field-day

in the ensuing spring. But now the bright visions

which he had conjured up were rudely but volun-

tarily dispelled. It was a question of sacrificing

Alice's piano or his wheel. It is true, the piano

would bring in a larger sum and enable Mrs.

Archer to pay the interest on the mortgage withs

out difficulty, but Harry w;as resolved that the

piano should be kept, so long as there was the

slightest hope of meeting their obligations other-

wise.

" Well," he reflected, " I suppose I can stand it,

for the sake of Alice and my mother. But I am
awfully sorry for Paul. He expects me to teach

him this week."

" Are you going out for a ride, Harry ? " cried

Paul, a chubby boy of eight, as he came tripping
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into the hallway with a large bundle done up in

brown paper under his arm.

" No, Paul; but I was thinking of teaching you

how to ride/'

Paul made a plunge into the air, then darted to*

ward the kitchen with a whoop of joy.

He came back at a gallop, and the two with the

bicycle between them repaired to the yard.

For half an hour, Harry continued to teach his

brother. The wheel was somewhat too large for

the little fellow, but notwithstanding this disad-

vantage, he succeeded eventually in going five or

six yards unaided.

" First-rate, Paul. In one more lesson you will

be a graduate. All you will need after that will be

a little practice/'

" And you'll let me practise on your wheel,

won't you, Harry, whenever you're not using it

yourself ?
"

" I'm afraid not, Paul. I think I shall sell my
wheel."

Paul gazed at his brother with great eyes.

" Well, then you'll buy me a wheel for myself,

won't you, Harry ? You told me you would try to

do everything for me that papa would do, if he

were alive ; and I know papa would buy me a

wheel."

" Yes; but papa knew how to make money for
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you, Paul, and I don't. But just wait for a little

while, and I'll get you a nice wheel, too, as soon as

I can afford it."

" Will it be long, Harry ?
"

" I hope not; but it will be good to wait for a

while. If you were to get one now, you would

grow so fast in a year that you would need another

one very soon. I think we had better wait till you

grow a little."

" Yes," assented Paul brightly, " and I'll save

up in my bank, and help you pay. I say, Harry,,

we ought to change our grocer."

"Why?"
" He doesn't give me cakes or candy any more,

when I go to buy things there for mamma. And
then he used to smile, and make me laugh, and

now he looks as cross as you do when you play

football."

Harry smiled at the comparison, but he felt

once more the sting of poverty. The grocer had

altered since the death of his father. Soon it would

be the same with the butcher and the baker.

Harry looked upon these changes as misfortunes.

He was mistaken. As far as he was concerned,

the change from comparative wealth to compara-

tive poverty was a blessing.
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CHAPTER V.

SHOWING HOW A WANT OF READY MONEY IS NOT ALWAYS
A THING TO BE DEPLORED,

Harry, it was said in the last chapter, was mis-

taken in looking upon the change from compara-

tive weahh to comparative poverty as a misfortune.

To make this statement intelligible to the reader,

it is necessary to go back to a somewhat earlier

period of his life.

Four months before, that is in May of the pre-

ceding school-year, Harry Archer was a student

of Humanities and the captain and catcher of the

college base-ball club. As a captain he was quite

good; as a catcher he was considered one of the

best among the amateurs of the city; as a student

of Humanities he was slightly below the average.

And yet it was patent to all that Harry was a boy

of more than ordinary intellectual ability. Hia

teacher knew this from the intelligent question*

which Harry often put to him; his prefects knew

it from the quickness and head-work which he dis-

played in all athletic contests ; his companions

knew it from the skill with which he directed them

In plays where brain counted for more than brawn.

How was it then that Harry held so poor a place
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in the class-room ? There were various answers.

Certain members of the college faculty attributed

his poor record to a want of imagination. There

was no originality in his work. But they failed to

distinguish between a want of imagination and a

dormant imagination. Harry's reading was con-

fined almost entirely to the athletic columns of the

daily paper. He knew the records of all the great

bicycle riders, the weight, height, and abilities of

most of the leading football players in the great

eastern colleges and in the local elevens; he was

perfectly acquainted with the relative standing of

the professional base-ball teams in four different

leagues. In a word, his readings, though, viewed

from the standpoint of morality, of the most inno-

cent order, were such as did nothing to develop

his literary gifts, while, at the same time, they en-

riched or rather pauperized him with a vocabulary

which goes very well in an ordinary newspaper,

but which is, by its very nature, positively harmful

to the development of a fine imagination and a

good style. Whether or not, therefore, Harry was

lacking in fancy, was a question which could not be

answered. A beautiful imagination may be a

sleeping beauty.

Other members of the college faculty, accord-

ingly, who knew the scope and substance oi

Harry's reading, accounted for his poor class stand
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gng in a different way. His teacher in the class of

Humanities attributed it to his love of athletic

sports. "When a boy gives all his energies to

athletics/' he had once said, " you can hardly ex-

pect him to have anything left for studies.'

'

The teacher, in making this statement, was per-

fectly correct. But his suppressed minor was

wrong. He implied that Harry gave all his en-

ergy to athletics. As a matter of fact, Harry

returned to his home every afternoon in the year

quite fresh and full of animal spirits. After suppef

—a very hearty one invariably—he went out four

or five times in the week to visit his friends. When
he did not go out himself, he stayed at home to

" receive."

They were lively boys, these friends of Harry's,

neither particularly bad nor particularly good.

Most of them, as it happened, were non-Catholics,

and most of them, as was the case with Harry, had

as yet no object in life. Now any one who is at all

acquainted with the methods pf teaching which

obtain in our Catholic colleges must know that the

boy who plays after school and goes out visiting

his friends at nightfall cannot possibly do justice

to his studies. He might as well try to burn a

candle at three ends. Hence those who with the

teacfcer attributed Harry's ill-success to athletics

*<mored an important factor of that ill-success.
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Harry's prefect of the preceding year had hit

upon what I consider the true solution. On one

occasion he said to the boy:

" I would advise you to stay at home every

night. Give at least one hour and a half to your

studies, an hour to the reading of good books, and

then you will hold a place in the class very near if

not equal to Claude Lightfoot's."

Harry on the spot resolved to turn over a new

leaf. But, I am sorry to say, he was too weak to

adhere to his resolution. His mother, it is true,

endeavored to persuade him to remain at home;

but he was under a divided allegiance. Mr.

Archer was a doting father. He loved his boy

foolishly. Rather than cause Harry the least dis-

appointment, he would allow him anything that

was not forbidden by the moral law. Moreover^

as Mr. Archer was making a comfortable living,

it was in his power to gratify Harry even to the

point of extravagance. He would not allow his

children to do any work about the house. They

were to run no messages, to do no chores, to have,

no responsibility of any kind. In a word, Harry's

training, so far as his father was concerned in it,

should have made the boy utterly selfish, effemi-

nate, and self-willed. These effects, however, were

partially counteracted by the mother's influence,

partially by athletics.
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It was upon the diamond and upon the gridiron

that Harry was taught the bitter-sweet lesson of

self-control, of yielding to the judgment of others,

of effacing for the time being his own personality

and of identifying himself with the interests of all;

of restraining his temper when the game went

against him, and, not unfrequently, of facing pains

and hurts with cheerful courage. If Harry did

possess some traits of manliness, it was in spite of

his father.

But after everything has been said, the fact re-

mains that he was very selfish; that he looked

upon every day of his life as consisting of twenty-

four hours which were, each of them, to be killed;

that lessons were enemies to be avoided; that the

present day, and the present day only* was to be

considered. There was but little promise, four

months ago, in the future that lay before him.

He needed an awakening ; and the awakening

came.

In the beginning of June his father died, after

an illness of nine days. Mr. Archer had lived up

to his income, and, though a fair business man,

had been strangely improvident. One week

before his final sickness, to give an instance, hia

insurance policy for ten thousand dollars had run

out, and he had neglected to renew it.

After his death, it was discovered that his affairs
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were in a very involved condition; and when the

lawyers had done their work and pocketed their

fees, Mrs. Archer found herself facing the world

with a few dollars, and a home straddled by a

heavy mortgage.

Harry loved his mother tenderly. On learning

of their altered condition, a change came over him

at once. He felt that it was his duty to take

charge of the family. He forgot himself. The

friends whom formerly he could not be persuaded

to abandon, he now gave up of his own accord.

To go with them meant to spend money ; and

Harry now had no money.

During the preceding vacation he worked as

clerk in a wholesale hardware house at a salary of

six dollars a week. His sister Alice, who had just

graduated at the Academy of the Holy Angels,

succeeded in securing two pupils on the piano.

Mrs. Archer having dismissed the two servants,

took charge of the house herself, and, at odd times,

4id some copying for a lawyer, who was an old

friend of the family.

On returning to college in September, Harry

was resolved to make the most of what would prob-

ably be his last session at school. He looked,

back with regret upon the years which he had

wasted, and was determined to make up for lost

time as far as was in his power. And from the
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very first day of class, it became evident to him

that the coming year was to be a year of sacrifice.

If he wished to study faithfully and to help his

mother, he must abandon athletics. Besides, to

take part in athletics involved the paying out now
and then of small sums of money.

So Harry, after a cruel struggle, made his reso-

lution. To clinch that resolution, to burn, as it

were, his bridges after him, he secured a carrier's

route on the "Evening Wisconsin"; and, finally, as

we saw in the last chapter, he resolved to make the

last sacrifice—the sacrifice of his bicycle.

There was a boy in the neighborhood who for

five months had been saving with the intention of

buying a good wheel. Harry went to him and

without the least difficulty secured forty dollars in

cash for the bicycle, which but a few months before

had been bought for seventy-five dollars.

Then Harry brought the money to his mother.

Before Mrs. Archer could speak, he left the room.

While the mother's eyes filled with tears of tender-

ness, Harry in his own room threw himself upon

his bed utterly miserable.

He had made his sacrifice with the buoyant and

noble enthusiasm of youth. But now the revul-

sion of feeling had come; and for the time being

he was very unhappy. Doubtless this feeling of

bitterness and misery was a blessing to the boy.
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Sacrifice ennobles and purifies the soul just in so

far as it goes against our irrational feelings and

vicious inclinations.

" Is that you, Harry ? " cried Alice, looking into

the room.

Harry sprang up, and with averted head, bade

his sister come in.

" What is the matter, Harry ? You needn't

turn your face away ; I can see that you are put

out about something."

" I'm put out about almost everything," an-

swered Harry, turning towards Alice with a smile

which came with difficulty, and looked rather dis-

concerted after it arrived, as though it felt out of

place.

" Well, here's one thing you can't be put out

about," said Alice, taking her brother's hand and

smoothing it. " I received a new pupil to-day,

and that makes three; and she's a nice little girl,

and if I can succeed in getting three more, I shall

be making a dollar and a half a day; and I am quite

sure that I shall get three more. There, Harry,

are you put out about that ?
"

"Alice, you're worth a dozen like me. Youi

good-humor and courage alone are far more than

a dollar a day to all of us. If it had not been iot

you, I think that we should all have fallen into

despair long ago. Take the present moment

:
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just before you entered I was thinking of nothing

but the dark side of things, and just as soon as you

began telling me your good news, I almost forgot

everything unpleasant, and suddenly remembered

what was cheerful. First of all, I'm going to earn

one dollar and a half every week for carrying the

' Evening Wisconsin.' This isn't much, but at

least it will keep me in clothes. Secondly 99

Alice interrupted him with a laugh.

" What are you laughing at now ? " cried Harry,

forcing a frown.

" Keep you in clothes !
" cried Alice. " In shoes

and stockings, you mean. Young athletes lik*

that brother of mine can't play football, and 99

" Hold on ! But I'm not going to play foot

ball."

Alice sat down upon the bed.

" Well I never ! " she exclaimed, raising het

hands. " Harry, Til never go to a game again."

" Oh, yes, you will. You will go with me to the

game on Thanksgiving day, and I'll show you how
to root for our college in the proper way. You
girls sit around and smile when we win, or look

distressed when we lose. That's not the way."

" I suppose, young gentleman, you want us con-

vent girls to get up and yell your barbarous col-

lege yells. You want us to shout out ' Hiki, hikit

hai. kai—Muki mori, hai yai/
99
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u No, I don't; and none of the college fellows

expect you to do that sort of thing. We want the

boys to attend to that part of the programme them-

selves. Of course, we may be wrong about it, but

we expect a certain amount of maidenly reserve

from young ladies, even in the excitement of a

iootball game, and "

" Exactly,' ' broke in Alice, secretly pleased with

her brother's views. " All you mean to say is that

you want to show me the way I ought to—to—'*
" Root, Alice."

" Thank you, to root in case I were a boy; and

I do most solemnly wish I were a boy. Then I'd

be head of this family, and would support it, and

I'd buy little Paul a bicycle."

" I've just sold mine, and given the money to

mother."

Alice, who had arisen, sat down again.

" Laws !
" she exclaimed. " No, I don't wish

I was a boy "—and she caught Harry's hand, and

squeezed it with a grip which should have made

him wince—" if I were, I wouldn't at all compare

with you, you dear old fellow."

" Don't get sentimental, Alice," said Harry, re-

turning the squeeze, whereat Alice gave a shriek,

which showed that she had a very powerful alto

voice, and aimed a playful blow at her brother'*

ear, which the sturdy young fellow dodged very

easi!*-
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Then both broke into a hearty laugh, in the ring

of which there was neither hint nor shadow of

trouble or of care.

While they were still laughing, Mrs. Archer

entered the room.

" I like that kind of music," she said with a

smile. " Has Harry told you all the wonderful

things he has done to-day, Alice ?
"

" He is a hero to-day," said Alice, " and would

be worth putting into a book if it weren't for his

freckles and his sandy hair. Mother, I've a new

pupil, and I'm just as happy as can be."

"The prettiest thing in nature," observed

Harry, " is a sunbeam."
" That settles it if you say so/* cried Alice bao«

teringly.

" Why, Harry ? " asked the mother.

" I found it out just now. I was feeling blue

just a minute ago, when Alice came in and jollied

" I beg your pardon," cried Alice putting her

hand to her ear.

" I mean, jollied me up "

" Won't you translate ? " persisted Alice.

" Oh, pshaw ! Alice came in and began telling

the -good news and grinning
"

" Grinning, indeed ! " muttered Alice.

w And now I feel as though a sunbeam had shol
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through my brain, and am as jolly as can be. ASicc

is a sunbeam and "

" I thank you, kind sir," cried Miss Alice, with

the sort of a bow which only convent graduates

dare venture upon.

At this point of the conversation Paul came in

contentedly eating bread and butter. Seeing

every one smiling, he broke into a laugh.

" There's the best sunbeam in Milwaukee," cried

Alice, as she kissed the little man out of hand.
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CHAPTER VI.

m WHICH MATHEMATICIANS ARE GIVEN THEIR DVB.

" Hey, there, Harry ! hold on for a moment,"

bawled Claude Lightfoot on the corner of Thir-

teenth and State streets at Harry Archer, who was

within a few yards of Twelfth. Claude, as he was

speaking, broke into a run, and was upon Harry

in a trice.

" I see you're in condition already," said

Harry, with a smile.

" I'm always in condition for a run," laughed

Claude. " I say, Harry, you're not going to give

up football?"

" I've got to. You needn't look so bad about it

I feel it worse than you can. Besides, you have

plenty of good material."

" Not among the College boys, and no outsiders

are allowed to join; and what's more, even if we
had a choice of material, we have no one who can

take your place as quarter-back. You remember
that trick play we were practising last year where

you were to get the ball and go down the field with

no one else around ?
"

" You mean the one we didn't have the chance

to play, the one where you pass the ball on a long
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pass for over ten yards ? It is a pity we had n*

chance to use it."

u
I think," said Claude, " that if you were in the

game, we would make a touch-down on it sure.

But we can't do it without you. Then, again,

we'll have to let all the plays go where the quarter-

back throws the ball to the runner—at least the

long-distance plays. Even if we succeed in train-

ing Maurice Desmond to throw the ball accurately,

we can't count on his doing it in his first games.

He's a young player, and very nervous. Harry,

you'll have to play quarter-back."

"That's what I say," cried Gerald O'Rourke,

catching Claude's last remark as he came up with

his two friends and classmates. " We can't do

anything without you and with Willie Hardy. ]

passed him on Eleventh Street just now. He was

in the candy store puffing at a cigarette. Come
on, Harry, and join us, and then we'll drop Hardy

like a hot cake."

" It's impossible, Gerald. You know I'd do

anything for you or Claude
"

" That's right," put in Claude cheerily.

" But I can't play this year, and I wish you

would ask the other fellows not to bother me about

it. Here comes Hardy now."

"Helloa, fellowth! " cried Willie, while the

others waited at the College gate.
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" Helloa, yourself," answered Claude. "I hope

you have made up your mind to go into training."

" I am in training," said Willie. " I have been

preparing thith long time. I cafi run a hundred

yardth in Zen theconds."

" Oh, stuff ! " said Claude.

" You mean you can tell a hundred lies in ten

seconds," said Gerald, with refreshing frankness

" If you are in training, you shouldn't smoke."
" I don't," cried Willie earnestly.

" Then the cigarette does," retorted Gerald.
u Thigarette ! " cried Willie, with fine disdain

upon his mobile face, " I wouldn't touch a thigar

ette with a ten-foot pole. The fellowth in Thainl

Maureth never touch thigaretteth, and theif

team could play againtht your team here without

the three backth and the quarter-back, and beat

you thixty to nothing."

" If you're a specimen of St. Maure's, I don't

want to go there," Gerald remarked.

" You wouldn't be able to thtand it," retorted

Willie.

"All the same, Willie Hardy," said Claude,

catching the boy's arm in a grasp which made

Willie wince, " you must stop your cigarette smok-

ing at once. As for training, your arm is as soft

as a baby's, and you can't stand an ordinary

gnp.
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"When I wath at Thaint Maureth," returned

Willie, " I had muthleth of brath."

" He means cheeks of brass/' explained Gerald.

The party entered the college building in silence,

Willie and Claude in the advance, while Gerald

and Harry in their wake exchanged glances of

mingled amusement and disgust

Mr. Keenan was standing in the passage-way.

He beckoned to Harry.

" It's all arranged, Harry," he said. " I saw

Father Trainer yesterday, and he expressed him-

self as being delighted to help a boy who is really

in earnest about his mathematics."
u Thank you, Mr. Keenan. When shall I have

a chance to see him ?
"

" There is a quarter of an hour yet before Mass.

You might go up to him now. You will find his

room on the third floor. It is the last but one to

the left as you go down the corridor. Go to him

at once; he wants to see you as soon as possible."

Harry ran up-stairs two steps at a time, and Mr.

Keenan turned away his head, so as to escape see-

ing thip breach of college discipline. The eager

student reached the room somewhat out of breath,

and knocked timidly.

" Come in," said a strong, hearty voice.

Harry entered with alacrity, then paused and

put on the face of astonishment-
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There is a prejudice in the world at large to the

effect that eminent scholars and eminent literary

men are thin, bespectacled, and venerable. Harry

shared in this prejudice. On entering the room,

this illusion received a shock.

The great mathematician was seated in a rock-

ing-chair; on his knees was a paper pad, in his

hand a pencil, in his mouth a pipe at which he was

pulling with no perceptible results. Though quite

bald, he was not at all venerable. He was a stout,

middle-sized man, with a round, ruddy, kindly face,

upon which there was an expression of charming

simplicity. There were no spectacles upon his

nose, and his eyes, though they had just the least

touch of introspection, were clear and bright. Had
Harry met him on the street, it would never have

occurred to him that he was passing an eminent

thinker and a profound scholar.

" Good^morning, sir," said Harry, recovering

from his astonishment.

" Good-morning," returned the professor, rising

with a smile, laying aside his pipe, and, for some

reason inscrutable to Harry, gazing at it mourn-

fully. " Are you Harry Archer ?
"

" Yes, sir," said Harry, noticing as he spoke that

the room was singularily destitute of books.

Father Trainer took up his pipe again.
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" I'm glad to see you/' he said. " By the way.

you haven't a match about you, have you ?
"

"No, sir."

" My pipe is out. It is hard to get matches in

this world."

" Excuse me one moment," said Harry, tripping

from the room.

He returned very quickly with a handful of

matches.

" Thank you very much."

Then the mathematician lighted his pipe.

" Well, Harry," he said with a smile, which was,

as Harry styled it, " jolly," " are you really anxious

to master geometry ?
"

" Indeed I am, sir. I am willing to let my sleep

go, if necessary."

" Take a seat, Harry."

Harry took the only chair available in the room,

for although there were two in addition to the

rocking-chair occupied by Father Trainer, one of

these was heaped up with papers.

" What do you understand by an angle ? " en-

quired Father Trainer.

Harry answered correctly.

The next question was an innocent one in all

seeming, and bore closely upon the definition of an

angle. But before Harry had explained his an-

swer he found that he had practically gone through
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more than half of the first book in Wentworth's
" Geometry." On answering fully the third leading

question, he discovered that he had finished the

book. He was done with the entire second book

within seven minutes from his entrance; and before

the bell rang for Mass, Father Trainer had let his

pipe go out several times, and Harry had to his

own amazement told practically almost everything

that he knew about geometry.

" Do you see any tobacco in the room ? " asked

the mathematician, when the boy had answered his

last question.

" There it is behind you, sir," and Harry, as he

spoke, arose, secured the box, and handed it to

Father Trainer.

" Ah, thank you ! I had forgotten where I put

it. That Was the bell for class, was it ? Well,

Harry, I am more than pleased; I am delighted.

You have talent for mathematics far above the or-

dinary. You may come to me for instructions any

time from two to six on Thursdays, and at six on

Tuesdays and Saturdays. I haven't the least

doubt but that you will make wonderful strides,

for you have the mathematical turn of mind."

, Harry, when he stepped out into the corridor,

was blushing like a rose in June.

" Say," he said to Claude Lightfoot, as he took

his place beside him in the ranks, " I have just met
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the greatest mathematician alive; and he's just as

warm-hearted as if he didn't know any mathe-

matics at all."

" You mean Father Trainer ? " asked Claude.

" Yes."

" He doesn't look one bit like a mathematician

—at least like the professors of science we read of

in books," asserted Claude.

"That's so," said Harry heartily. "The only

thing in him that reminds one of the scientific

fellows in the story-books is that he's a little ab-

sent-minded. He couldn't find his tobacco, al

though it was almost under his nose; and then he

wanted matches, and when I got them I noticed

a whole box of matches at the corner of his table

under a sheet of paper. But just think ! He's a

warm-hearted man. Why, while I was answering

his questions in mathematics, he was just beaming

on me. And his voice was very kind and sym-

pathetic."

" What was he asking you about mathematics

for ? " asked Claude.

Harry explained.

" Good luck to you, old boy, I was thinking oi

going in for that prize myself; but you will repre*

sent the College better than I could. And besides

v as I'm captain of the eleven and want to try hard at

verse-writing, I'll have to let something go, IV
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tzA you what, Harry; I'll write to my sister at the

Visitation Convent in St. Louis, and get her to

pray for you. She's just a stunner at praying,

Kate is; and if you don't win that eighty dollars,

it's because the Lord intended to give you some-

thing better."

Claude paused a moment,
" Is he really a good mathematician ? " he said

at length.

" Wonderful !
" answered Harry. " I thought I

knew something about mathematics ; but he

turned me inside out in ten minutes. And what

is more, I learned from his questions."

" That's, funny," said Claude. " I thought all

great mathematicians were cross and dried up."

" So did I till just now, too," said Harry.

They then proceeded towards the College chapel,

both of them, let us hope, relieved of one of the

prejudices which nearly all the fiction of the day

touching on the subject of savants has most in-

dustriously fostered.

/
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CHAPTER VII.

IN WHICH IT IS SHOWN THA T FOOTBALL MAY BE A HELP
BOTH TO STUDY AND TO DEVOTION.

"Look here, Claude," said Harry, taking the

captain of the football team aside, " why couldn't

you play quarter-back yourself ? You can make

a long pass as well as any player 1 ever saw."

" I learned it from you last year," said Claude.

" If I felt quite sure that there was no hope of hav-

ing you, I think I should take the position. Des-

mond is a good tackier and a fair kicker, and he

might be put at full-back."

" Yes; he's not quite fast enough for a quarter;

whereas you can manage to be in pretty much
every play, if you take the position."

" And besides," added Claude, " the quarter-

back's position is a good place for calling out the

signals; and so if I were there I should be in a

better position to captain the eleven than if I were

playing full-back. I think I will follow your ad-

vice."

The classes had been dismissed just a few min-

utes before, and the football eleven were hard at it

passing the ball.

" That will do " cried Cl^udt to the team. " We
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shall now practise at passing the ball to the men
when they are on the run. I shall act as quarter*

back. Maurice Desmond for the present, at least,

may practise for full-back. Now, give me the

ball, and get back from me about five yards and

two yards to my left. Each one of you will catch

the ball as you are running at your full speed; the

backs first, and the rushers beginning with the

right and left end next. As each one catches the

ball, he will return it to me on the run."

In the first trial eight of the ten players dropped

the ball, andt five started too slowly. In the second

trial, the result was more successful. For fifteen

minutes did Claude keep them at this work, and

when he called time every player except Hardy

had shown marked improvement.

In the next exercise, one player as before started

at full speed and caught the ball from Claude,

while two others ran closely behind. If the runner

failed to catch it, it was the duty of one or the other

who followed to fall upon it. In case the runner

held the ball, the two were to follow him up, until,

at some point within his own discretion, he was to

let it slip from his grasp, whereupon the follower

nearest the fallen ball was to secure it at once.

There were more failures in this than in the pre-

ceding exercise ; and it was continued for ten

minutes.
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"We shall have to practise that again," said

Claude. "There seem to be only two players in

the team who know how to fall upon the ball."

" Falling on the ball is not quite so easy as

falling off a log," observed Gerald O'Rourke de-

murely.

" When I wath at Thaint Maureth," Willie re-

marked, " there wathn't a thingle player who
couldn't do it every time; and we never lotht a

ball on a fumble the whole time I wath there."

" Why didn't some of those famous St. Maure's

players fall on Willie ? " whispered Gerald to

Maurice.

"There are but five minutes left, boys," con-

tinued the captain. " And we might as well take

them out on an easy run around the yard. Line

up quick."

On this their second run they took a somewhat

speedier gait than on the first occasion, and made

the rounds of the yard twice. Willie Hardy was

Duffing very hard at the end, and two or three

others were slightly winded. Claude, neverthe-

less, was quite satisfied.

After practice, he called together the team in the

gymnasium.
" This isn't exactly a football meeting," he be-

gan. " You know, boys, I am a Promoter of the

League of the Sacred Heart, and all you fellows of
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poetry class happen to be in my band. Now I

think we might make work for the League and

work for the eleven go together."

" That's right," said good-natured Charlie Pier-

son.

"They do something like that at Holy Cross

College at Worcester, I believe," put in Gerald

O'Rourke. " I have been told that the boys en-

gaged or interested in athletics there have given a

fine statue of the Sacred Heart to the College, and

all through the season keep a light burning con-

stantly before it. Shall we do something in that

style ? I'm sure we are all willing to chip in."

"When I wath at Thaint Maureth," put in

Willie, just as Claude was about to speak, "the

boyth uthed to play while wearing the badge of

the League on their breathts."

" Didn't they wear their scapulars over their

football suits, and carry their beads in theif

hands ? " asked Dockery.

Willie was about to lie again, when Claude in-

terposed.

" Score another for St. Maure's," he said.

" Well, boys, what I want to suggest is something

which Mr. Keenan put into my head yesterday,

and I think it a splendid idea."

Claude in his own way repeated the substance of

his conversation with the prefect; and ended by
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proposing that each player, besides making the

usual morning offering, should also dedicate in a

special manner the trials of training, the sacrifices,

the hurts, and the labors connected with football to

the Sacred Heart.

"That's a first-rate idea," said Drew. "I'm

sure if I keep it in mind, it will help me to do bet-

ter than I would otherwise."

" Why, it will help any fellow," added Stein. "If

we all of us keep from smoking and eating be-

tween meals, and drinking water whenever we feel

like it, we shall be living a pretty strict life."

" And you forgot about going to bed early, and

rising in good time," added Pierson. " I know,

speaking for myself, that I hate i:o go to bed, and

won't go to bed till I have to, and that once I'm

there, it's just the other way—I hate to get up,

and won't get up till I have to. I'm going to make

a regular martyr of myself."

"And I say, Pierson," said Desmond with a

grin, "how about your going out visiting one

night, and to the theatre another, and so forth ?
"

Pierson blushed as the whole crowd turned upon

him their laughing eyes.

" I move," cried Dockery, rising, " that Pierson

be forced to pledge himself not to go out to parties,

visits, shows, and the like from now till Thanksgiv*

uig.
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44 Oh, I say !
" cried Pierson, " if you fellows will

all agree to stay at home nights, I'll agree, too.

That will be a new sacrifice; and while we're going

about it, we might as well do the thing brown.'!

" I'll agree," said Willie, " and to-day I gave 9

five pound bockth of candy to our thervant-girl."

. " It's a wonder you didn't give her your cigar*

cttes, too," said Dockery ; and he added gravely,

" In fact, I think I have hit upon the right way ol

solving the servant-girl question. Give her the

deadly cigarette, and soon there will be no ques-

tion, because there will be no girl." But excuse me,

I digress. Gentlemen, I agree with Hardy and

Pierson. From now till December, any person

who calls at my house any time after seven o'clock

in the evening will find me at home and attending

strictly to business."

In brief, all agreed to this proposal with the

single exception of Ernest Snowden.

Willie Hardy, the first to promise, went out that

very night, and satisfied himself by close examina-

tion that Lightfoot, O'Rourke, and Desmond were

staying within doors. Time and distance did not

allow him to make a similar personal examination

into the affairs of the other players. Let us hope

that Willie returned to his home with strengthened

confidence in boy nature.

On the same afternoon, as Mr. Keenan entered
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the College chapel to make a visit, he noticed the

brother sacristan, standing before the League In-

tention sheet, Tvith no little perplexity on his hon-

, est face.

" Look at this," whispered the brother, " some

light-headed youngster has been marking acts of

self-denial and mortification right and left. I

should like to catch him." And he pointed to that

part of the large blank sheet under the captions,

" Acts of Self-Denial " and " Acts of Mortifica-

tion/'

Mr. Keenan looked, and saw the following:

Self-denial. I, I, 3. 5. 3, 8, 7, 9. 3. 6, 8, 7, 6, 5, 7-

Mortifications, r, 1, 2, 2, 3, x, 4, 3, 5, 4, 3, 2 t 6, 3,

" That's absurd," said the brother.

" No; I think it's all right. Those numbers in

lead pencil are made by different hands, and what's

more, I think I know whose hands they are."

And Mr. Keenan knelt down to pray with some-

thing like a smile on his face; for the League and

the eleven were both flourishing.

While Mr. Keenan was thus praying, Harry

Archer was going his rounds for the first time. A
skinny little boy, with very long legs and very

short knee-breeches, was guiding him.

Truth compels me to say that Harry looked

shame-faced. Six months before, he had been
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something of an aristocrat. He had dressed

stylishly, and was even given to parting his hair in

the middle on special occasions. And now with a

large bundle of papers he was walking up the

avenue in all humility where he had not unfre-

quently paraded in youthful pride.

He glanced at the people he met on the avenue

nervously, and wondered whether they were look-

ing at him in scorn. At Sixteenth Street and

Fond du Lac Avenue he came upon Lambert

Whistler, one of his former cronies.

Whistler stared at him in undisguised astonish-

ment, and planting himself squarely in Harry's

path, allowed a smile of scorn to mar the regularity

of his soft, chubby features; Harry's blood boiled

with shame and anger. Without asking an ex-

planation of his whilom friend, he took Whistler's

arm in a vice-like grip, and with one strong jerk

sent him reeling into the gutter. Then Harry,

who had acted on impulse, recovered himself.

" I beg your pardon," he said, turning to the as-

tonished Whistler.

Whistler took one look at the robust young

paper-carrier, and concluded, very wisely, not to

resent the indignity in kind. He bobbed his head

in silence and went on.

" There's another friend gone," thought poor

Harry. " I'll try to behave better after this." And
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so for the rest of the route he was more humblt

and more manly.

Harry was now learning lessons of patience and

lelf-control of a nature which could not be learned

*ven on the football field.
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CHAPTER VIII.

/> WHICH NEW TROUBLES VISIT THE ARCHER FAMILY.

" O mother !
" cried Harry one week later, " I

can just tell you, I'm learning geometry. Father

Trainer is something extraordinary. He simply

gobbles up mathematics."

Mrs. Archer, who had been making a copy of a

document, laid down her pen.

" What do you mean by his gobbling up mathe-

matics, my dear ?
"

"Why, he takes up a book on Calculus or

Quaternions, and reads it through the same way

as another man would a novel. He got a book of

—

:

Clerk-Maxwell's, I think it was—yesterday, and he

stayed up last night till twelve, he told me.

Though he went through it twice already when he

was at his studies, he can hardly lay it down. This

afternoon he put me through a whole book of

geometry, one of the last in Wentworth's, and he

made it as plain as daylight. Most of the bopk I

had never studied before. And whenever I see a

hard point, he looks so happy and pleased, and lets

his pipe go out, and loses his matches. He's the

most affectionate man I ever met. And mother,
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I've got to like him so well that to-day I told him

our story. He's the first man I've had the courage

to tell it to; and he was so interested. He got

very excited when I told him I was working for

that eighty-dollar prize because we needed the

money, and said that if I didn't win it, he'd give up

the study of mathematics for the rest of his life.

Why, he's just sure that I'll win."

" Perhaps he talks in that strain to give you

courage, Harry," suggested the mother.

" No; I think not. I don't know why it is, but

he really has the greatest confidence in me, and

when a man likes me and has confidence in me, it

puts me on my mettle and makes me work. Now
I really think that if I were to lose the prize I

should feel as bad about Father Trainer's disap-

pointment as about losing the honor and the

money."
"And that's why you stay up at your books

every night till I force you to bed ? " said Mrs.

Archer with a smile.

" It's one reason, mother ; but besides, I natu-

rally love mathematics, and the more I study it, the

more I love it ; and then Father Trainer has got

something of his own enthusiasm into me."
" And how about your other studies, my dear ?

99

" Oh, I give them enough time to keep up with

the other fellows. I'm no good at all in verse and
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English composition. That, I suppose, is because

I have no imagination. At least I thought so till

lately. But Father Trainer says that any boy with

a really good head for mathematics has generally

a good imagination, too, if he only knew how to

wake it up."

" I say, Harry," cried Paul, bursting into the

room like a small cyclone, and almost upsetting

his mother by the affectionate dash which he made

at her, " I say, mamma, I've got a job, too."

Harry reached over a powerful hand, caught his

brother by the collar, and lifted him wriggling into

the air.

" Well, youngster, if you promise to be quiet,

and to tell us about your job, I'll let you down."

Master Paul, who had great respect for the vice-

like grip of his brother, promised readily.

" Fm a carrier for the * Evening Journal,' and I

got the position all by myself, and it's one dollar

and a quarter a week. Harry, I'm going to buy

you a bicycle the first thing, then next I'll buy

Alice one, or maybe I'll buy one for myself before

I get Alice hers. Girls don't need bicycles any-

how."
" Here's Alice now," said the mother.

A light step upon the stairway, and a sweet alto

voice caroling forth a cheerful air were heard, and

with a smile which simply radiated good-humor,
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Alice entered. She kissed her mother and Paul,

gave Harry a saucy slap, and said:

" I really do love to go out and give lessons be-

cause it's such a pleasure to get home again.

With one mother and two brothers to cheer me up,

t forget all my cares."

Whereat Paul and Harry and Mrs. Archer

laughed heartily, for if Alice ever had experienced

u care, she had kept it very successfully to herself.

In appearance, Alice was very like Harry. She

ivas of somewhat darker complexion, and of regu-

lar features. Although, as was not the case with

her brother, she was rather slender, the graceful-

ness and quickness of her movements, the bright,

merry flash of her eye, the animation which she

displayed in conversation evinced that she shared

with him his splendid health.

" Say, Alice, do you want a bike ? " cried Paul.

" Not now, Paul. Have you one to sell ?
"

" I'm in business now," answered the little man.
" And if you need anything just let me know."

" Think of it," cried Harry, " this young gentle-

man of eight
"

" It's eight and a half," interpolated Paul.

"This young gentleman of eight and a half is

actually engaged in commercial pursuits which

bring him in the munificent income of one dollar

and twentv-five cents a week."
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" You don't say," cried Alice, while little Paitt

swelled up with importance. " We'll have to get

a carriage and four horses; and I might as well

give up teaching little girls with flaxen curls to

play on the piano. By the way, I lost one of my
little white-headed darlings to-day."

Mrs. Archer's hands trembled, and one of them

went up nervously to her mouth.

" Then you have only two left," she said, despite

herself, betraying her anxiety. " Whom did you

lose, my dear ?
"

" Nellie Perkins, if you please. Oh, you should

have seen the scene ; it was as good as a play."

Alice threw herself upon a chair, rested her hands

upon her knees, and leaned over, after the manner

of a story-teller who has come to the part where

he narrates with perfect zest. " You see, mother,

when Mrs. Perkins engaged me for little Nellie,

she thought we were fairly well off, and treated

my offering to teach Nellie almost as a personal

favor. She told me not to bother about terms ;

that there would be no trouble about them what-

ever, and said she considered it an honor to have

me teach her da-a-a-rling—that's the way she

drew the word out."

" I suppose she thought you were teaching

Nellie the piano for your health," observed Harry,

"Well, when I reached the house to-day, Mrs.
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Perkins walked into the parlor in this style/'

Here Alice stepped lightly over to the piano, and

played a few bars from Chopin's funeral march.

" And her face," continued Alice serenely, " was

like this." Alice produced a tuneful crescendo

movement on the lower keys with here and there a

tiny burst of sound from the treble.

" Hurrah !
" cried Paul, " I see the point. She

looked stormy—thunder and lightning."

" Exactly," cried Alice, allowing the rumbling

to die away. "And then I knew that she had

found me out, and I remembered that it was no

harm to be poor unless one was discovered in the

act, and so I became desperate, and carried myself

thus "—Alice's nimble fingers executed one of

Mozart's stately minuets, while Paul, puffing out

his breast and his cheeks, marched sedate and

stately about the parlor with his thumbs stuck

through an imaginary pair of suspenders. " Mrs.

Perkins wanted to know my terms, as she desired,

so she said, to conduct matters with me on strict

business principles; and I said twelve dollars a

quarter, with ten weeks to the quarter. And be-

coming just the least little bit sarcastic when I saw

this look on her face "—here Alice's hand camfe

down in a crashing discord
—

" I added that my
terms were strictly in advance, but that knowing
her high business integrity I was willing to waive
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a point and trust her until the quarter was expired.

Then Mrs. Perkins said that she could not possibly

pay me such an extravagant sum, when she could

easily get a man teacher for the same rates. No
wonder/' continued Alice, going off into a minor

key, and putting something of a wail into her

voice," no wonder that we women have no chance

compared with men, when the Mrs. Perkinses of

the world act thus. Such things as this tempt me
to become a new woman, and I should yield, too,

were it not for the fact that most of the new wo'

men of my acquaintance happen to be old women,

too."

" That's right," said Harry cheerfully. " But

tell us what you did."

" I'm afraid I lost something of that gravity

which I was resolved to keep. In fact I talked this

way." Alice was now performing an Irish jig.

"And it all ended with my getting six dollars foi

€ve weeks' lessons. I am afraid that my pride got '

the better of me, too, for on receiving the money,

I said that I was thinking of asking her for a

'character.' And then you should have seen her face.

I couldn't play anything like it on the piano. Would

you really believe it, she was about to refuse me
a ' character,' when I interrupted her with,

6

But,

Mrs. Perkins, I fear that my short apprenticeship

at teaching your child will hardly justify me in ask-
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ing you so great a favor. Good day/ Of course

Mrs. Perkins, who is almost absolutely insensible

to sarcasm, tried to look intelligent ; and you

know how people look when they try to look in-

telligent, and don't know what they're expected to

be intelligent about. I left her that way and de-

parted at a "—Alice's fingers supplied the word

gallop.

" My child," said Mrs. Archer, " I'm afraid you

were a little impudent. Remember that Mrs. Per-

kins is a lady."

" At least there's a popular prejudice to that

effect," supplemented Harry.

" And besides," added the mother, gently, " she

is your senior. We must all of us be respectful to

our elders."

" You are right, you dear mamma. I preach

that kind of doctrine myself, and I try to practise

it. But you see, I'm not used to being poor, and

I get taken unawares in my poverty. But really

I am sorry for that speech about ' character,' and

for admitting that I was willing to trust her, but,

mamma, she was really so aggravating. And be-

sides," added Alice with a laugh, " she is not quite

sure whether I was serious or not, so if I were to

apologize, she would then know for certain that

I had been facetious at her expense."
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" I say, Alice, where's that money ? " asked

Paul.

" Here, little candy-destroyer, in my pocket.

And as you're such a delightfully good little boy,

I'll give you ten cents of it, and the rest goes to

your poor mamma."
Paul vanished. Whenever this young gentle-

man came upon a nickel or a dime, he invariably

disappeared from the house, and, having graced

the neighboring candy-shop with his presence,

would return after a reasonable interval with

fingers that were sticky, and manifest anxiety

about the time of the next meal.

Harry then narrated for the first time how his

pride had got the better of him in the encounter

with young Whistler.^

" You were worse than I, Harry," laughed

Alice.

" Yes ; but I recovered myself at once, and

apologized."

" Both of you, my dears," said the good mother,

whose face had lost its sadness, as the brother and

sister were thus turning their little trials into

comedy, "both of you are learning the lesson

which every American boy and girl ought to learn,

that there's nothing to be ashamed of in honest

poverty. If you were not ashamed, you would

both have restrained yourselves better."
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"That's right, mother," said Harry. "And
now I'm going off to my mathematics."

Mrs. Archer and Alice then fell into a discussion

of ways and means. If anything, the future had

grown darker since the opening of our story. The

water-rates man had come, and the taxes had been

met; and now there were but fifteen of Harry's

forty dollars left. While they were speaking, there

was a ring at the door-bell.

Mrs. Archer started.

" It's a collector, Alice," she exclaimed with a

sad smile. " I know it is; I can tell by the way he

rings; and of course, it's some bill that we know
nothing about. Your poor father used to settle

these things himself, and, so far as can be found

out, kept no record of trifling bills."

" Let me go down, mother," said Alice. " You
have to face that kind of trouble enough when I

am out."

With a gesture, Mrs. Archer restrained Alice,

and hurried down the stairs. She looked very

timid indeed, as she threw open the door to a small

young man with a fierce mustache and a bilious

complexion. The stranger noticed her timidity,

and looked fiercer than ever. He was one of

nature's bullies.

" This Mrs. Archer's house ?
"

u Yes; please step into the parlor."
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The man followed Mrs. Archer, who carefully

closed the door. She did not wish her children to

hear the dialogue; for, good mother that she was,

she chose to suffer alone.

" I have come," said he of the fierce mustache in

a loud, harsh voice, " about this here bill of four-

teen dollars, from the firm of Haberdasher &
Crash, and I'd like to get the money at once. It's

due for four months."

" Please to talk in a lower tone, sir," said Mrs.

Archer. " There are others in the house."

The little collector drew himself up till he must

have fancied himself six feet in height, while Mrs.

Archer read the itemized bill.

" Well," she said at length, " I must say that I

knew nothing about this debt till just now."
" Oh ! of course," said the man mockingly.

" And I should prefer examining into the matter

before paying, to see that there is no mistake."

" Look here, madam," cried the collector in a

hard, dictatorial voice, " I want you to under-

stand that our firm isn't in the habit
"

" Not so loud, please."

" Isn't in the habit of making mistakes." His

voice, despite the warning and Mrs. Archer's piti-

ful face of appeal, grew louder. "And besides,

madam, we are not in the habit of waiting from

four to five months for our payments. We pay
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promptly and we expect our customers to do the

same. You talk calmly of making us wait a littU

longer till you have the leisure to examine into

that there bill. You have had four months to

look into that little matter ; and I want you to

understand, madam, that that kind of an excuse

don't go down with a man of my experience. I

reckon I know the time of day and I'm too old a

bird to be caught with that sort of chaff. The fact

of the matter is that you war?t to dodge paying this

bill, and "

" Excuse me, mother," came a voice from the

hall, as the parlor door was thrown open. " But

has that man come about a bill against my
father ?

"

Harry was standing in the door-way, and his

mother could see that, despite his apparent calm,

he was holding himself in by heroic efforts.

" Yes, Harry."

" Will you please step out here, sir," he said with

an air of authority. " Mother, kindly wait where

you are for a moment."

The collector had no sooner come into the hall-

way than Harry closed the door tight, and caught

his arm in a grip which caused the fierce young

man to shrivel up. As Harry would say, he " had

not played football for nothing." On clasping

the arm, he flashed such a look into the man'*
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face that the fierce mustache actually seemed to

droop.

" See here," said Harry in a low whisper; " the

lady you spoke to just now is my mother. As she

is a lady, she is accustomed to deal with gentle-

men. I am sure that you didn't realize that fact

just now. Suppose now, you step back into the

parlor, and tell her that you are sorry for your

rudeness."

The man hesitated; he ended his hesitation with

a groan; for Harry's fingers had closed upon his

puny arm with terrific force.

" Madam," he said as he was ushered into the

parlor under the same grip, "I take back what ]

said. I am sorry."

Harry then led him to the door.

" Are there any other collectors for your firm ?
99

" No."
" That's too bad. Anyhow, it won't do for you

to come back here. If the bill is all right, we shall

call and pay it within a week. But if your firm in-

sists on sending a collector here, let them send

some one else. For if you dare to show your face

here again, I shall help you out of this hallway and

down these steps on sight."

Then Harry shut the door in the bully's face.

"Well, mother, I think I was right this time

No man shall talk that way to my mother or sister,
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if £ can help it.—But I'm mighty glad I didn't

strike him."

He brightened as he added, " But I'll wager

anything that he'll have a beautiful blue mark

around his arm for the next ten days."

Mrs. Archer kissed her boy.

" Indeed, Harry, you are the man of the family."

Alice joined them, and after going over the oc-

currence, it was decided at the earnest instance of

Alice and Harry that henceforth all collectors with

their bills should be referred to the man of the

family.
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CHAPTER IX.

W WHICH HARRY BEGINS TO SUSPECT THAT HE IS BURN-
ING THE CANDLE AT BOTH ENDS.

On the second day of November, the students

of Milwaukee College assembled in their hall to

attend to what is called " the reading of notec."

After the leaders of the various classes had been

publicly announced by the vice-president, and

badges given to those who excelled in the several

branches, the members of each division returned to

their proper room, to receive from the hands of

their teachers testimonials of excellent deport-

ment.

Mr. Keenan as he faced his pupils was evidently

in great good-humor.
" Boys/' he said, " I congratulate you on your

splendid record. You are all on the good conduct

list, and with one exception, all of you have made

over eighty-five merit marks out of a possible hun-

dred in your competitions/*

Willie Hardy, it may be observed, was the one

shining exception. He was credited with but

sixty-nine* merit marks, several ot Miich he had
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earned by an earnest but furtive perusal of Claude

Lightfoot's paper in mathematics. Willie was

blessed with good eyes.

" We'll do better still for the Christmas reading

of notes," said Dan Dockery enthusiastically.

" Do you notice, Mr. Keenan," said Gerald

O'Rourke, " that all the football players in the

class have over ninety notes ?
"

"All except Willie Hardy," corrected Maurice

Desmond.
" Do you mean to say," put in Dockery disdain*

fully, " that Willie is a football player ?
"

" I wath thuffering from headacths all lath

month," said Willie.

" Why don't you drop your cigarettes, then ?
99

asked Harry Archer, looking severely at Willie.
u You're the only boy on the eleven who isn't in

training. If you go on the way you're going now,

you'll be a mark for any team we meet."

" You're jealouth," said Willie.

As the reader will perceive, this was an informal

gathering of the class.

" Suppose we change the subject," said Mr.

Keenan with a laugh. " Instead of criticising what

is wrong, we might praise what is right. Now let

us take Charlie Pierson. Last year his record was

rather poor. He just succeeded in passing the ex-

aminations in the class of Humanities; and now he
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is up with Claude Lightfoot, Harry Archer, Gerald

O'Rourke, and Dan Dockery."

Charlie Pierson buried his face in his hands; but

even then one could see the deep blush which,

overspreading his features, had carried its tell-tale

signal behind his ears. The football players al-

most to a man were laughing delightedly.

" I think it would be no harm to give Charlie

away," said Gerald, with a giggle.

" Shut up, will you ? " said Charlie, raising his

head, and having delivered this bit of advice, low*

ering it again.

" No, I won't," replied O'Rourke. " The fact

is, Mr. Keenan, that last year Charlie was a sort of

a ladies' man."

Pierson raised his head, and gazed fiercely at

Gerald. There was another roar of laughter from

the class, in which Mr. Keenan joined, while

Charlie effaced himself again.

" And," continued Gerald undauntedly, " he was

either going to parties or getting up parties. It

was a sort of an ice-cream-and-lemonade life.

Several of the College boys were in it, but none of

them seemed to get along well in class."

" Mr. Keenan," cried Claude, jumping from his

seat, and incidentally so striking Willie Hardy

with his elbow as to damage a package of cigar-

ettes, much to Willie's subsequent distress, " did
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you ever know of a college boy who was what they

call a ladies' man getting on in his studies £
"

" No," said Mr. Keenan decidedly. " And what

is more, I never expect to. Boys of that kind

dress well, know how to talk nicely, to enter a

room and leave it gracefully, but they are almost

invariably shallowpates. I had rather be an awk-

ward, rough youngster with ideas, than a smooth,

smiling dandy without. It is easy for a man with

brains to acquire polish; but almost impossible for

a ladies' man of the kind we speak of to acquire

ideas. And besides, any boy who has a good

home may learn his manners there/'

" That's so," said Claude heartily.

"And on the other hand," continued the teacher

" I have found it quite common to see the leader*

of athletics also the leaders in studies. At St.

Maure's, for instance, I was personally acquainted

with the football players and baseball players of

the first teams. Of the eleven football players the

six best, with one exception, were leaders in their

classes. The one exception was notoriously a

ladies' man. Of the baseball players, three out oi

five were leaders in their classes, the fourth wa§ the

same ladies' man, and the fifth I couldn't account

for, as I knew nothing of his antecedents."

"When I wath at Thaint Maureth," began
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Willie—at this point he turned around to remon-

strate with some one who had pinched him.

" But, Mr. Keenan," objected Gerald O'Rourke,

ignoring Willie, " last year the boy who took the

gold medal in the graduating-class was notoriously

a ladies' man. How do you account for that ?
"

" Was he a ladies' man in the lower classes,

Gerald ?
"

" No, sir; he began his ice-cream-and-lemonade

life in Philosophy class."

" Oh ! that explains it. Doubtless he had been a

good student in the lower classes, and the impetus

he had gained before reaching philosophy carried

him on. When I was speaking of such boys, I re-

ferred to those who begin social life early. It

would be much better, if students were to wait till

they have taken their degrees before they attempt

to dazzle society with their lustre; still, if they do

insist upon letting their light shine in the last year

of the course, while they will at once lose in

studies, they will not be able to undo utterly the

manly, studious life of their first years at college."

Somebody whispered, "Snowden;" and there

was a titter. Mr. Keenan gave no sign that he

had caught the name.
" I don't think that athletics need interfere with

study," said O'Rourke.
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* l know it," added Claude. " If a fellow doesn'v

tire himself out with games, he's in better condi-

tion for study than if he didn't play at all."

" That's a fact," assented Archer. " I find this

year that whenever I get a good bit of exercise, I

can do more study in two hours than I can on other

days in three."

" All the same," objected Stein, " you're doing

a great deal better this year than you did last

year."

" That's because I stay in of nights. Last year

I used to go out a great deal."

" That was Charlie Pierson's trouble too," said

Dan Dockery wickedly.

" And I'm having more fun and more study this

year," said Charlie.

"Mens sana in corpore sano," quoted the pro-

fessor. " Now, Harry, as it's only half-past two.

you might take a little exercise this afternoon with

the players. You don't look well at all. There's

quite a difference between you and the boys in

training."

And so there was. Harry in the past two

months had changed greatly. His cheeks had lost

their flush of health, and there was a dark circle

under his eyes, which told of late hours and seden-

tary habits. Claude and Gerald and Dan and

Charlie and Maurice, on the contrary, had sue*
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ceeded in getting into what is called the pink of

condition. Their training had been a train-

ing with Christian temperance for its ground-work.

Avoiding tobacco, eating nothing between meals,

abstaining from all stimulants, going to bed early

and rising betimes, guarding against any excess

even in physical exercise, they were leading lives

in which nature and grace joined hands,—lives of

perfect purity and admirable self-restraint. With

them a love for athletics and a love for the League

of the Sacred Heart went hand in hand, and the

natural was brought into close union, as doubtless

God intended it, with the supernatural. Stein,

too, was in fair condition ; but Hardy looked as

soft and as flabby as on the day of his entering the

class-room. As for his complexion, it was becom-

ing sallow. Despite his hardy constitution, the

baneful factory-made cigarette was beginning to

do its work.

Fifteen minutes later, eleven young men, among

them Harry Archer, issuing from the gymnasium,

came out into the yard in full football suits.

" Halloa !
" cried Claude with a shout of delight.

" There's Frank Elmwood. Halloa, Frank t

You're just the man we've been wanting to see."

" And you're just the men I've been wanting to

see," rejoined Elmwood. " Go cn, now, with

your practice: I want to see what you can do."
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Frank Elmwood had been graduated from Mil-

waukee College two years before ; he had then

gone to Georgetown University for a course in

literature, and, after carrying away all the honors

within his reach, had returned to Milwaukee as

local correspondent for a Chicago daily paper.

Besides his reportorial work, Frank was so busily

engaged in various literary labors and studies, that

he had thus far been unable to attend a single

practice of the Milwaukee College team.

The eleven one by one shook hands with Elm-

wood, and then at the bidding of their captain, fell

into line, Harry Archer taking Claude's place as

quarter-back.

Standing beside Claude, Frank Elmwood

watched each movement closely.

" My ! but that Archer knows how to pass a

ball," said Frank. " It is no sooner snapped back

than he has it ready for the man; but he doesn't

seem to know the signals well."

" You see, Frank, he doesn't belong to the team

this year !

"

" What !
" cried Frank, taking off his glasses.

" We can't get him to play. The Central High

School eleven are jubilant over it, and think they

have a sure thing for Thanksgiving day. And

Ym afraid they have reason for thinking so. Still,
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if it were not for two positions we would have a

Xiagnificent team/'

" And one of the positions, I can see," said

Frank, " is pretty Willie Hardy, the left tackle.

He's a perfect contrast to every other player on the

team. The rest of them start off at the signal like

a lot of minnows. In fact, if Hardy can hold his

man, you fellows can never lose on hitting your

opponents' line."

" Mr. Keenan deserves credit for their quickness

in starting. Every night for a week, he had us all

in line for a five-yai d race. Of course, the winner

>f the five-yard race is practically the one who
makes the quickest start. Now in the beginning

of the practice it is a fact that the best runners

made the best time. But as they went on prac-

tising, the others got the trick of starting fast, and

now if you stand our eleven on a line and send

them off to the sound of one of our signals, it re-

quires a good eye to pick out who are the laggards

—excepting, of course, Hardy, who seems to have

learned nothing of the trick."

"Who is the other player that you don't

trust ?
"

" Ernest Snowden. He has been sullen all

along, and, although he is one of the best players,

he doesn't seem to take any interest in the game.

Besides, his wind is not very good. I am told that
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he doesn't keep our training rules. He smokes a

good deal, and eats and drinks when he feels like

it, and goes out a great deal at night. He wants

to be considered in society. Last year he was our

best man for hitting the line; and his best point is

his weight. Be is over one hundred and seventy-

five pounds. I don't see how we can replace him;

and yet, I'm afraid that he'll bring matters to a

bead some day in such a way that either he or I

shall have to leave the team. Ever since I've been

captain he has made himself as disagreeable to me
as possible."

" Have you no substitutes, Claude ?
"

" None that amount to anything. The only

fellow in the College outside our eleven who really

knows the game, and plays it pluckily, is George

Hastings of the Junior team ; but then he's so

abominably light that he could hardly play with us.

He's barely more than ninety-six or -seven pounds.

There he stands just outside the green watching

the fellows practise."

" Call him over here. We may use him."

" Say, George, come over this way," cried

Claude.

A handsome boy of sixteen, tall and slim, with a

very regular, oval face, approached. He did not

look at all strong, though there was a springiness

in his movements which denoted quickness-
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" Frank, this is George Hastings, full-back of

our Junior football team."

" Glad to see you," said Frank. " I want you

and Claude to help me give the eleven there a few

lessons. You're not afraid, are you ?
"

George blushed, broke into a smile, and said

modestly:

" I think not, sir."

" Well, take off your coat, and be ready to help.

By the way, Claude, your players do not seem to

know much about tackling a runner. They seem

to think that the idea of tackling is to catch hold

of the runner with the ball anyhow and anyway,

and hold on to him. That's not it at all. The

man who tackles must, as a rule, tackle hard and

low, so as to keep the runner from making any

further gain. Claude, tell your players I wish to

say something to them."

Claude made a sign, and the practice stopped.

" Boys," said Frank, " I want to congratulate

you on your offensive play. In passing and re-

ceiving the ball, and starting off at full speed with

every man in the line attending to his work and at-

tending to it at once, your team-work is simply

wonderful. But what about your defensive play,

your play, I mean, when the other side has the

ball ? Your tackling is simply infamous. So

far, I have seen only one player who tackles cor-
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rectly, and that player, unfortunately, does not be*

long to your team at all—I mean Harry Archer."

"What ith the matter with our tackling ?
99

asked Willie.

"Too high and too gingerly," answered Elm-

wood.

"In St. Maureth," objected Hardy, "the fellowth

were much better at football than they are here;

and all of them uthed to tackle near the shoulderth,

and they would pull the runner back from five to

fifteen yardth."

This statement was received with great hilarity.

" Were you trained to tackle that way, Willie ?
90

asked Frank.

" Yeth, I wath."

" Give me the ball," whispered Frank to Claude.

" Now," he added aloud, " I'm going to stand fif-

teen yards from you, Hardy, and I'm going to run

straight towards you with the ball. You may
tackle me."

Frank put the ball under his left arm—and

started at an easy run towards Willie. The great

left tackle of St. Maure's at once placed himself so

as to face Frank's left. As Elmwood noticed this,

he suddenly changed the ball from one arm to the

other, and upon Willie's advancing to tackle him,

swept him aside with a straight arm, and continued

unhindered down the field.
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" That wath a trick," cried Willie.

,

" It wath a joke," mimicked Dockery.

" Yes; but high tackling gives a chance for that

kind 01 a trick," answered Frank. " Suppose you

try it over. This time, I will not interfere with

your attempt to tackle."

Taking the same position, Frank again came at

a run towards Willie; Just before Hardy made to

throw his arms about him, Frank put on all his

speed. Willie held him, and the two went on to-

gether for more than five yards beyond the spot

where Elmwood was tackled.

"Do you call that tackling?" asked Frank,

picking himself up.

" What ith wrong about it ? I brought you

down."

Frank was too disgusted to reply.

" Here, Hastings," he said, " I want to speak to

you a minute. Now," he whispered, " I want to

*hame these fellows into good tackling. If they

see a little boy, or rather a boy your size and light-

ness doing it, they will all throw themselves into

the work."

" I'll try to do anything you say," said Hastings.

"Very good; now first of all don't be afraid,

secondly make a dive at my legs just above the

knees, and thirdly dive hard."

" I think I can do all that, sir/'
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s

" I ask you, because Claude tells ire that you

are fearless. Now, boys, George Hastings is go-

ing to tackle me. Stand there, George, where

Hardy stood before."

With what looked like absolute fearlessness,

Hastings, at the proper moment, made a dive at

Frank, and downed him in his tracks.

Frank arose rubbing his shoulder.

" There," he said, " I didn't gain one inch. I

am one hundred and fifty-four pounds, and a boy

of less than one hundred holds me fast. With

good tackling the lightest player can hold the

heaviest; but with high tackling it becomes very

often a question of brute strength and weight."

Frank gave the ball to Claude, and told him to

run full speed at Harry. Claude went down quite

suddenly. Several of the heavier players then

took the ball, and were tackled with the same re-

sult.

And now every boy on the team wanted a chance

to tackle. They were all aroused to enthusiasm;

and so great was the demand for men to be tackled,

that several of the heavier students not belonging

to the eleven were indued to run with an imaginary

ball. For half an hour tackling went on fast and

furious; and the improvement within that time

was really remarkable. To Elmwood a most

gratifying evidence of their training was the fact
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that none of them became winded. Hardy, it must

be said, had retired when the practice in tackling

began on the plea that his ankle was hurting him*,

and Snowden excused himself to Lightfoot, as he

had to meet his mother " down-town " at exactly

half-past three.

" How in the world, Claude, did you get your

players to have such a command over their breath-

ing ?
99
asked Elmwood.

" In two ways, Frank. First, none of them

smoke, nor eat between meals, and they keep good

hours; secondly, I have followed a sort of prac-

tice which Mr. Keenan suggested, and it has

worked like a charm. If you wish I'll show it to

you."

Claude clapped his hands, and, with military-

like precision, the rushers fell into line, and the

backs into their respective places.

" Tell them what you think of their tackling,

Frank," whispered Claude.

"Just one word, boys. You have already im-

proved very much in tackling, but there is room,

plenty of it, for improvement. Some of you tackle

as a timid man dives. Any of you who know any-

thing about the water must know that it is the

timid diver who gets the headache, who fails to

cut the water nicely; whereas the bold diver meets

with no inconvenience. It's the same way with
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:

tackling; tackle with confidence, and tackle hard.

Remember that football is a rough game, but

not a rude game. Hard tackling is perfectly

proper; if possible, you should always force a man
back a yard or two by your tackle. The general

rule is to tackle low; but in case the runner is

lighter than yourself, or in case, though heavy, he

has not full speed on, it might be good to catch

him high, and force him back, even carry him

back if you are able."

" That ith the way they uthed to do at St

Maureth," mimicked Dan Dockery.

" Supposing Willie to have spoken the truth,"

said Frank, "we may conclude that the St. Maure's

eleven was much heavier than the opposing teams.

Now, Claude, let's see how you train your men foi

keeping their wind."

Leaving the " green," the eleven ranged them-

selves in one line in the yard.

" Forward," said Claude.

Keeping time, time, time in a step somewhat

faster than marching, they advanced some twenty

yards. Suddenly Claude gave a short, sharp cry,

and at once the entire team started off as though

they were engaged in a hundred-yard dash. They

had scarcely made twenty-five yards, when the

same short, sharp cry was heard, and, not at once,

but with astonishing quickness the runners
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checked themselves, and, hastening into line, again

resumed their march.

" That is splendid !
" said Frank to Mr. Keenan,

who, as the reader may have observed, had effaced

himself to all intents and purposes, once that the

team had had their first few practices.

" Isn't it ? Claude Lightfoot is a splendid

trainer. Didn't you notice how fast those runners

stopped themselves, and got into line. If the two

absentees, Hardy and Snowden, were at all like the

ones practising now, I should allow the team to

play a game with some outside eleven next week.

But as it is, I think it better to play no game till

Thanksgiving, when we meet the Centrals."

** That is safest, since you have practically no

substitutes," said Elmwood. " You will need

every man to be at his best on that day. The Cen-

tral High School have a strong eleven this year.

They play like tigers—gentlemanly tigers, that is,

and haven't been scored against in the three games

they have played."

" Lightfoot tells me that they expect to beat us

hands down."
" So I have heard. Halloa ! there they are

running again. That's fine; they keep together

pretty well. With some improvement in their

tackling I think they will hold their own against

the Centrals, who on account of Archer's not being
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in our team, and Hardy's being in it, think they are

going to have a snap. Ah ! they have run about

fifty yards, and now they are walking again/'
"

" You see the idea, don't you ? They are train-

ing in one and the same exercise for short runs and

long runs, and for falling into line with the utmost

dispatch. Halloa ! Archer has dropped out/'

Harry approached them, as Mr. Keenan was

speaking, looking rather pale and breathing heav-

«y.

"You're not in condition, old boy," cried Frank.

" I—I guess not," panted Harry, " and if I don't

stop now, and take a rest, I shall be too dead tired

to carry my papers. Goodness ! how I've

changed. This time last year, I hardly knew what

it was to be tired."

" What time do you go to bed. Harry ? " asked

Frank.

" Oh, eleven or twelve o'clock. You needn't

make such eyes at me. I can stand it. In fact, 1

don't feel sleepy any more, and sometimes I lie

awake an hour or so longer.'"

Mr. Keenan, as he listened, became very grave.

" Harry," he said, " I'm afraid you are hurting

yourself. You are studying hard, and playing

little. ' All work and no play,' you know, ' makes

Jack a dull boy.' Even Father. Trainer is getting

frightened."
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"Yes; he wants me to stop studying mathe-

matics, and says that it will be enough if I just

work two or three times a week with him."

" And aren't you going to do it ?

"

" Well, sir, I'd like to think first. You see, I

Want to win that prize ; and I know that Father

Trainer would be awfully disappointed i£ I didn't.

And besides, I just love to go ahead with those

problems. The more I work at them, the more

I like them. Father Trainer told me once

that in the study of mathematics there was a fas-

cination frantic, and now I'm beginning to believe

him."

" You had better believe him on the other point,

too," counselled Frank, " or you'll find out that

you have made a mistake."

" Perhaps you are right, Frank, and indeed I

want to follow his advice; and yet I can't bring

myself to do it."

" I am sure your spirit of obedience will deter-

mine you," said Mr. Keenan kindly.

After supper that evening Harry went to his
.

books as usual. But he lacked his customary

serenity of mind. He felt gloomy and disturbed.

Matters had not gone well of late with the little

household. They were within one month of the

time when the interest on the mortgage fell due,

and beyond the odd small change for trifling ex'
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penses, Mrs. Archer had but twenty-five dollars on

hand.

With strict economy the sum might be brought

up to forty; and one hundred and five dollars were

needed. If he could but win the eighty-dollar prize

all would be well; five or ten dollars more could

be got together in some way or other. But to give

up study, Harry reasoned, was practically to give

up the eighty dollars. On the other side, to con-

tinue applying himself until late at night was to go

against the advice of mother, of sister, of Father

Trainer, of Mr. Keenan.

Poor Harry was in a quandary, as he sat at his

desk. He was so absorbed, that he failed to

notice the entrance of Alice, till she touched his

shoulder with her hand.

" What do you want ? " he cried brusquely and

with a sudden start.

Alice drew back as though she had received a

blow.

" Oh ! I beg your pardon, Alice," he said in dis-

may. " I don't know what's the matter with me.

I didn't know I had spokeij till the words were out

of my mouth. Please don't mind me, Alice, for

acting like a bear. I'm cross and troubled, and

feel so mean."

Harry's head drooped, and the girl gazing at

him in loving pity was touched almost to tears.
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" My poor brother/' she said. For a moment

she could not go on. " Harry, you are not well

You are killing yourself with your regular

studies, and with working for that prize. Now,

Harry, you've got to let the mathematics

go-

" But I can't, Alice; I want to make our mother

happy by winning that prize. She'll be proud of

me, and she'll be able to keep our home. Really,

I can't give up. Indeed, I don't feel quite as well

as I ought to, but I'll take the risk, and keep on till

November the thirtieth.

" Very well," said Alice. " Then to-morrow I

will sell my piano."

" Indeed, you won't," cried Harry, starting to

his feet.

" But I will and I shall. Unless you promise me
here and now to give up your extra studies at

home, I'll sell the piano to-morrow. I can get

two hundred and fifty dollars for it."

" But how^ will you get on without a piano ?
"

" And how," said Alice, losing all control of her-

self, " shall mother and I get on without you ?
"

Here Alice, that jolly sister who was a sunbeam

day in day out, began, despite her struggles to re-

strain herself, to cry.

I never yet knew a generous, noble-hearted boy

who could withstand the tears of a mother or of a
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sister or, indeed, of any good woman. The tears

were a stronger argument than the piano. Harry

surrendered unconditionally.

Alice kissed him, and hurried away. She was

ashamed of her burst of emotion.

He went to bed early—before ten o'clock—and

fell asleep presently, only to be aroused by a sharp,

jerking sensation in the knee. He dozed off again,

to be awakened a moment later by a similar jerk>

Then he lay awake, andr despite himself, his mind

was hard at it solving certain problems which he

had gone over with Father Trainer the day before.

He heard the clock strike ten, then eleven, then

twelve. A little before one, he fell asleep—but his

sleep was by no means dreamless. Now he was

engaged in the mathematical contest trying in vain

to prove the simple proposition that the angles of

a triangle were equal to two right angles; now he

was trying to guard a man up the field, or attempt-

ing unsuccessfully to tackle a runner. His dreams

became a nightmare when he imagined himself

to be crossing the " Jackasses' Bridge " on a

bicycle.

He arose cloudy and bewildered at seven o'clock.

His eyes were heavy and his limbs stiff.

Little did Harry fancy that by his present mode

of living he was actually courting a broken consti-

tution for lifc
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CHAPTER X.

t» WHICH HARRY AND CLAUDE TAKE A DRIVE.

It was nearing six o'clock on the following

afternoon, when a buggy drove up before Harry's

home, and Claude, the sunny-faced, thoughtfully

ignoring the step provided for the purpose of

alighting, leaped down to the pavement.
" How do you do, Mrs. Archer ? " he said, as sh«

answered the bell, " I've come for Harry. All the

fellows have been remarking how he's getting to

be a regular hermit. He needs a touching up.

Won't you please let me take him home to supper ?

Dan Dockery and Gerald O'Rourke are to be

there, not to speak of other good fellows. I'll

bring him back before nine o'clock. I'm sure it

will do him good."

" It is very nice of you to come for him,

Claude."

" Not half as nice as it is for me to get him,

Mrs. Archer. Harry was very popular last year,

but now he's more popular than ever; and we boys

don't get half enough of him. We're all of us just

as anxious about his winning that prize as he is;

but we don't want him break down."
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" Neither do we, Claude," cried Alice as she

came out from the parlor. " So you've noticed it,

too ? You Milwaukee College boys have good

hearts. Of course, Harry will go with you. In

fact, I've half a mind to join you myself."

" No ladies need apply," laughed Claude, as he

caught Alice's hand in his.

Claude liked Alice; as indeed did every one who
knew her.

" All right, young man," retorted Alice. " You
needn't expect to see me at your next football

game."
" Indeed, I don't expect to see any one," said

Claude simply, " except my own team and the op-

posing eleven; and that will be enough for me.

But I do hope you will come. I think it will be a

great game. Halloa, Harry f " continued Claude as

the man of the house came down the stairs, " I've

come to fetch you over to supper with Gerald and

Dan and Pierson, and some of the other fellows."

"Oho!" cried Harry, "that's the way you

are training, is it ? I thought you had to stay at

home after nightfall."

"Yes; but Mr. Keenan suggested a break, just

for the sake of variety. To-morrow is a holiday,

and we're all to take a late sleep, and have a prac-

tice game in the afternoon. Get your hat, and

come on."
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" I wish, Claude/' said Mrs. Archer, as Harry

ran up the stairs, " that you would come over

and see my boy a little oftener. You are a dear

friend of his."

" To tell you the truth, ma'am, I have wanted to

come over; but Harry won't come to see me, and

I can't get him to invite me here."

"The fact is," laughed Alice, " Harry is grow-

ing proud. If you boys tease him a little, it will

do him good. There is no one at home to tease

him. Mother is too good, and I'm too fond of

him, and little Paul, who is in business on his own

account, has no time for trifles."

"Don't you, believe Alice," cried Harry, as he

joined them at the doorway.
" But I do believe her," protested Claude.

" You're getting away from the boys too much,

and it's telling on you. But you'll get a good

dose of them this evening. Come on, now."

At a rattling gait, Claude drove south till they

reached Grand Avenue. Then he turned east.

" Halloa ! where are you going, Claude \

You are driving away from your house."

" I want to take you for a ride on Prospect

Avenue where you can inhale the lake breezes, and

get the freshest kind of air in the market. We'll

not go home till you're hungry. My mother has

promised to get up an extra supper, and I want
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you to have the full benefit of it. Have you been

It Lake Park lately ?
"

" No, Claude; I hardly ever go out."

" Well, we'll drive out there, and stretch our legs

by taking a run about the grounds. And then if

you don't feel hungry, we'll take another run.

Halloa, Pierson ! " cried Claude, a few minutes

later.

They were nearing the bridge which, spanning

the Milwaukee River, connects Grand Avenue with

Wisconsin Street. Charlie Pierson, walking west-

ward with bent head, raised his eyes.

" Halloa !
" he said, and added as he recognized

Harry, " I'm glad to see you out."

" Where are you going ? " asked Claude, who
had driven his horse to the curbstone.

"Just taking a walk, and meditating on my
poem for Friday."

" Jump in here—there's room for three easily

—

and we'll help you meditate. There you are. Get

up, Sally."

" I'm glad I caught you," continued Claude, aa

they went briskly along Wisconsin Street. " I

was just going to your house to bring you over

home for supper. You got my invitation, didn't

you?"
"Yes; but I didn't intend starting till later."

u A little fresh air won't hurt you, Charlie ;
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though you don't by any means need it as much as

this dough-faced young "

" Look ! " broke in Harry, nudging Claude

sharply. " See that stout, stocky young fellow

passing Romadka's trunk-store ? That's the cap-

tain of the Central High School Eleven, Charlie

Seawell."

" I met him the other day," said Claude, " and I

was glad to find that he was a perfect gentleman.

I know most of the players on his eleven, and they

are all nice fellows. I felt a little bad, though,

when I noticed how stout and strong he is ; and

then I felt ashamed of myself for feeling that way.

Both of us have agreed to stand up for clean play-

ing. I have promised him to take off any player

on my team whom I catch playing ' dirty football/

and he has made me the same promise. He is a

lover of football and sees quite plainly that the

only hope for the future of the game lies in its being

made essentially a gentleman's game."
" Look out for Hardy, then," said Pierson.

" He is as treacherous as a cat. In some of our

practices, I caught him tripping up men, even

those who didn't have the ball : and when I said

something to him about it, he asserted that all the

players at St. Maure's played that game."
" I'm afraid he'll ruin St. Maure's reputation,

if oeonle believe him," said Harr^. " {£ I were
4

"
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President of that College, I would take him back

for nothing, so as to keep him out of the way."
" I'm worrying a little about Hardy," mused

Claude. " He's a poor player and a mean player.

He's not in condition, and though he is obedient

enough when I deal with him directly, he is differ-

ent when away from me. If we lose the game

with the Centrals, it will be Willie's fault."

" Couldn't you put Hastings in ? " suggested

Harry.

" Too light, I reckon," Pierson answered.

" And besides," added Claude, " there's another

objection. Even supposing Hastings could do as

well as Hardy, and I should not be surprised at all

if he could, there would be great danger of his get-

ting hurt on account of his light weight and want

of strength. He's growing fast, and should not be

allowed to play except with middle-sized fellows.

So I don't intend to bring him into the game, un-

less some one is injured."

" That's right," said Harry. " So long as teams

are evenly matched, and play a fair game, there's

no more risk of accident than in base-ball."

" You left out one important condition, Harry,"

said Claude.

" What is that ?
"

" Training ! No man can afford to enter into a

game who is not in good physical condition. MosJ
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of the accidents in football are due to the fact that

men undertake to play without previous prepara-

tion. Men do not ride in bicycle races or attempt

the hundred-yard dash without training ; and I

don't see why boys should go into a contest,

where every nerve and muscle of the body is

strained over and over, without being prepared/'

"Excuse the interruption, Claude; but here's

the place to get your poetry," cried Pierson en-

thusiastically.

They had reached the foot of Wisconsin Street,

and were gazing out upon the most beautiful bay,

probably, in the interior of the United States.

" It is beautiful," said Harry. " I'm afraid we
Milwaukee people don't appreciate it as we
should."

" Why, since we've come out, you've got to look

fifty per cent, better, Harry," exclaimed Claude.

"Look at his face, Charlie."

" It's the bloom of youth—only a little faded,"

replied the good-natured centre-rush. " You
ought to come into training with us, my boy."

" Indeed, I wish I could !
" exclaimed Harry fer-

vently. " If I had known how hard it would be

for you to get up an eleven, I might have gone

in anyhow. But I gave it up for the sake of

my mother. She needs me, now that father is

gone. And now that I have a newspaper district*
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1 couldn't practise regularly anyhow. And so il

I were to join the team, I should set a bad ex-

ample to the other fellows by irregularity in com-

ing to practice."

" Well," Claude suggested, " you might come

around for the Thursday practices, just to give the

fellows a few pointers. All of them know that

you understand the game better than any boy at

the College."

"Though I must say that I don't know the

game better than you, still if you wish, Claude, Til

be around whenever I have a chance."

" Get up !
" said Claude in great glee.

He now began to see a way out of difficulties

which had bidden fair to be insurmountable.

From that time till Thanksgiving day, Novem-

ber the twenty-fifth, Claude took Harry out for a

drive three or four times a week. It was almost

the only relaxation which Harry allowed himself;

for beyond a few practices on Thursday, his duties

at home and his studies kept him very busy. It

is true, that he relaxed somewhat in his work in

geometry; but for all that under Father Trainer's

enthusiastic direction he made wondrous strides,

and, despite his promise to Alice, frequently sat at

his desk until very late.
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CHAPTER XI.

W WHICH THB MORNING OF THANKSGIVING DAY REVBAIA
SERIOUS INTERNAL DISSENSIONS IN THE

FOOTBALL TEAM,

At ten o'clock precisely, the football eleven ck

Milwaukee College filed into the gymnasium.
" Is everybody here ? " cried Claude.

" Ernest Snowden hasn't shown up/' answered

O'Rourke. " He made an awful mouth yester-

day, when you told us to come here this morn-
* 9>
ing.

" I think he wath out at a party latht night/'

volunteered Willie Hardy.

This statement was tacitly set down for a lie by

every one within earshot. As a matter of fact,

gentle Willie had told the truth. He himself had

attended a party with Snowden, and both of them

had indulged in ice-c^eam and cakes to an inor-

dinate extent. Willie, on this occasion, had been

particularly brilliant, and had related several foot-

ball feats performed at St. Maure's which would

certainly have astonished the students of that

classic institution. In nearly all these accounts,

Willie was the hero; and certainly, as he told his

feats, he was entitled to be called a great player.
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Even Mr. Heffelfinger's record paled in the light

of the lisper's achievements,

" But," objected Mandolin Merry, a young lady

of fourteen, already, despite her tender years, mov-

ing in social circles, " I thought that football

players ought to go into training."

" Ineckthperienthed playerth—yeth," said Willie,

casting the full radiance of his big blue eyes upon

the young miss. " But fellowth who are thtrong

like mythelf and Erneth don't need t6 mind."

Young Snowden, who, despite his occasional

violations of training, was really a fine football

player, looked displeased. It pained him to be

classed with Hardy.

" Do you think you will beat the Centrals ?
*

continued Mandolin.

" I'm afraid not," said Snowden. " We haven't

had a professional coach, whereas the Centrals

have been under the direction of one of the best

players that ever attended Madison University.

Then our captain is no good. He's too light, and

too bossy. They shouldn't have chosen a young

fellow like him for captain, anyhow. I can hardly

stand the fellow's insufferable airs."

" Neither can I," chimed in Willie. " He ith

alwayth after me for going out at night."

" He got after me, too," said Snowden, who was

now enjoying his third dish of ice-cream. " But
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I shut him up pretty quick. He knows now that

there is one man in the team who is not afraid of

him.
,,

" I've a good nothyun," said Willie, " to give

him a trounthing after the game."
" Oh ! please don't, Willie," cried the society

young lady of fourteen, clasping her hands to-

gether, and looking beseechingly into Willie's

heroic face.

" Well, for your thake," answered Willie mag-

nanimously, " I'll not do it. I shall control my-

thelf."

The two then made eyes at each other, and for

the time being were perfectly contented with

themselves and the world, of which they reckoned

themselves shining ornaments.

But really it is time to return to the eleven*

Besides the regular players, Harry Archer and

George Hastings were in attendance; Hastings as

substitute, and Archer as chief counsellor.

" I suppose Ernest Snowden is taking advan-

tage of the fact that there is no one to fill his

place to do just what he pleases," grumbled

Dockery.

" Yes," assented Claude, with the nearest thing

to a sigh that could proceed from a boy of his

sunny disposition. " I've had to swallow a lot of

insolence from him. But what can I do ? I
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asked Mr. Keenan about him several times, and tie

told me to follow my own judgment. But when

you haven't a man to take his place, where does

the judgment come in ?
"

"'Oh, the little less, and how much it is
!

*
" cried

that lover of Browning, Charlie Pierson. "Just

for the want of a single player, our captain has to

stand that fellow with his spite and vanity. They

say that I'm good-natured, but I wouldn't have

stood him half as long as you have."

" It has been hard," Claude admitted ;
" but I

suppose I can hold out for twelve hours more.

Anyhow, we mustn't be too hard on him. He
doesn't see things our way ; but that's no reason

why we should accuse him of pride and vanity.

Everything we have against him is connected with

football. He's a good fellow in every other way-

Provided he obeys the signals, we'll get along.

All of you look in splendid trim, except Hardy.

Young man, you were up late last night. You've

yawned three distinct times since we've entered

this room."
" Look at his eyes," said Dockery.

" I fell athleep at eight o'clock," protested

Willie. " And I thlept like an infant, and I never

felt better thinth the day I wath born."

"And you never looked worse," added

O'Rourke. " Here's a pointer for you, young
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man; the Centrals are going to play their game
against you from the start. Some college boy

must have let out the condition of our team, and

tqld them that you were the weakest man in our

line. If you've been staying up and breaking all

discipline, you will be in fault for our losing the

game."
" In case he doesn't hold his man," put in

Claude gloomily, "we shall have to call in Hastings

for the second half. I shouldn't like to do that,

George," he added, with a kindly look at that

young player; " for although you are all right as

full-back for the Junior eleven, you will have an

ugly time facing their tackle and standing the

rushes of their heavy half-backs."

" I'll do my best, if you need me," said Hastings

modestly; " and I'll try not to be frightened."

".Oh ! you have pluck enough," added Harry

Archer encouragingly, " and you can tackle as well

as any boy on the team."

At this point Ernest Snowden entered. He
had a lighted cigar in his mouth, and looked

belligerent.

" I just came in to say that I have business

down-town, and won't be free till three. I'll take

my football togs along, and meet you on the

grounds."

" Can't you wait till we have discussed certain
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points of the play ? " asked Claude, despite him
self, looking annoyed.

"No; I understand the game well enough."

Claude's face flushed, and his fingers worked un-

easily. He paused to control himself, while Snow-

den puffed at his cigar, and faced the players with

a disdainful smile.

" At least, you can come here at two, and dress

with the crowd, and go out with them to the

grounds in a body."

" I can, maybe; but I won't."

If Claude lost his temper, I certainly cannot

blame him. v

Every boy there was angry; Harry Archer, who
Joved Claude, and despised a bully, was furious.

His face was white, his lips quivering, as he

stepped up to the captain, and whispered

hoarsely:

" Don't stand it, Claude. An angel wouldn't

endure that kind of treatment."

" Well," said Claude in a voice grown hard with

anger, " you'll have to come here at two o'clock.

I insist on that point, and I think you might have

the decency to take that cigar out of your mouth.

Mr. Keenan takes it for granted that nothing of

the kind is to take place in this room, so long as

we players have the privilege of using it."

" You can tell Mr. Keenan on me, if you wish,
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you old blab/' retorted Snowden; " but you'll not

bully me any longer. If you expect me to help

your team out, you'll have to let me have my way
to-day, by way of variety. You have bossed me
long enough. I hold the last trump."

Snowden looked about him with an air of

triumph. He felt that he was master of the situa-

tion.

Claude paused. What was he to do ? To lose

Ernest Snowden was practically to lose the game.

To endure his insufferable airs was asking too

much.

Harry Archer stepped forward.

" Put him off the team, Claude, Til play with

you, if it's the last game I ever play."

A yell of joy and triumph arose from the throats

of the hitherto silent spectators. Snowden's look

of insolence died away. He had felt sure that he

was needed, and was not prepared for Archer's

offer. He was thinking of giving in, and hoping

only for a graceful occasion to make his submis-

sion, when Claude said firmly:

" Ernest Snowden, you can go. I think we
boys would rather lose the game than win with

your help."

" Hurrah !
" cried the boys again.

Snowden took his cigar out of his mouth, and

gazed in extreme chagrin at Claude. While he
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was thus gazing, Archer, who was by far the angri-

est boy in the gymnasium, stepped over, and plucking

the stump from Ernest's fingers threw it out of the

nearest window.

"Excuse me for my rudeness," he said, looking

Snowden straight in the eye, "but I don't see any

other way of settling the matter."

But the discomfited half-back was too absorbed

in other matters to resent Harry's action.

"What!" he gasped. "You dare to put me
out of the team after I've played on it for three

years. I've been practising for a month, and I've

paid over two dollars into the treasury for one

thing or another."

"Has any fellow here fifty cents?" Claude in-

quired.

Collins handed him the required sum at once.

"Here," said Claude, adding to this sum a dollar

knd fifty cents out of his vest pocket "Take

your money and go."

"But I'll not go," roared Snowden, dashing the

money to the ground. "I belong to this teamf

and I'll play the game for all it's worth."

Claude was getting cooler: it was an artificial

coolness. Had he followed his feelings, he would

have assaulted Snowden then and there.

"Well," he said quietly, while Willie Hardy

stooped and quietly picked up the pieces of silver
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and transferred them to his pocket, " we players

are about to have a secret session ; none but the

members of the eleven may attend. Now, as you

are no longer a player, you must get out."

" But you have no authority to put me off the

team."

"I have; I have had permission for the lasl

month from Mr. Keenan to put you out just as

soon as I find you unbearable."

" You're a liar ! " cried Snowden, white with

rage.

Claude had not been practising self-denial on

and off the field in vain. He bit his lips.

"Well, since you won't go out, I shall have to

call Mr. Keenan."
" You won't do anything of the sort, you

wretched little tattle-tale," bawled Snowden, plant-

ing himself in front of the open door. " If you try

to get out
"

He has not finished that sentence to the present

day. For Claude, with a spring and a twist, seized

Snowden's neck in a mighty grasp, turned him

round, jerked him sprawling into the corridor

without, and, before any one realized what had

happened, shut the door and locked it.

When he turned around again, he was smiling.

" I think I did the right thing, boys."

"I don't know about that," said Pierson.
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u Since you can handle him so easily, you might

as well have given him a kick as a souvenir. If I

had your strength I'd have done it."

" There he goes,". said O'Rourke, who was gaz-

ing out of the window, " and he looks as if he had

had enough of Claude Lightfoot."

" You made a mistake at the very beginning of

the season in being so easy with him, Claude,"

said Archer. " He thought you were afraid of

him."

" So I was ; I was afraid of losing him. Per-

haps if I had been stiffer, he would have come to

time. But it's over now, thank God."
" Perhapth," lisped Willie, " Erneth Thnowden

will give away our thignals to the other thide."

" That's the way you talk about your friends, is

it ? " said Desmond. " Those of us here who dis-

like him most would never imagine such a thing of

him."

" Well, to business, boys," said Claude " I

think that now we have a better team than ever.

Fll play half-back in place of Snowden, and Harry

Archer may play in his old position at quarter.

It's better all round."

" Remember, Claude, I am not in good condi-

tion; and besides I don't know the signals as well

as the rest. I have to think them out."

" So much the better in one way. If I wer*
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playing quarter, I might give them out too fast.

But you will have to think before you call the

numbers, and so every player will have time to

know exactly what he's expected to do."

Then the eleven went into a discussion of vari-

ous plays and their details. They concluded their

conference in high spirits, and, as they dispersed,

Dockery observed:

" If it were jiot for Hardy I should be willing to

bet dollars to cents that we should win."
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CHAPTER XII.

Or WHICH MR. KEENAN FACES AN INDIGNANT MOTHER AND
IS MORE FRIGHTENED THAN HE EVER WAS SINCE

HE CAME TO THE USE OF REASON

" Mr. Keenan, there's a lady in the parlor to

see you," said the porter of Milwaukee College, as

in response to his bell the prefect descended the

stairs.

Mr. Keenan passed his hand through his hair.

" I dare say it's some new trouble," he muttered;

for he had just received the news of Snowden's

expulsion from the team.

On entering the parlor, a woman who had been

seated very erect, and with lips compressed, arose

and faced him.

"Mr. Keenan?"
" Yes, madam."

"I am Mrs. Snowden; and I have just called

here to tell you what I think of your college

athletics."

"Sit down, Mrs. Snowden," and Mr. Keenan

drew up a chair and, after her, seated himself.

" College athletics have been the ruin of my
toy."

" Indeed ! I am sorry to hear it.**
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" Perhaps, you have reason to be sorry, Mr.

Keenan; for I understand that you have made

great efforts to foster athletics in this college."

Mr. Keenan bowed his head. He had nothing

to say yet; for he was wise enough to see that Mrs.

Snowden would not be prepared to hear the other

side until she had expressed her sentiments at

length.

" For the last two years," continued the mother,

" I have noticed that my boy has been steadily

going down in his studies. In First Academic,

he was one of the leaders in his class-studies; in

Humanities, he joined the football team, and got

only an average place in the class; in Poetry, it

was, if anything, worse ; and now that he's in

Rhetoric I find from his bulletin for September and

October that he has failed in three branches of the

bi-monthly competitions, Latin, Greek, and Math-

ematics."

" That is too bad," murmured Mr. Keenan sym-

pathetically. He did not think the time had yet

come for him to speak.

" Indeed it is. But there are the athletics. Just

as soon as he started to play football in the college

eleven, he gave up study. Whereas before he used

to stay home every night, and give two or more

hours to study, he began in Humanities to talk

football and go out to see his friends and fellow*
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athletes." The last part of this sentence was

touched heavily with scorn.

" Did you encourage Ernest to go out, Mrs.

Snowden ?
"

" Indeed, I did not. It is true, he began danc-

ing lessons in Humanities; but that took only one

night in the week. And then, of course, I had no

objection to his going to a party now and then ;

but rarely, mind you."

" And, perhaps, you allowed him to go occasion-

ally to the theatre ?
"

" On that point I have been very strict. I never

allow Ernest to go more than twice in the month.

But we are getting away from the point. This

year, despite my convictions, I allowed Ernest to

go into the college eleven. He begged me so hard

that I couldn't bring myself to refuse him. So he

joins the eleven, and contributes money, and sacri-

fices his Thursday recreations in coming here to

practise; and, as I expected, neglects his studies

on account of athletics. And now after the sacrifice

of time and studies, he is coolly informed an hour

ago by that impudent captain of yours that he

cannot play in the great Thanksgiving-day game
this afternoon. And now he is disgraced. He
was announced in the papers several times as one

of Milwaukee College's best players. All his

friends and the family's friends are looking to *vee
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what he will do; and when he does not appear in

the game, they will find that he has been put off

the team. . It is bad enough that he should lose his

reputation as a student, but this makes it worse a

thousand times. I think my boy has a right to

play on your team, and I demand it."

Mrs. Snowden, as she made this statement of

Ernest's wrongs, had been on the point of going

into tears; but mastered herself, and stood upon

her rights. Had she followed her womanly im-

pulse, she would have won the day, and Mr. Kee-

nan would have missed the chance of conveying

some of his favorite views on the subject of athlet-

ics and studies. But her imperative demand

nerved him to do what he considered his duty.

" Excuse me, Mrs. Snowden, if I appear to con-

tradict you; but I fear your boy has no right to

play on the team."

Mrs. Snowden drew herself up, and gazed stead-

ily at the timid prefect. She could have done

nothing better to take away his timidity.

" And more, he shall not play on the team, at .

least for this season. And if I am here next season

he shall not play then, unless he bring a note from

you to the effect that you desire him to play and

that you will answer for his going into proper

training. I say, he shall not play this season; the

first thing that we require of a football player is
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obedience to the captain. Ernest has been dis-

obedient to the point of contumacy. To-day he

acted in such a manner towards Claude Lightfoot,

who is as gentlemanly and long-suffering a captain

as one could wish to have, that if Claude had not

put your boy out of the team, I fear I should

have had to do so myself. The second point, also

of great importance in a team, is discipline and

training. Of all the eleven, Ernest has been the

least satisfactory. Why even last night, I have just

been informed, he was at a party which broke up at

twelve o'clock."

" But he told me that the players were expected

to relax themselves before the game."
" Not in that kind of a way," answered Mr.

Keenan grimly. He felt that he was facing a
" foolish " mother, and he was determined to let

her hear the truth whatever pain it might cost him

or her. Surgical operations are sometimes neces-

sary.

" And now," he proceeded, " I wish to turn back

to the original point. You implied that I had

helped to the ruin of your boy as a student by en-

couraging him in athletics. You also attached the

blame of his failures in class-work to football. You
remarked that from the class of Humanities to

Rhetoric, he has been going down steadily ; and

you insisted that this period of football has also
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been his period of deterioration. Have I put your

case clearly, madam ?
"

" Yes, sir," answered Mrs. 'Hiowden, begin-

ning to grow timid and nervous. Mr. Keenan

was too excited to observe the change in her

manner; had he noticed it, he would have been

frightened.

" You also remarked that in the class of Hu-
manities, he began to go to dancing-school."

" I did, sir ;
surely you have no objection to

that ?
"

" If you please, I had rather not enter into that

question," answered the wily prefect. He pre-

ferred to pass over a point concerning which
tA
there was a great deal to be said on both sides,"

and gain a coign of vantage where he was surer of

his position.

" So, then," he continued, " Ernest's deteriora-

tion in study coincides exactly with his dancing-

lessons as well as with his football practice."

"Pardon me, Mr. Keenan," cried Mrs. Snow-

den, now entirely on the defensive ;
" but he

stopped dancing-lessons last year in January after

attending for only fourteen months, whereas he has

been at football for three years."

"Which means exactly seven months for foot-

ball as against fourteen months for dancing.

But you also remarked yourself that from the time
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he began to play football, he began to go out at

night a great deal."

" Yes; and I repeat it emphatically."

" Might you not have said as well that from the

time he began to go to dancing-school he began to

go out at night time ?
"

" I—I—no—I think not," gasped Mrs. Snow-

den weakly.

" And might you not as well have said," pursued

Mr. Keenan relentlessly, " that from the time he

began to go out at night time, he began to neglect

his studies ?
"

Mrs. Snowden was dazed. No answer came

from her lips.

" And again, you say that from the time he took

to athletics, he began to neglect his studies.

Doubtless you are in good faith about that. But

so far is this from being the case that the very op-

posite is true."

Mrs. Snowden looked very much astonished, as

indeed she was.

" Here is the exact truth. From the time that

Ernest began to neglect athletics- he began to

neglect his studies."

" I beg your pardon, Mr. Keenan ?
"

" I have had occasion to look up the history of

your boy at this college, and what I have just stated

is, I am convinced, true. Why was it that Ecnest
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was selected when in Humanities to play in the

college football eleven ? It was because in the pre-

ceding year he was the best all-round athlete

among the younger students. During his three

years in the three Academic classes, I find that he

gave much attention to baseball and football, to

running, to jumping, and to gymnasium work. In

stead of going to the theatre or to dancing-school,

or to seeing his athletic friends—we shall return to

that point presently—he spent his evenings at

home and gave two or three hours to his studies.

Then he went to bed before ten o'clock and got

up a little before seven."

" How did you learn all that ? " cried Mrs.

Snowden.
" I had special reasons for inquiring into the

matter," answered the prefect ;
" and now I am

very glad that I did so. Accordingly, during his

fourteenth year, and his fifteenth, and his sixteenth,

Ernest was leading what I consider a student's

ideal life. He developed mind and body, and

when he entered the class of Humanities he was so

well trained physically and mentally, that he was

unanimously chosen as a member of the college

football team. Now it is an actual fact that from

that time to the present he has fallen in studies,

and done little more than hold his place in athletics.

Had he continued to live the same life during Hu-
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inanities, Poetry, and Rhetoric as he had led in the

three Academic classes, I dare say that he would

be the leading boy in the college whether on the

field or in the class-room. Instead of .that, he has

remained almost stationary in athletics, and he has

retrograded in studies."

" I think," said Mrs. Snowden, making as if to

rise, " that I have taken enough of your time."

" I can spare a few minutes yet, madam. Now
why did Ernest decline in studies ? You put it

upon athletics. I see no reason for agreeing with

you. Athletics and studies go well together.

There is, so far as I can learn, no opposition be-

tween them. The ' sound mind in the sound

body 9

is a saying sanctioned by the ages. When
a boy I attended boarding-school, and played in

every baseball and football game that I could. I

was healthy and strong, and never found that these

sports interfered with my lessons, except now and

then. Looking back, I find that when they did

interfere, it was owing to the fact that I had played

too much. But this is no argument against ath-

letics. In all things, study, or work, or exercise,

excess is wrong. We must distinguish between

the use of a thing and the abuse. I remember that

in my time at St. Maure's, and I attended that Col-

lege for five years, the very best athletes, some

thirty or more in all, were with but two exception*
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high up in their classes. Of these two exceptions,

one, I know, was what they call a ladies' man ; the

other's ill-success in studies I could not account

for."

" Do you mean to say," said Mrs. Snowden,
"that success in athletics means success in

studies ?
"

" Not at all, Mrs. Snowden ; but I do mean to

say that success in athletics so far from being a bar

to success in studies is rather a help. The two run

together nicely. On the other hand, it has been

my experience that studies and social amusements

—balls, parties, dancing-schools—do not go to-

gether at all."

Mrs. Snowden thought she perceived an open-

ing.

" So, then," she cried, raising her head, " you

would take my boy from the society of his more re-

fined friends, the young ladies and young gentle-

men, and keep him in the company of the rude

football player. I must say, Mr. Keenan, that I

cannot quite agree with you."

" I did not expect you to agree with me,

Mrs. Snowden," answered the prefect somewhat

brusquely. " Because if you did agree with me>

you would not have acted as you have."

" Perhaps," said Mrs. Snowden sarcastically,

"you would favor the system of the Medes for
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training boys
; put them together, and let' them

grow up disciplined barbarians."

" No, I should not favor that system at all. The
boy who has the refining influence of sisters and

parents at home, provided he is shielded from bad

or silly companions, lives under the best system

we can hope to enjoy."

" But that is not enough, Mr. Keenan. I

don't want my boy to be a boor after finishing

college."

" That is impossible, madam, with the home in-

fluence which he has. But it is a mistake to think

that fine bowing is better than strong thinking, that

the gift of entering a parlor gracefully is of more

importance than the gift of handling an idea grace-

fully. Putting aside such questions, you assume

what I cannot grant, namely, that the boy whose

sentiments are unhealthily developed through his

aping in common with other young people the

ways of grown men and women in society has bet-

ter manners than other boys who lead the simple,

healthy, studious lives which I firmly believe God
intended them to live. What little experience I

have leads me to a different conclusion. That boy

has the best manners who has the best home; and

that boy has the best home who has a prudent

mother, a wise father, and good sisters, and manly,

honest brothers."
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Mrs. Snowden was not convinced; but she was

silenced.

" Another point, Mrs. Snowden/' continued Mr.

Keenan in answer to her silence. " You spoke oi

Ernest's going out at nights to visit his athletic

friends. Pardon me if I ask were his athletic

friends mostly boys ?
"

Mrs. Snowden, by way of answer to the question,

took out her handkerchief, and began to sob.

" Oh ! I beg your pardon. I have been rude,"

cried Mr. Keenan, turning pale with fright, jump-

ing to his feet, and bringing his hands together.

" Please don't cry. I really can't stand it. I am
very sorry. I—I'll try to make it all right, Mrs.

Snowden. If you send your boy to me after din-

. ner, I'll have a talk with him, and try to arrange

matters. And I'll see Claude Lightfoot, too, and

do my best to bring about an understanding. I'm

really very sorry for hurting your feelings. In my
excitement, I quite forgot myself."

There were drops of perspiration on the prefect's

face.

Mrs. Snowden wiped her eyes, and rose.

" Don't apologize, Mr. Keenan : I—I—was

thinking about my poor boy. Perhaps I have made

mistakes, but I meant to act for the best, and—and

—I love him."

" And I love him ! " How I wish that even
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one of us who have to deal with troublesome boys

could constantly keep before us this little text of

four words. The ugly, sullen, wilful, disobedient

hoy may be very insignificant in our eyes. But

there is his mother, there is his father, there are

his sisters. They see with better, purer eyes than

ours, and they love him. While we may be think-

ing of crushing him, fond prayers from tender

hearts may be storming the gates of heaven for

that poor creature's sake. Innocent cheeks,

cheeks worn with suffering, may be wet with tears,

that are shed for love of him. He may be black

and forbidding as he appears in the range of our

limited vision ; but the mother who caught with

ecstasy his first sweet infant smile, who heard with

swelling heart his first fond words of endearment,

who watched every beautiful trait of his budding

character—the mother, I say, sees with other,

larger eyes than ours; with eyes, God be thanked

for it, that are nearest in their vision to the eyes of

Him who is to be judge of that boy and of those

who, for a brief moment his judges, are to face the

same tribunal. "And I love him." Above the

mist and the cloud, behind the veil, there is One
Other who utters with even more tenderness the

mother's touching cry.

Mrs. Snowden was fond and foolish. But who
«hall condemn her for her foolishness ? Living
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In surroundings where " society " notions—world

Jy notions, to put it more clearly—were in the air
r

she had acted according to the prejudices which,

alas ! are too common to-day, which are turning

out namby-pambies of both sexes year after year,

which are overthrowing sound mental training, x

and promising to foist upon the coming century

pale young women who were in society when they

should have been in pinafores, and effeminate

young men who were trying to fancy themselves

in love when they should have been schooling

themselves for the hard and inevitable struggle of

life.
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CHAPTER XIII.

ON THE WAY TO THE FOOTBALL FIELD.

Three omnibuses were standing in line in front

of the college building on State Street. The first

one contained the football eleven, Mr. Keenan,

Father Hogan, who was a lover of athletics, and

Ed Coale, a small boy dressed in a football suit, who
was supposed to be the club's mascot. In the

other two were some forty or fifty students, splen-

did with flags, with horns, and with streamers of

gold, white, and blue, the college colors. They

were uproariously noisy; and what with the blow-

ing of horns, the yelling of college cries, and the

pushing and crowding for positions, the picture

was one that would make an old man feel young

again.

In the players' 'bus there was no crowding, and,

in consequence, less confusion.

" Everybody here ? " cried Mr. Keenan.
" Where's Archer ? " asked Claude, looking

around.

" He was looking for a pair of scapulars just a

minute ago," Gerald O'Rourke made answer.
u Ah ! here he comes now. Did you get them ?

"
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he continued, as Harry leaped lightly over the

steps into the 'bus.

" Yes ; I was determined to get them. I'd as

soon think of going swimming without my scapu-

lars on, as play a game of football without them."

"Swimming is far more dangerous, though/'

said Claude.

"You ought to wear your thcapulars all the

time," said Willie Hardy.

" So I do; but somehow or other I mislaid my
pair this morning, and came away without them."

Everybody having settled into his place, Mr.

Keenan gave the driver the order to start.

"Just one yell before we go," cried O'Neil.

"All ready, boys!"

Then seventy vigorous throats filled the air

with

—

" Hoopla—hoopla—hoopla—who ?

'Rah for the gold and white and blue."

As the first 'bus started, the small boys, not tc

be ignored, shouted their yell, an importation from

Georgetown College. They gave nearly every

mystic word a jerk, and the effect was not unlike

the multitudinous explosions of fire-crackers under

a barrel.

" Hiki—hiki—hai—kai
Muki mori—hai—yai

To my mori
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To my dori

Muki mori—hai—yai."

" Hold on a moment," shouted Harry Archer to

the driver. " Here comes Father Trainer, boys*

Come this way, Father. Jump right in."

Father Trainer, who had been awakened by

the unusual disturbance from the intricacies of a

mathematical formula to the remembrance of the

great football game, had at once hurried down to

catch the 'bus. His collar and tie were some-

what twisted, giving him the appearance of a man
who had been recently throttled. He seated him-

self next to Harry, who arranged his beloved

coacher's neck-gear.

" I'm glad you've come, Father."

" I'm glad myself; when I heard that you were

going to play, I made up my mind to come; and

I'm sure that if you are as quick in football as in

geometry, you will win the game all by yourself."

Harry laughed.

" It takes eleven to win a game, Father. As for

myself," here Harry became grave, " I'm not in

very ^ood condition ; and I feel as if something

were going to happen to me."
" Don't let that feeling stay; kick it out," said

Claude. "You are all right; you look first-rate.

And just look around at the team that is going to

back you up—aren't they a fine-looking set ?

i
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Since going into training they have nearly all

gained weight. The average weight of our team

fe now one hundred and forty-nine/'

"They all look somewhat pale," observed

Father Trainer, " except that rather pretty boy

with the smiling face and innocent expression."

" The pale fellows, Father," said Claude, " have

the pallor of health; men in good training are not

very red-cheeked. As for that pretty boy, his red

cheeks fool everybody. He is the only boy on the

eleven not in good condition."

" Yes; and his innocent expression and sweet

smile fool people, too," said Dockery. " But)" he

added, noticing the expression on Claude's face,

" I shouldn't have said that. It was uncharitable,

and I went to Communion this morning."
" I wish I had gone," sighed Harry. " But I had

no idea I was to play."

"All of us poets in the eleven went," said

O'Rourke. " And I prayed, first that we might

win, secondly that no one might get hurt."

" I put it just the other way," said Claude.

" It would have been better," observed the pre-

fect, " if you had prayed first to play a gentlemanly

but hard game, and then put in the other two

points in Claude's order."

" Don't look so glum, Harry," whispered Father

^ainer. "Why to-day surely you should have
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nothing on your mind. You graduated in geoir*

etry last night; and remember what I told you—
don't look at a book on mathematics till after the

contest. You are splendidly prepared, and a few

days' rest will put your brains in the best possible

condition. And as you need rest I am glad you

are playing football. The most perfect rest for a

student is that manner of pleasurable ocupation

which will most completely take away his mind

from his studies. Football takes away the student

player's mind most completely. Q. E. D."
" Yes, Father; but remember that to play foot-

ball, a boy ought to be in training; otherwise he

is far more likely to get hurt. Now, suppose I

should be }aid up, and couldn't make that examina-

tion."

" I'll not suppose any such thing ! " exclaimed

Father Trainer vehemently. " Don't you let

your imagination scare you, Harry."

"Then, there's another thing that's troubling

me, Father."

" Something else, Harry ?
"

" Yes
; to-day will be my last game with the

boys. You know, Father, because I've told you-,

how poor we are at home. Well, ways and means

are getting worse every day. There is now no

reasonable hope of our paying the interest on the

mortgage due towards the middle of December.
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Several new bills have cropped up that we knew

nothing about, and we haven't ten dollars in the

world to-day. Then you remember how I told

you about those shares we own in a silver mine ?
"

" Perfectly, Harry. If I am not mistaken, it

was on the hope of their being of some value that

your mother insisted on your continuing to go to

school."

" Well, Father, we got word lately from the man
who is running the mine that there is no present

hope of its being a paying concern. So that takes

the last prop from under us. On hearing the news,

I almost insisted on going to work; and my mother

yielded somewhat reluctantly. Last vacation ' I

was working at a hardware store for six dollars a

week. The same position is now open to me at

seven and one-half; and I am wanted as soon as

possible. So I start in to-morrow morning."

" But what about your mathematical contest ?
"

cried Father Trainer.

" Oh, I've arranged for that; I'm to be free that

day. But, do you know, Father, I am a little

nervous. I never felt that way before, and I've

played every season. What is more, I never was

hurt in a game. But to-day I feel that I am not

just right. Nothing would have got me into

playing, if I had not thought that I was really

needed."
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" Say a Hail Mary before each half," suggested

Gerald O'Rourke. " I've always done that before

every half, and I've never had a scratch."

" When I wath at Thaint Maureth," volunteered

Willie Hardy, " the boyth of the eleven uthed to

go to the chapel in a body, and thay the beadth and

the litany on their kneeth."

" Well, why don't you keep up their record ?
"

inquired Collins brusquely. "The whole crowd

of us went to the chapel before we came out; but

we didn't see you on your knees. You stood out

in the corridor while we were praying, to tell John,

the janitor, whose eyes, as he rested on his broom,

were sticking out of his head, one of your thrilling

adventures with Indians at St. Maure's. You
nearly spoiled my prayer where you told how you

knocked an Indian senseless with one blow of your

strong right hand while throttling his fierce hunt-

ing-dog with your left."

" It wath a joke," said Willie,
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CHAPTER XIV.

m&HICH MANDOLINMERRY AND MA RYDALE LEARN SOMA
THING OF THE GREA T GAME.

The football game between the Central High

School eleven, made up of Milwaukee's chosen

high-school students, and the Milwaukee College

team was to begin at three o'clock sharp. At a

quarter-past two there were already some three

hundred people on the grounds—mostly boys.

These young gentlemen very lively as to their

movements, very gay with colors—crimson for the

Centrals, and white and gold and blue for the

Milwaukees—were crowding about the ropes,

which were so arranged as to give the players

plenty of room.

Within the ropes was the " gridiron," so called

from the appearance which it presents to the spec-

tator. The gridiron is described by an expert as

"a rectangular field three hundred and thirty feet

long, and one hundred and sixty feet wide. This

space is enclosed by heavy white lines marked

upon the ground. From one end to the other are

also marked in lime twenty-one lines, each one dis-
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tant five yards from the next. Of these lines, the

fifth is marked much more heavily than the others

and is known as the ' twenty-five-yard line/

"

Among the spectators in the " grand-stand " of

the park, three young ladies and two small boys

were seated, gazing at the gridiron with no little

perplexity.

Frankie Elmwood Lightfoot was the smaller

boy. He looked very like Claude, and was wrig-

gling with impatience. Beside him was Paul

Archer. Two of the young ladies we have seen

before ; the smaller, a girl of fourteen, was Miss

Mandolin Merry, who, as the reader may remem-

ber, had extorted a promise from Willie Hardy

not to injure Claude Lightfoot. Miss Mandolin

Merry was one of Alice's pupils, and was sitting just

now beside the grave professor of music. Man-

dolin knew as much of football as she did of the

principles of poetry, a study in which she was sup-

posed to be then engaged. She made a distinc-

tion, however, between the game and the players,

and had come to watch the latter, especially the

heroic Willie Hardy. The third young lady was

Mary Dale, a fellow-graduate and dear friend of

Alice's.

" What is that place marked out in white ?
99

asked Frank Lightfoot.

"I think they call it the frying-pan," volun-
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teered Mandolin, who was chewing Adams' tutti-

frutti.

Alice giggled.

" Gridiron, you mean. But what are all those

lines running across for ?
"

" I wish some of the boys would come and talk

to us," continued Mandolin. " It's dull sitting here

with no one to talk to."

Alice and Mary smiled at the ingenuous remark

of Mandolin.

Suddenly Frankie Lightfoot darted from his

place, made a plunge forward, and disappeared

oversthe next seat as though he had made a dive,

his left foot coming in contact with the broad

shoulders of a man who was sitting in front of our

party. The man turned savagely, but on perceiv-

ing the pair of tiny legs that were describing all

kinds of motions, he seized the one that came

handiest and brought young Frankie into evidence

again. The urchin was scarcely on his feet when

he rushed down as far as the grand-stand per-

mitted, and bawled at the top of his voice:

" Frank Elmwood ! Hi ! hi ! O Frank !

"

The person whom he thus invoked had just en-

tered the gate, and was walking towards the ropes.

He gave no sign of hearing these adjurations.

" Lend me that horn," cried Frank excitedly, to

a small boy sitting in the lowest row.
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Frank grasped it feverishly, and gave three loud

blasts; then bawled:

" Hey, Frank ! Frank Elmwood ! Godfather !

"

He was plaintive in his yelling, and really pa-

thetic on the word " godfather."

The crowd in the grand-stand laughed and

applauded.

" Come here, godfather ! " continued Frankie.

" Hey, godfather, godfather ! " yelled at least a

dozen boys. Then nearly every Junior student of

Milwaukee College joined in till the field rang with

their invocation.

" Come here, godfather."

Even the small boys hugging the ropes, turned

towards the grand-stand.

Then the scattering of boys who had called for

godfather took out their horns, and blew them

bravely. Frank Elmwood in common with every

person on the field turned grinningly towards the

centre of disturbance. Little Lightfoot thereupon

leaped upon the railing, and, supporting himself

by holding to an upright with one hand, gestic-

ulated violently with the other. Alice and Mary

gave a little shriek, and hastened down to rescue

the brother of Claude.

That young gentleman, utterly unconscious of

his own danger and of the gaze of four hundred
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people, was absorbed in catching Elmwood's eye.

Naturally he caught it.

" Come here, Frank. Come here, my god 99

It sounded very like profanity, but Alice jerked

the youngster from his perch in the middle of the

word, and so it stands misleading and unfinished.

Elmwood now discovered that all these lively

demonstrations had reference to him. Blushing

violently, he made towards the grand-stand while

the malicious Milwaukee students, who hap-

pened to know Elmwood's spiritual relationship

with the little man struggling and kicking in

Alice's arms, filled the air with tooting of horns,

and high-pitched adjurations to the godfather.

" Say, Frank," cried the youngster, jumping up

into the young correspondent's arms, and jumping

down again, " say, I want you to sit by me and tell

me about the game. This boy is Paul Archer ;

he's a good fellow, and not a bit stingy. When-

ever he has candy, he gives me lots. This girl is

Alice Archer; she's a nice girl, and this girl," con-

tinued Frankie, hardly giving Elmwood time to

bow and utter the briefest conventionalities, " is

Mary Dale: she's the right sort of a girl too. That

there one," concluded Frankie with a jerk of his

thumb towards Mandolin, "is Mandolin Merry;

she's n. g."
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" Frankie ! " cried Alice.

" Oh, you needn't look ! She's mean to me,

and Paul. We were with her in the same car all

the way to the game, and she didn't take any notice

of us. I didn't mind that so much, neither did

Paul. But she didn't give us any candy, and eat

a Whole boxful herself. She is mean ; we don't

like her, and she don't like us."

" Why," said Elmwood to Mandolin, whose

complexion had grown suddenly rich, " I've heard

of you often, and was informed that you were very

fond of boys."

" Not that size of boy," said Mandolin tartly.

Frank, Alice, and Mary looked at each other for

one moment. Then Mary pulled out her hand-

kerchief and buried fier face in it, Alice coughed

violently, while the correspondent struggled man-

fully with his risible muscles. Mandolin mean-

while glared at the enfant terrible, and wondered

whether she had said anything ridiculous. Her

sense of humor was somewhat inferior to Willie

Hardy's.

" I am very glad to meet you, Miss Archer,"

said Elmwood, recovering himself. " I've Had the

pleasure of seeing your brother Harry on the foot-

ball field, and have conceived the greatest admira*

tion for him. He plays with character."

" I don't quite understand," said Alice.
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99 Well, he puts his whole energy into the game,

never relaxes, never gives up, and always goes it?

for fair play. I think that a boy who plays in that

fashion has character ; for such a style of play

means courage, endurance, perseverance, and self-

control."

" Thank you, Mr. Elmwood : I like to heaf

people praise my brother, because I think he's the

nicest boy in Milwaukee almost, except perhaps

your brother, Mary, and Claude Lightfoot,

I'rankie, and your brother Tom, Mandolin.
,,

Mandolin looked pleased. She really loved her

brother, and liked to hear him praised. And, to

do him justice, Tom was a very good fellow, in-

deed.

" The best piece of news I have heard in a long

time," continued Frank Elmwood, " is that Harry

Archer is to play, after all. He's the best quarter-

back in the city."

" And isn't Claude good, Frank ? " said the small

boy.

" Yes, indeed. For all-around playing, he has

no superior, I believe. Possibly several of the

other side are his equal; but I doubt it. Claude

has grown very strong the last year. Besides,

there is originality in his play. He brings in his

running and jumping and strength where most

other boys would not know how to use them."
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" Do you think the Milwaukee College boys will

win ? " asked Mary.
" Well, I'ma little afraid. Of the eleven players,

nine are first-rate. They are in splendid training,

they know their signals as well as one could.wish,

and most of them are absolutely fearless. But

I
then, one of the players is in poor condition. He
is a cigarette fiend, and, I am told, has been run-

ning around at night. The worst of it is that the

Centrals know of him, and, in all probability, will

direct their plays against him. I'm beginning to

fear that he will lose the game for our boys."

" Haven't they any one to put in his place f
"

asked Alice.

" Yes
; George Hastings. But although he is

very quick and a good tackier and quite fearless,

he is much too young and too light. In case of

necessity he will have to come into the game, but

even then I am of opinion that the tackle opposing

him will make an opening every time for the runner

with the ball.
,,

" Willie Hardy," put in Mandolin, who had re-

covered her self-possession and a simper, " told me
that things were not at all as bright even as you

make them, Mr. Elmwood. He said that hardly

any of the eleven were in condition to play."

" Is that so ? " said Frank with a twinkle. " I'm

afraid Willie is exaggerating. The fact is that the
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only boy in the team not in training is Willie him-

self."

" Isn't he one of the touch-downs ? " asked Man-
dolin.

" Not exactly."

" Then he's a ghoul, isn't he ?
"

" He may be a ghoul for all I know. But in the

college eleven he plays left tackle."

" Say, Frank, explain the game to us, won't

you ? " put in Paul. " Why do they call it foot

ball ?
"

" Because once on a time they used to use their

feet in it mostly. But nowadays it is all changed.

In most cases the ball is carried. Almost the only

time that the ball is kicked is when they can't do

anything else with it."

" How do they decide who wins the game ?
99

inquired Alice.

"They decide by the points made. You see

that gridiron there ? Well, the object each side

has in view is to bring the ball down into the op-

ponents' territory and carry it across the goal line.

Every time a side does that it scores four points.

You see all those lines running from side to side ?

They mark each five yards. The furthest line of

all at each end is the goal line. If the opposing

side gets the ball past that, there is a score of four

points. Then the side that has scored has the priv-
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liege of taking the ball out as far as is judged con-

venient and proper—and one of the players, trained

for that purpose, must try to kick it over and be-

tween those goal-posts. If they kick it over, they

score two points more, and then the game begins

over again from the middle of the field. The

game is divided into two halves, each of thirty-five

minutes. At the end of the second half, the side

Which has made most points is decided winner,"

" But how do they begin ? " asked Mary, who
had never attended a game before.

" They begin by what is called a kick-off. The

two captains ordinarily throw up a coin for choice,

and the captain who wins may choose either the

goal which he prefers, or leave the choice of goal

to the other captain, and instead take the privilege

of kicking off the ball. Suppose he chooses the

kick-off. Then the other side take whichever goal

they please. If the wind is high, it is an advantage

to choose the goal which is to leeward. Well, the

side that has the kick-off get in a line just behind

or nearly even with the ball which is placed in pre-

cisely the centre of the field, which is on the middle

point of the eleventh five-yard line. The other

side range themselves in different parts of the field,

each one at least ten yards back of the centre line,

and wait for the kick-off. Then when the ball is

kicked, the opponent who can catch it does so,
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while the others of his side gather around him to

guard him. He then tries to run forward towards

the other side's goal as far as he can. Of course,

the side that has the kick-off runs after the ball,

and tries to down the fellow who catches it before

he can bring it back. As soon as they down

him "

" What do you mean by downing him ? " Mary

interrupted.

" Tackling him successfully ; that is, catching

hold of him in such a manner that he cannot ad-

vance further. Generally when a man is tackled

he comes to the ground, and is down. Well, after

the runner with the ball is so downed, the referee,

who judges the amount of space gained by the

runner, announces, ' First down, five yards to

gain/ and then we have a scrimmage. ,,

" Who plays the scrimmage ? " This question

came from Mandolin.

" Everybody plays in the scrimmage. The side

that has the ball lines up. They must stand in such

a way that they are not in front of the ball. The

forwards or rushers are standing pretty close to-

gether. The centre-rush holds the ball, and at a

signal passes it back to the man behind him who is

called the quarter-back. This man cannot run

forward with the ball, but must pass it to some third

man behind him. The third man will then try to
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go forward with the ball while the other side, who
have lined up to stop this forward movement, try

to break through their opponents' line or to go

round the ends and tackle the runner. Suppose

they succeed in holding him after he has advanced

one yard beyond the spot where the ball was orig-

inally placed; then he has made one out of the five

yards, and the referee announces ' Second down,

four yards to gain/ Then they have another

scrimmage in just the same way. Suppose that

this time the man who has been called out to run

with the ball does not succeed in making any gain;

in that case the referee calls, ' Third down, four

yards to gain/ Now if they fail to make their

four yards in this third scrimmage, they lose the

ball."

" So," put in Alice, " the side that has the ball

after the kick-off is obliged to make five yards

in three trials, or hand over the ball to the op-

ponents ?
"

" Yes, unless they lose twenty yards instead of

gaining five. In that case, they keep the ball."

" But how could they lose twenty yards ?" asked

Mary.
" Why, they might be forced backwards, or the

runner might run towards his own goal either on

purpose or in order to get away from a tackier."

* Oh, I see. So then they keep on playing up
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and down the field till one side or the other man-

ages to get the ball over the opponents' goal line."

"That is the ordinary way of playing, Miss

Dale. Sometimes, however, instead of carrying

the ball, it is kicked. For instance, the side with

the ball has made only one yard of the five in two

trials, or has even lost ground. The captain thinks

that the side will not be able to make the five yards

in the third trial, and, as he is going to lose the ball

anyhow, he resolves to lose it as near the op-

ponent's goal as possible. He gives the signal,

the centre snaps the ball back to the quarter who

throws it to one of the half-backs or to the full-

back. The man who gets it, instead of rushing

forward with it, kicks it as far as he can down the

field. The chances now are that the other side

will secure the ball, but even so it will be twenty-

five or thirty yards further down than it would

otherwise have been."

Just at this moment, a great shout arose from

the small boys, which was at once taken up by the

crowd till it swelled into a roar, diversified by the

braying of horns, and the blare of a few trumpets.

The people seated in the grand-stand and on the

" bleachers " arose, and canes gaudy with colors,

handkerchiefs swayed by jewelled hands, waving

banners of gold and white and blue, or of crimson,

made the scene a veritable pleasure to the eye. The
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cause of this demonstration was the entrance of

the Milwaukees into the field. They came run-

ning in lightly, though, despite the ease of their

movements, they could not but look awkward and

ungainly in their tight-laced canvas jackets, and

their stuffed canvas knee-breeches. The football

suit is of a piece with the style of playing; elegance

and grace are sacrificed to effectiveness.

" Why," exclaimed a man near our group,

" those fellows won't stand any chance against the

Centrals. They are much too light. There's one

there who is a small boy; he can't weigh over one

hundred pounds. I wonder does he intend to

play?"
" Not unless some one is hurt," volunteered

Elmwoood. " That boy is George Hastings. He
is as good a tackier as I've seen ; but is far too

young and too light."

" Don't you think the whole team is too light ?
"

Alice asked of Frank.

" Well, yes ; they have brought themselves up to

average one hundred and forty-nine; but the Cen-

trals average one hundred and fifty-eight, a dif-

ference in their favor of about one hundred

pounds."

Again a great roar arose from the spectators,

and this time the bright dresses of young ladies

and the crimson colors were very much in evidence,
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as the Centrals, victors in five contests, and not

once defeated in the present season, came march-

ing into the field. It was their proud boast that

no team thus far had even scored against them;

and to the confidence which comes of success, they

added the caution and care which good coaching is

wont to foster. They intended to win the game; in

their minds, there was no question about that. But

they also were bent upon doing everything in their

power to prevent the Milwaukees from scoring a

touch-down. They well knew that it was a difficult

matter to tackle Claude Lightfoot, if he should once

get into the open field guarded by Harry Archer;

they recognized Dockery's skill in hitting the line;

but, on the other hand, they had learned that

Snowden was not to play—Snowden who could

hit the centre for a gain of from three to nine

yards, where others would be downed on the line;

and, best of all, they counted, when playing on the

defensive, on breaking through Hardy and tackling

the Milwaukee runner before he could get fairly

started. The Milwaukee team were by no means

so sanguine about their prospect. They felt fairly

certain that they should be able to score with

Lightfoot, Dockery, and, above all, Archer; they

were sure that, even should they find the opposing

line too strong, they would get in some magnifi-

cent rup down the field on one or the other of the
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" trick " plays which these players knew how to

employ. But the absence of Snowden was a de-

cided loss; and the presence of Willie Hardy, out

of condition as he was, promised disaster. More-

over, should any player be disabled, it would be

necessary to call in George Hastings; and the team

in that case, light as it now was, would be too

weakened to stand the hard rushes of the Central's

heavy backs. In a word, their hope of winning

the game was very faint.

" Claude," called Mr. Keenan, who, surrounded

by a crowd of Milwaukee students, was standing

at the ropes near the northern goal.

" Well, sir," cried Claude, smiling and touching

his cap, as he ran over to the prefect.

" I promised Mrs. Snowden this morning to let

her boy play, if I could bring it about. Of course,

he should be obliged to apologize to you and the

eleven for his conduct. I saw him a little while

ago, but he would not agree. It's too bad."

"We might let him play anyhow, sir; in case

some one is disabled."

" No," said Mr. Keenan decidedly. " I think

we have gone far enough to let him play under

any conditions. I am sorry; but we must make
the best of it."

While the crowd were shouting, laughing at,

and applauding the practice-work of the two
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elevens, which, of course, was of the lightest na-

ture, the two captains came together, and after dis-

cussing a few points, tossed up for choice of goal

or kick-off. Seawell, the captain of the Central

High School eleven, won the toss, and, as there

was little or no wind blowing, without hesitation

chose the ball. Claude took the northern goal.

A moment later the teams fell into position for

the " kick-off." The Centrals, who had posses-

sion of the ball, ranged themselves on a line ex-

tending the breadth of the gridiron just a little

behind the centre line, so as to take a flying start

with the ball as it was kicked down the field. The

Milwaukees, on the other hand, selected various

positions ranging from fifteen to forty yards from

the kick-off line, in such wise that no point where

the ball might be kicked was left unguarded. As

the ball was placed on the centre of the fifty-five

^ard line, a sudden silence came over the specta-

tors, now numbering some twelve hundred. The

excitement was tense. Then the full-back of the

Centrals, who had gone some fifteen yards behind

the ball, came on at an easy run, and, as his fellow-

players stepped forward for their start, kicked the

ball high and straight down the fhld.

The greatest game of the year hid toegun.
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CHAPTER XV.

Ut WHICH THE MIL IVA UKEES PLA Y THE FIRST HALF UNDER
DIFFICUL TIES.

Before going on with the game, it may be well,

for the sake of the enthusiast in football, to fur-

nish the names and positions of the opposing

elevens. The " line-up " was as follows:

Milwaukee College. Central High School.

Walter Collins Left End Tracy Lupper.
Willie Hardy Left Tackle Henry Hartman.
Francis Stein Left Guard Charles Lamb.
Charles Pierson ... Centre Edward King.
John Drew * Right Guard Howard Stockton.
Gerald O'Rourke Right Tackle George Fox.
Andrew O'Neil Right End Willis Andrew

,

Harry Archer Quarter Back ... Roy Becker.
Dan Dockery Left Half Back Ray Monroe.
Claude Lightfoot (Capt.) Right Half Back George Walker,
Maurice Desmond .Full Back Charles Seawell (Capt.),

The game, the greatest game of the year, I re-

peat, had begun, when Seawell, captain of the Cen-

trals, sent the ball spinning into the air, and straight

towards his opponent's goal.

It was a long kick, and the wearers of the crim-

son, lining the ropes, and seated in the bleachers,

broke into a yell of delight.

" Lightfoot ! Lightfoot !
" cried the sympa-

thizers with the Milwaukee College.

Claude was standing on the ten-yard line directly

n front of the goal, and the ball was coming
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straight towards him. It was a splendid kick, the

Milwaukee College people admitted, but it was

going straight to the right man in the right place;

and while the Milwaukees rushed towards Claude

to guard him after his catch, and the Centrals

dashed down the field to tackle him, Claude

caught the ball, put it under his arm, and sprang

forward with a strength and speed which promised

a magnificent gain. Willie Hardy, as it happened,

was nearest to him, and ran beside him to guard,

before the others could come upon the scene. But

Claude was fast, and Willie was slow. Instead of

tunning Willie wabbled. One of his feet, which

justice compels me to say were not large, got in

front of the captain before he had gone five yards.

Claude went down, and, while the right tackle of

the Centrals fell upon him, managed to roll two

yards further, where he was arrested on the line by

the united weight of both the Central guards.

A groan arose from the wearers of the white and

gold and blue. Claude held the ball, it is true, but

he was downed within twenty yards of his own
goal. It was a bad beginning.

" First down ; five yards to gain," called the

referee, and, as he spoke, the opposing elevens

lined up for their first scrimmage, while the Mil-

waukee sympathizers in a body declared with great

earnestness and in full resonant tones :
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Rickety rax kerax kerax

Rickety rax keroo

Whenever we try to buck the line

We go right through.

It was a mouth-filling yell, one of the most sat-

isfactory ever uttered in the city of Milwaukee.

Some enthusiasts declared that by the judicious

use of this cry a dinnerless man could go on to

supper-time without inconvenience.

" Eighteen, fifteen, five, twenty-eight," called

Archer in a voice so clear and distinct that it pene-

trated to the furthest limit of the field.

" What does that mean, Mr. Elmwood ? " Mary

Dale inquired.

While Elmwood was explaining, the play took

place. But in order to understand more clearly

the game of football, it may be well to say some-

thing about signals. Before the ball is snapped

back, it is necessary that the quarter-back should

know to what particular player he must pass it.

It is necessary, moreover, that the man who re-

ceives it should know that it is coming to him, and

also in what direction he is to carry it. Further-

more, every player on the eleven must be ready to

assist in the play. Of the rushers, some must

block their man, occasionally all must block their

man; when the opposing line is to be hit for a gain,

the rushers must know iust where the runner is
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voming, and those who are stationed at that part

of the line must try to crowd back the forwards of

the other side so as to make an opening. Hence,

it is of the last importance that some sign or signal

should be given, which, while leaving the other

side in ignorance, should enlighten every man on

the offensive team as to who is to carry the ball
4

and whither he intends carrying it. These signs

may be given by gestures, by words, or by num-

bers. As a rule numbers are chosen.

The Milwaukee team, save for a few peculiar

plays, used numbers. The following diagram will

with the appended explanation give an idea of their

meaning:

Left l-eft Left f>«t«. Ri*ht Ri8Tht Rfc*t
Bad Tackle Guard Centre Guard Ta?kle Bnd

5 3 7 11 • 6 10 «0
Collins i Hardy 5 Stein 9 Pierson 13 Drew 4 O'Rourke 8 O'Nefl 1a

Quarter Back
Archer 14.

L. Half Back R. Half Back
Dockery 15 Lightfoot z8

Pull Back
Desmond as

Each member of the eleven, as the diagram

shows, has a number. Collins, for instance, is

number one, Lightfoot, number eighteen, Stein,

number nine, etc. Again, each space between

the players in the rush line and around the ends has

a number. Suppose now that the half-back called

out for number fifteen to carry the ball in direction

twenty-five. This would mean that Dan Dockery
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was to take the ball around the left end. On
hearing this signal, every man on the team would

know exactly what he was to do, some would

spring forward, with the passing of the ball, to

guard Dockery, others would block their men,

others, it might be, if there were a previous ar-

rangement to that effect, would make a feint of

running in a different direction, so as to divert the

attention of the opposing team from the real play.

In using this system of signals, the Milwaukee

eleven conveyed their intended play by the second

and third numbers. The first had no meaning, as

also all that came after the third.

Supposing then that the quarter-back were to

call out, 5, 22, 13, 17, 19, 20. The first num-

ber, 5, would count for nothing, the second, 22,

would call for Maurice Desmond, and the third,

13, would admonish the team that Maurice was

to make his way between the centre-rush and

right guard of his own team and through the

centre and left guard of the opposing eleven. It

would then be the dufy of Maurice's centre and

right guard to make an opening by forcing back

their opponents or crowding them aside. Other

members of the Milwaukee team would try to hold

their respective opponents so as to prevent them

from interfering with the intended play, while

Others would rush before Desmond to make the
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opening doubly sure, or, as might be, would come

after him to shove and push him through the line.

So, when Archer called out eighteen, fifteen, five,

twenty-eight, the number eighteen, as being the

first, meant nothing ; fifteen called upon Dan
Dockery to carry the ball; five signified that he was

to go through the right tackle and right guard ot

the opposing line, and, in consequence, that Willie

Hardy, our left tackle, and Stein, our left guard,

were to try to force an opening for his passage.

This was all that the signal itself conveyed; but a

great deal more was implied. For this particular

play, every man on the team knew just what he

was expected to do. A blunder or bit of careless-

ness on the part of any one might bring the attempt

to naught.

As it is foreign to my purpose, and indeed would

be almost impossible, to tell what each man was

expected, to do in accordance with pre-arrange-

ment for each particular signal, I shall content my-

self with explaining what the players understood

by this first signal of the game. Ex tmo, disce

owmes.

Dockery, then, is to receive the ball, and plunge

through the opening between the right tackle and

right guard of the other side. He makes no mo-

tion to show that he is to get the ball; the quarter-

back, giving no sign that will enlighten the Cen-
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trals, bends down to receive the ball, and with open

hands stands ready to catch it and to transfer it

to Dockery. Meanwhile, the Milwaukee backs

behind the line are standing with their hands on

their knees and their heads bent low, waiting for

the centre to snap it back. As soon as he does so,

Dan Dockery, Maurice Desmond, and Claude dash

forward at full speed ; Dockery in the lead and

with his head down, the other two close behind and

erect. As Dan nears the line, the quarter passes

it to him in such a way that without effort he clasps

it to his stomach and goes on without pause to the

line, while Desmond and Lightfoot follow behind

and push him with all their force as he reaches the

place where the opponents are or ought to be.

The quarter-back helps them to push.

Thus far we have accounted for six men of the

entire eleven. There are five others who have

their distinct work. No sooner is the.ball snapped

back by the centre-rush than the two ends, Collins

and O'Neil, and the right tackle, O'Rourke, start

off at once. The left end dashes into the first man
behind the line, so as to clear the way, while the

right tackle and right end run on in the lead of

Dockery to interfere for him, provided that he gets

safely through the line. Meanwhile, the centre

and right guard, the only two positions not thus

far accounted for. block their opponents.
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The uninitiated spectator, looking upon a play

like this, which, by the way, is one of the simplest ,

and most ordinary methods of gaining ground

through the line,may see nothing but apparent con-

fusion. He will notice two or three men running

up the field, apparently to no purpose, and a com-

pact crowd at the centre of the line pushing and

struggling without sign of purpose or order.

Things, especially in football, are not what they

seem.

Thus far, I have described this first scrimmage,

as it ought to take place,—as it had been designed

and studied and practised. But we must remem-

ber that eleven men on the other side are to use

every effort to spoil the play. The rushers will

Iry to break through our line, the backs will

Strengthen their attack, and several of the oppos-

ing eleven will rush around the ends to break up

the interference and tackle the runner. It will be

seen, then, that a play like this depends for its

success upon many circumstances.

Now here is what actually happened. The sig- •

nal was given; for a moment there was a solemn

pause. Then our centre, who had been holding

the ball lying sidewise upon the ground, rolled it

back ;
whereupon a mighty wave of movement

Swept up and down both lines ; for twenty-two

players were now in action. As the quarter re-
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ceived the ball, he passed it without delay to Dock-

ery, who, followed by Claude and Desmond, came

swinging towards the place where the opening was

to be forced.

And a fine opening was indeed effected ; but it

was made by the wrong men ; for Willie Hardy,

almost as soon as the ball was snapped, went flying

back as though he had been struck by an elephant,

and through the opening dashed Fox, the right

tackle of the Centrals, and, behind him, their

quarter-back While the former broke the inter-

ference, the latter tackled Dan, and, assisted by

one of his endmen and his half-back, brought

Dockery down just one yard behind the place

where the ball had gone into play.

" Second down; six yards to gain," shouted the

referee.

Then the wearers of the crimson in all quarters

of the field yelled and hurrahed, while the students

of the Central High School gave their pyrotechni-

cal school-crv.

" Razzle dazzle

Sizzle sazzle

Zis—boom—bah

Central High School

Rah—rah—rah."
" We shall have to give up that spot," whispered

Claude to Harry.
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" Yes ; I made a mistake in beginning on that

side. Hardy will spoil all our plays there, I'm

afraid."

Seawell of the High School team was a brainy

player. He surmised that the plays would be di-

rected hereafter against the other side of the line,

and ordered his backs to prepare for the defence

accordingly.

" There !" exclaimed Elmwood angrily. " Every

man on the team did his work with a vim and a

snap which would have brought the ball up the

field at least five yards, if Hardy had even blocked

his man."
" Why, where's all the slugging that I hear

about ? " asked the fair Mandolin, looking disap-

pointed.

"Slugging is not allowed," Frank replied.

" And not only that, but the men whose side have

the ball cannot even use their hands, with the single

exception of the runner, who may use the arm and

the open hand to ward off tacklers. Sometimes,

rarely though, a gentlemanly player may lose his

temper and strike, but in so far he is an unfair

player."

" Boys that act that way must be rowdies," said

Mandolin virtuously.

" They betray a want of self-control; sometimes

under circumstances where self-control would be
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heroic. But I think that, as a rule, such blows,

given without malice and almost involuntarily, are

not quite so bad as the blows which young gentle-

men and young ladies inflict on one another by un-

kind words spoken in cold blood.
,,

Mandolin thought it time to watch the game.

Both teams were in leash, as it were, till the

centre should snap back the ball as a preliminary to

carrying but the following signal:

" Seventeen, one hundred and eighty, sixty."

The first number, as has been said, meant

nothing, the second, eighteen (disguised by the ad-

dition of a zero), called for Claude, and the third,

six, disguised in the same way, bade him carry the

ball between Drew and O'Rourke. This play, it

will be seen, is precisely the same as the first, but

transferred to the other side of the line, and with a

different man carrying the ball.

Claude, however, varied the play somewhat.

Standing well back of the line, he started at a run

before the ball was snapped back so as to get the

maximum of speed. Pierson, the centre-rush, who

knew Claude's play, instead of holding the ball

lying sidewise on the ground, supported it on the

small end, and in lieu of rolling it back, which is

the slower but less difficult method, sent it into the

air. The quarter caught it, and dropped it into

Claude's hands, as he shot past. The way was not
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perfectly open for the captain. Drew held his man
a little towards the centre ; but Gerald's vis-a-vis

threw himself so low that there was no moving

him. Gerald was quick at seeing an opportunity;

he helped his opponent to get lower by holding

him down, and Claude, with a pretty leap, went

over him, and through the line. In an instant,

and while the backs who were to push Claude

were falling heavily upon the man who had gone

too low, the quarter-back of the Centrals was

clinging to Claude's waist. Claude, who had

changed the position of the ball, bringing it under

his left arm, shook him off with one of his un-

speakable wriggles, and ran into the arms of the

left-end who had come back for him.

Then there ensued a movement which looked

now like a waltz, now like a two-step. Claude, in the

embrace of the end, whirled to one side for one

yard, plunged forward for another, and was about

to whirl again, when the right half came to the

end's assistance, and brought him down. But the

play was by no means finished. Bracing himself

on his knees, Claude, with the ball in his hands,

reached forward full length for another yard's

gain. Then Seawell pushed our captain's head

into the earth, and held him, while the referee's

whistle sounded for a down. Claude had made

seven yards.
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There was much shouting, and the blasts ol

horns rang out, while the small boys of Milwaukee

College waited their chance for being heard, and

then, unable to control their impatience, made

the following address in perfect and sonorous

unison :

" One, two, three, four, five, six, seven,

We're Milwaukee's crack eleven.

Eleven and ten, and eight and nine

—

How we smash right through the line."

For the moment, the wearers of the crimson

seemed to admit the justice of this declaration.

" Oh ! " cried Mary Dale, " wasn't that mean f

Did you see that big fellow pushing Claude's head

into the ground ?
"

" When I grow up, I'll lick him," said the young-

est Lightfoot thoughtfully.

" Pardon me, but there was nothing at all mean

in the play, Miss Dale," said Frank. " Claude

would do the same thing, if one of his opponents

were, after being brought down, to squirm on the

ground for further gains. There's nothing brutal

about it either, the way Seawell did it. It look?

bad, but really Claude was no more hurt by it

than if he were wearing a wooden head. Don't

you see that nose-guard he has on ? It protects

the only part of the face that is at all sensitive in

such plays."
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u
First down; five yards to gain," cried the

referee.

" Why, he said * Second down, six yards ta

gain/ last time," objected Mary. " Why doesn't

he call third down now ?
"

" Oh, I know that myself," said Alice. " They

made their five yards and something more in that

play and now they begin over again. Just as

soon as a side has made its five yards, it starts off

again with three more trials to make another five

yards in."

"Eighteen, one hundred and fifty [15], ten,**

cried Archer.

Translated these numbers mean that Dockery

was to go between O'Neil and O'Rourke.

The ball was snapped, and the quarter threw it

to Dockery. Even as Dan caught it, the tackle

opposing Hardy sprang through as though there

was no one there, and hurling Dan back for three

yards brought him heavily to the ground.

" Second down; eight yards to gain."

The Milwaukees lined up quickly, the signal

was given for Maurice Desmond to go through the

centre. But Hardy was not prepared, and again

Fox, the fierce tackle, blocked the play.

" Third down; eight yards to gain."

" Can't you possibly hold your man ? " inquired

Claude of Willie.
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" Yeth, I can; but he goeth through Collinth
"

" If you don't get down low, instead of standing

and allowing them to swing you anywhere they

please, we might as well give up. Play like a

man."

The team had now lined up.

" Get down low, Hardy," bawled Claude.—
" Lower still: that's better."

" Seventeen, twenty-two,—play low," cried

Archer.

" Play low," meant that the ball was to be

kicked. The Milwaukees despairing of making

eight yards had resolved to let their opponents

have it, well up, however, on the Central's side of

the field.

As the ball was snapped back, Archer with a full-

arm movement sent it whirling to Desmond far

behind. It was a splendid pass, one of the kind

which had made Harry famous as a quarter-back.

Although the redoubtable tackle of the Centrals

broke through the line, followed by the quarter

and the half-back, Desmond had plenty of time to

kick. Claude and Dockery and Archer blocked

the rushers who were in the advance, while Des-

mond, as he threw the ball slightly forward, caught

it sharply in the hollow of his foot and sent it down

the field some fifteen yards beyond the line in the

centre.
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Seawell anticipating the kick, had hastened back,

but was too late to catch the oval on the fly. He
succeeded in getting it, however, on the first

bound, and turning quickly darted with splendid

interference up the field.

Archer was the first of our side to follow the ball.

Running at full speed, he scattered the interfer-

ence like chaff, while Lightfoot, close behind,

tackled the runner hard and low.

" Down/' yelled Seawell.

He arose, rubbing his shoulder, having brought

the ball within one yard of the centre of the field.

While the referee announced, " First down; five

yards to gain," the Milwaukee senior students

raising their voices above the shouting and horn-

tooting of the crimson wearers made the following

grave comment to the time of a stately march:

" Hark, hark, hark, O hark—!

Archer always hits the mark."

The Centrals were fresh and in a hurry. Our

team accordingly had scarcely lined up, when the

ball was snapped, passed to Seawell, who, preceded

by three men, made straight at Hardy. That

young gentleman might as well have been in the

heart of Africa; and while Archer, who had run

up to brace Willie, disposed of the first two men,

the third, followed by Seawell, broke through the

tine. Dockery was blocked by the leader, Sea-
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well warded off Lightfoot with his free hand, and

went on alone (for Dockery had detained his man)

into what would have been a clean field were it

not for Desmond who stood back of the line some

twenty odd yards. Desmond made forward to

tackle the Central's powerful captain, but was

thrown off easily; and a groan arose from the sym-

pathizers of the Milwaukee College.

The groan was almost instantaneously succeeded

by a shout of hope.

" Lightfoot ! Lightfoot !

"

For Claude putting on the speed which made

him the fastest amateur sprinter in the Cream City,

was already close upon the runner; and Seawell,

ffho had lost something of his headway in getting

away from Desmond, was brought to the ground

a few seconds later after making a gain of about

twenty yards.

" Halloa ! " cried Frank, as he noticed a crowd

of the players gathered in a knot at the centre of

the field, " somebody's hurt."

" Where's Harry ? " cried Alice in great excite-

ment.

" Oh, he's all right," answered Elmwood. " I

see him standing in the crowd."

Mandolin gave a little self-conscious shriek of

dismay.

* Oh ! " she cried turning up her lovely eyes till
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the whites were fully in evidence, " I do believe it's

Willie Hardy."

" I hope it is/' said Frank under his breath.

Strange to say, Mandolin was correct in her sur-

mise. Willie it was, who with closed eyes lay upon

the field. In so far as he appeared to the sight,

he gave every indication of being unconscious.

•But Dockery who knelt beside him could hear his

heavy breathing.

" Get back," yelled Dan, " get back, can't you,

let him get some air. I think we had better bring

out a substitute."

At this Willie opened his eyes and arose.

" I lotht my wind," he explained. " I played

low, and they all trampled over me tho that I

couldn't breathe. Now, I'm all right."

Meanwhile the delighted followers of the Cen-

trals were rejoicing with brazen mouths and iron

lungs. The " Razzle Dazzle " cry was given over

and over. Then a young man with a voice which

carried above horn and shout asked the following

question:

" What's the matter with Seawell ?
"

" He's all right," came the multitudinous answer.

But the inquisitive young man with the power-

ful voice was not satisfied.

" Who's all right ? " he persisted.

" Seawell," yelled the modern Greek chorus.
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Then the young man made the following apos-

trophe:

" Isn't he a lallah !

99

To which the chorus in tones of supreme satis-

faction answered in linked sweetness long drawn

out:

« Ah—h—h—h—h III"

The Milwaukee eleven were now ©omewhat de

moralized. In the next scrimmage, the Central'*

.

right half-back made five yards through Hardy.

Seawell carried the ball around the end for fifteen

yards,—of course on the most demoralized side of

the team. Then, the left half-back, by way of vari-

ety, tried to go around the other end, but Archer

was on him with the spring of a tiger, and tackling

him brought him backward to the ground, where

he continued rolling him for ten feet more.

" Second down; eight and a half yards to gain/'

cried the referee.

Willie Hardy was the only player of the Mil-

waukees who looked at all winded. He was

breathing heavily, and was very pale. The rough

usage was beginning to tell on him.

" Are you sick at the stomach ? " asked Archer.

" No," said Willie. But the question gave him

a bright idea. He had concluded during the last

scrimmage that it would be more enjoyable to look

OIL
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In the next play, Seawell went around the end

for what would have been twelve yards had not

Claude recovered some of the ground lost by

throwing him back heavily at least six feet. Then,

the right tackle of the Centrals came to the left and

crashed into Willie with the result that the Centrals

were within twenty-five yards of our goal.

Willie's quickness in going down, it had been

noticed by competent critics, was inversely propor-

tional to his alacrity in getting up. This time he

stayed down with his beautiful eyes raised towards

the blue and cloudless heavens.

" I'm thick," he gasped. " I feel ath if I wath

going to die—or to faint/'

The anti-climax aroused no smile; but the dec-

laration of sickness did.

" Sick !
" exclaimed Dockery. " Well, it's about

time !

"

Dockery felt sorry for the remark as soon as it

was made. The others restrained themselves from

expressing their sentiments, but I am bound to

say that the faces of nearly every player on the

Milwaukee eleven expressed a satisfaction which

their owners were powerless to conceal.

And indeed had it not been for Mr. Keenan,

Willie would have been kept out of the game from

the start. Claude had wished to play George

Hastings as tackle.
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u
I should like to allow it, Claude," Mr. Keenan

had answered. " But I doubt whether we should

use George Hastings at all. He is so light that

there is danger of his being injured. If any one

gives out, we have no alternative but to use him.

But, meantime, we shall have to take our eleven as

it is."

However, when Willie was led off the field, sup-

ported by Dockery and Pierson, Claude beckoned

to Hastings.

Then the small boys of Milwaukee College,

whose acknowledged leader was Hastings, gave

loose to their feelings of delight in the following

apocalyptic language :

" Hiki hiki—hai—kai
Muki mori—hai—yai

To my mori

To my dori

Muki mori—hai—yai."

becoming a shade more intelligible, they added:

"Hoya, hoya saxa

Hoya, hoya saxa

Hastings."

The grown portion of the audience, using the

vernacular, however, joined in these expressions of

sympathy and enthusiasm; for the tender youth

and lightness and modesty of the new player won

them over at once.
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But the change did not by any means fully rem-

edy the weakness of the line. Fox, the heavy

tackle opposing Hastings, forced him back in the

ensuing scrimmage, and the runner made three

yards. This run was followed by another for

three, and another for six. The first and the third

were between Hastings and Stein, and the second

between Hastings and O'Neil. The prospects

were getting worse and worse. Finally after ten

minutes of hard play, the Centrals had succeeded

in bringing the ball up to within fifteen yards of

our goal line.

Claude then exchanged a few hasty words with

Hastings. The boy nodded his head intelligently,

and fell into the line for the next play.

Just after the signal was called, Hastings quietly

stepped back, and Claude as quietly stepped into

the vacated position. As the ball was snapped,

Fox, the opposing tackier, threw himself with all

his force upon the opposing tackle: he intended

apparently, to crush Hastings once and for all.

But Hastings was not there, and Claude, having

helped the astonished player on with a vicious for-

ward swing, darted through the line, and was upon

Seawell before the Centrals could realize the situa-

tion.

" Down," roared Seawell as Claude forced him

backward.
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It was well that he called so quickly; for Claude

in the instant which succeeded the cry had brought

him back three yards before any one could interfere

" By Jove ! " cried Elmwood in great excite-

ment, " if Claude plays tackle, they'll never get

through that part of the line again."

" Halloa ! " cried a man near the ropes, as the

teams again lined up, " Lightfoot is going to play

tackle instead of Hastings."

The news spread quickly among the Milwaukee
1

eleven's admirers, and aroused yells and blaring of

trumpets and the waving of many canes and um-

brellas. George Fox, the right tackle who had

put Hardy out of the game and severely winded

Hastings, looked fiercely at Claude. Fox was a

powerful fellow, and just now he was flushed with

confidence and victory. Much heavier than

Claude, he had little doubt that he should be able

to hold our captain at least three times out of five

attempts.

Running behind the line, he approached Sea-

well.

" Say, Seawell," he said, " I think I can handle

Lightfoot. Suppose you send the ball through

him again. Take it yourself and get all the backs

to guard you. If we make a good gain through

Lightfoot, we'll completely demoralize the Mil-

waukees."
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•* All right," answered Seawell ; and Fox re-

turned to his position, where drawing back a little,

he gritted his teeth and prepared for a spring into

which he was to put his every power to the strain.

As the reader may remember, he could not, since

his own side held the ball, use his hands; but his

head and body were strong, and he was sure that

Claude would be forced back.

The signal was given, the ball snapped accord-

ing to the slower but surer method, and while the

Central backs clustered about Seawell he received

the ball, and, closely guarded,made towards the line.

In the mean time, the twelve hundred spectators

v/ere treated to a most exhilarating sight.

At the moment that the ball was snapped back,

Fox made a spring forward which was intended to

knock Claude violently to one side. But Claude,

who in watching Fox had surmised his intention,

dropped low, and catching the springer's knees

gave him a lift which sent Fox flying into the air.

Claude remained where he was, threw himself

down just as the interference reached him, and

while these players were sprawling over him,

Archer, who had run around the left end, brought

Seawell to the ground. Again the Centrals had

lost instead of gaining.

" Third down; eight yards to gain," called the

referee.
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" Oh ! I say," yelled Eddie Coale, the mascot ol

the Milwaukees, " did you ever see a flying Fox ?

Isn't he a la-la ?
"

" Ah-h-h-h-h-h-h-h !
" was the general answer.

The Centrals were now in possession of the ball

on the eighteen-yard line, and, as it happened, al-

most directly in front of our goal-posts. They had

but one more down, and, in case they should fail

to gain eight yards, the ball would be adjudged to

the Milwaukees. It was a critical moment. The

two teams were intensely excited, and the crowd

realized that the next play was to be a critical

point of the game. A stillness almost painful from

contrast with the previous noise came over the

field.

" Eighteen, four, one hundred and seventy-

seven, one hundred and forty-three/' called Sea-

well.

The ball was snapped, passed to the right half

who went towards the left end, while the left back,

the quarter-back, and the right tackle of the Cen-

trals came rushing forward in the same direction.

Seawell made on behind this group but rather

slowly. Naturally, our team massed itself to-

wards their opponent's left end, and while the

scrimmage was growing hot and strong at that

point, Seawell suddenly deflected in his course to

the right, and in front of our goal, while the baH
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was tossed towards him by the man who had made
a feint of running with it.

Lightfoot and Archer were the first to notice the

double pass, and sprang from the melee towards

the Central's captain. But while they were still

running, Seawell suddenly dropped the ball, and,

as it rose from the earth, touched it lightly with his

foot.

Then pandemonium ensued. The wearers of

the crimson danced and shouted with joy tha\

might be called frenzied; for Seawell had actually

succeeded in kicking a goal from the field. It was

a splendid play; and even Frank Elmwood cculd

not but applaud.

What has happened ? " cried Mary.
" One of the prettiest plays on the gridiron," an-

swered Frank enthusiastically. " Seawell was

afraid of losing the ball on the third down and tried

to kick a goal from the field. If he had failed, the

ball would have gone to our boys, and they would

be allowed to take it into play on the twenty-five-

yard line. But he has succeeded, and now the

score is five to nothing. A goal kicked from the

field counts five points."

" I knew we were going to be beaten," said

Mandolin with much tranquillity and resignation,

" Willie Hardy told me so yesterday/'

Frank endeavored to look polite.
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" I hope Willie may turn out to be as good a

prophet as he is a player," he said.

" He's not been a profit at all, he's been a loss/*

said Alice demurely.

This restored Frank's good humor ; and set

Mandolin to thinking, which, I dare say, was a

good thing for every one in the party.

" Do you think the Milwaukee College eleveo

are going to lose ?
?>
continued Mary.

" I can't say yet/' Frank made answer, passing

his hand across his forehead. " I want to see

what they can do when they get the ball. Their

defensive play is now splendid."

" What do you mean by defensive play ?
99

" The kind of play they use when the other side

has the ball. When our side has the ball, we play

on the offensive."

" What are they going to do now f * Mandolin

put in.

"They are going to start off in precisely the

same way as they did in the beginning, except this

time, the Milwaukees are going to have the vxk-

off."

The ball was placed in the centre of the field.

Claude tripped forward, and sent it flying high and

far down towards the right corner of the gridiron.

The kick was remarkably good. Fox, standing

on the five-yard line, caught it, but instead of run-
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ning, waited for his men tc come up. The pause

was not long; then guardec by a wall of players,

he started up the field.

" Goodness ! " exclaimed Elmwood. " Those

fellows are trained. As like as not they'll go

fifty yards on that style of interference."

As the moving wall made forward and gained

its first few yards, Hastings met it at one end and

was swept aside. O'Neil encountered the same

fate as he ran up against the other end. Between

these two, and a little behind came Claude Light-

foot. And then ensued a play worthy of Mr. Hef-

felfinger. With a spring into the air, and planting

his hand lightly on the middlemost of the defence,

Claude shot clear over the moving wall, and dis-

appeared head foremost.

I said, a moment ago, that pandemonium en-

sued after Seawell's goal kicked from the field.

What now followed was more than pandemonium.

It was pandemonium with Babel and Babylon at

their worst thrown in. Grave old men got upon

their seats and danced and shouted. One vener-

able gentleman dashed his spectacles upon the

ground, and had to depend upon the testimony of

his friends as to what happened for the rest of the

game. Elmwood found that he was shaking

hands with men whom he had never met in his

life. Mary Dale blushed to find herself shouting,
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and then noticed with supreme satisfaction that

Alice was lifting up her voice too. The ropes

which held off the spectators were broken at three

different parts of the field, and the gridiron was at

once alive with a mob of shouting, yelling, screech-

ing, dancing maniacs.

Young Lightfoot tumbled over the grand stand,

and, although it was a fall of ten feet, kept on

yelling, and put off the examination of his bruises

to a quieter and less exciting moment.

Hardly a person on the field had seen Claude

after he leaped over the line of defence; but they

knew that the moving wall had become useless;

and they heard—that is those who were in a condi-

tion to hear anything—that Claude had dropped

squarely on Fox, and brought him pinioned im-

movably to the earth six yards from the place

whence he had started.

In clearing the field, seven Milwaukee police-

men had an opportunity for ten most exasperating

minutes of learning what a really exciting game of

football is. Order was at length restored, and!

play was resumed with the ball in possession of the

Centrals exactly fifteen feet from the corner of

their goal line. The signal was called and the

Central quarter-back was just reaching for the ball

which was rolling towards him from the centre,

when Drew, our guard, taking advantage of the

wide-spread legs of his opponent, dived throussb
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and fell on the oval. Everybody available for the

purpose on the Central side fell on Drew.

The referee whistled ; and he and the umpire

began to pull the mass of fallen players apart

Presently they discovered Drew, crushed yet

happy, lying upon the ball which he was affec-

tionately clasping to his valiant bosom.

Of course, there was a wrangle. Seawell in-

sisted that the ball had not been put into play, that

Drew had seized it before the centre-rush snapped

it back. Probably he believed so; but the refers?

had seen the play, and adjudged the ball to the

Milwaukees.

" Milwaukee's ball ; first down ; five yards to

gain.

*' Seventeen, eighteen, eleven, twelve, thirteen/*

cried Archer,

Eighteen called for Hastings ; eleven ordered

him to go between Stein and Pierson.

Hastings caught the ball nicely, and with Archer

at his left and Dockery at his right made straight

for the opening. But the opposing guard and

centre were down on their knees and immovable ;

Harry was rushing into a blind alley.

It will be remembered that Hastings was very

light; Dockery and Archer kept this well in mind.

" Jump !
" hissed Archer in George's ear.

As the lad leaped at the word into the air, the

two cave him a lift and a swing- which sent him
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clear over the line, and forward into the right half-

back's arms.

" Down !" shouted Hastings on the instant. The

right half-back was strong and heavy; and would

in all probability have carried Hastings back to

the line. As it was, George, the light-weight, had

made five yards.

" First down; five yards to gain."

This time Desmond took the ball, and shot

through the place well opened for him by Collins

and Claude. Harry Archer was beside him on the

side where he held the ball under his arm. He
was tackled three feet beyond the line by the

quarter-back, but it was a high tackle, and Des-

mond at the time was plunging forward heavily.

Moving back a foot, Harry put his hand on the

ball, and, as Desmond still struggled with the

tackier, snatched it from Maurice's arm, and sped

towards the goal line. It was but seven or eight

yards away, there Were but two minutes left before

time was called, and Harry was determined to score.

" Good heavens !
" yelled Frank, " did you ever

see such a sight ?
"

u Oh, dear ! " cried Alice, putting her hands

before her face. " Tell me if it is all right. I can't

look."

To the spectators it seemed as though Harry

Archer were carrying the opposing eleven on his

back. He shook off one, then another.
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" Ah ! he's down/' sighed Frank. " Hurrah,

he's up again !

"

For by some wondrous summoning of all his

strength, Harry had struggled and staggered to

his feet; and as he stumbled forward with four men
hanging on to him, Claude Lightfoot dashed

against him from behind with the seeming strength

of ten, four more of our players threw themselves

against Claude, and with three opponents still

clinging to him, Harry moved onward two feet,

and making a supreme effort threw himself forward

and reaching out with the ball succeeded in plac-

ing it exactly on the goal line.

A deaf man would have heard the following re-

mark:
" Rickety rax, kerax, kerax,

Rickety rax, keroo,

Whenever we try to buck the line

We go right through."

Amid wild enthusiasm, Claude brought the ball

out full thirty feet. Desmond, lying flat on the

ground, held it till the captain was ready to kick.

The ball was so far to one side of the goal that the

kick was at a most difficult angle. No one, ac-

cordingly, was surprised when Claude missed the

goal by a few feet, thus ending the first half with

the score four to five in favor of the Central High

School eleven.
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CHAPTER XVI.

•JT WHICH ERNEST SNOWDEN SURPRISES EVERYBODY* AN&
THE GREA T FOOTBALL GAME COMES TO AN END.

" Come here, Willie," cried Mandolin Merry as

Hardy, dressed in citizen's clothes, appeared in

the grand-stand.

" Thothe fellowth nearly killed me," exclaimed

Willie, as he seated himself beside the fair Man-

dolin.

" Are you hurt much ? " she asked, while Mary

and Mice grazed with more curiosity than sym-

pathy, L Am 6ound to say, upon the football

hero.

" I think I am hurt infernally," answered Willie,

meaning, doubtless, to say internally.

Frank was not with the party to remark that

Willie had played infernally.

" Why did you stop, Willie ? " pursued the so-

ciety miss.

" Becauthe the whole Thentral team wath play-

ing againtht me. They knew I came from Thaint

Maureth." He added proudly, " Thaint Maureth

ith the home of the football player."

"It was real mean," said M^.dolin with a studied

pout*
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" Yeth, it wath," rejoined Willie. " But if it

hadn't been for me, Claude Lightfoot would never

have been able to raithe that tackle in the air the

way he did. You thee, I winded that tackle; and

when I left I knew he would be eathy to go

againth."

" It was very brave of you to hold your own the

way you did," continued Mandolin.

Alice and Mary turned away their heads.

" We are all brave at Thaint Maureth," said Wil-

lie with much simplicity. " The team at Thaint

Maureth could beat both of thethe teamth put to-

gether."

" Do they play your style of game out there.

Willie ? " inquired Alice solemnly.

" Yeth, they do. And they know more trickth

than thethe teamth ever read of."

Willie then kept Mandolin's sparkling eyes at

their widest with narrations of the plays which he

himself had suggested and carried out at " Thaint

Maureth." He ended with informing his auditors

that it was he who had trained Claude to jump over

the line of defence, and thus tackle the runner.

By the time he had come to a pause, Mandolin

fairly worshipped him ; and, upon my word, I

think it was the fitting thing on the part of that

young lady.

In a retired corner of the field. Frank Elmwoodl
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and Mr. Keenan were heartily shaking hands with

the eleven.

" You are doing splendidly," said Frank warmly.

" Every man of you is doing his work. New that

Claude is at tackle, you have a line that any foot-

ball team would respect."

" Don't give up, boys," added Mr. Keenan. " If

you keep at it you have a splendid chance to win.

But you will have to play hard; they have the lead,

and they intend to keep it. What's the matter,

Archer ?
"

" I don't know, sir; but I feel dead tired."

" You look pale, too. Here, give him a sweater

and an overcoat. Now," continued Mr. Keenan,

as he spread the coat on the ground, " lie down.

You have to do a lot of work yet."

Archer lay down and closed his eyes. He
looked thoroughly worn out. Though physically

the strongest man on the team, stronger even than

Claude, the want of training along with excessive

study was telling upon him. Hastings, too, looked

somewhat exhausted; he was in training, but waa

outclassed.

" I hope I'll be able to last out," said Harry

Archer. " If we lose at all, it will be all my fault.

I think I hurt my back in making that touch-

down."

The other players were extremely attentive to
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their exhausted quarter-back. They had seen

how from beginning to end, he had played " like a

tiger." In making the touch-down, Harry had

shown grit and endurance comparable with Light-

foot's greatest achievements on the gridiron.

When time was called for the second half, all

but Harry fell into their places with a spring and

buoyancy which showed what training is capable

of.

" After everything has been said, I think it is a

cruel game," Alice remarked to Frank, as he re-

turned to his place beside them.

" Suppose," said Frank, " that I were to take a

college boy just come from school, and set him to

plowing on a broiling hot day.' What would you

jay to that ?
"

" It would be downright cruelty/'* answered

Alice.

" Precisely ; it might injure him for life. And
why ? Because he is not seasoned for that kind of

work. On the other hand, if I were to put a farm-

hand at the same work on the same day, it would

be all right. Now, take football. If you put men
on a team, who are not trained to fall, to tackle, to

run, to guard, you are putting them in a position

where they may be injured more or less seriously.

To send a crowd of untrained men into the game

would lead to cruelty. So it would be cruel to
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put a clerk at hard labor on the street. Football

is a game that requires careful preparation on the

part of those who are to engage in it. If people

play it without that preparation they act un-

wisely. Nearly all the accidents and mishaps of

football arise from the fact that boys undertake to

play it who are utterly out of condition."

"What about Harry, then, Mr. Elmwood?"
asked Alice anxiously.

Frank passed his hand over his brow.

"Well—he's—he's extremely strong; and he

knows the game. But he's a little out of condi-

tion. I think, though, that he will come out all

right. Halloa ! there they begin again/'

Drew had just made the kick-off. The ball went

low and straight to George Walker, the right half-

back of the Centrals, who was standing on the

twenty-five-yard line. Walker was a famous

kicker. He saw his chance, and before the teams

fairly realized that the ball had reached his hands,

he returned it with a powerful kick that sent it

back to our fifteen-yard line, and into the hands of

Harry Archer.

There is a very fascinating and gruesome tale for

children in Grimm's popular tales, entitled, I be-

lieve, " The Man who Wanted to Know what Shiv-

ering Meant." A pretty story might be attempted

on similar lines of a boy who wanted to know how
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a man felt when he was frightened. The boy-hero

might stop a runaway horse,capture a train-robber,

and still cry out, " Oh ! if I only knew what it was

to be frightened." Finally, after all manner of

hair-breadth escapes, he would be placed, by the

author, on the gridiron; and the ball, at the kick-

off, would come slowly but surely straight towards

him. Hereupon this hero of a hundred adventures

would rush from the field, crying as he went, "Oh !

at last I know what it means to be frightened."

Seriously, the most nerve-trying moment for

any player arrives when the ball is coming towards

him high through the air. Harry Archer * had

never before known what it was to have " nerves
99

on the gridiron. But now he knew it with a ven-

geance. There was the ball coming, oh ! so slowly,

as it seemed to him, and rushing down the field

like savage demons came ten of the Centrals. He
fancied that each one of those men was bent on

Striking him with all his strength, with all the mo-

mentum of his run, flat to the earth. They looked

to him like giants; they seemed to be not ten but

a hundred. A sickening feeling came over him.

He shivered, and, for perhaps the first time in his

life, was thoroughly frightened. But there was no

escape. Nearer and nearer came the ball. How
big it looked. It touched his hands.

Harry, to the surprise of all the spectators and
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the dismay of many, dropped it. Gerald O'Rourke

picked it up and started to run; but before he had

made three strides, the Central half-back brought

him to the ground; and so the scrimmage of this

second half began with the ball a little on the

wrong side of our twenty-five-yard line.

The ball was then advanced by our players on

rushes through the line for forty yards, when it

was lost on three downs. The Centrals brought

it back ten yards, and lost it. The teams were now
lined up in the centre of the field.

Desmond hit Fox for five yards. Hastings, as-

sisted by splendid interference on the part of

Archer and Lightfoot, made fifteen yards around

the end. Dockery broke through the opening

made for him by Claude and Stein, and was

downed after a gain of six and a half yards.

The Centrals were showing signs of fatigue.

Though in excellent training, they were not so

hardy as their opponents. In the next play,

Claude taking the ball on the left ran to the other

side and sped through between the tackle and the

end. Claude had been having a comparatively

easy time since the beginning of the half, and was

now at his best. Archer was beside him, and Col-

lins had run on ahead to attend to Seawell.

As Claude went through the line, he dashed

against the left half, and springing away from him
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like a ball of rubber from the wall, he spoiled the

end man's chance to tackle him by a powerful

sweep of his left hand, which brought his oppo-

nent down. Archer meanwhile jogged the Cen-

tral's quarter-back to one side, and now there was

a clean field, provided the full-back could be

avoided.

While Archer, then, was delayed in blocking the

quarter-back, Claude, alone, started at a wide

angle, running towards the goal line and away

from the full-back. It was a race between the

two captains having for its objective point the ex-

treme corner of the goal line, towards which Sea-

well was taking the shortest distance by several

yards.

But Claude was going at full speed; he had, as

it were, the advantage of a " flying start " over hi9

opponent, and the sympathizers with the Mil-

waukees were already shouting the cry of victory.

" Eight to five," roared a man above the din.

As his voice broke the air, Claude's right foot
N

caught in a small hole, and down he went with a

violence which should have stretched him sense-

less. It did not, however, but it entailed what was

in Claude's judgment a worse misfortune. The

ball slipped from his grasp, and rolled, as luck

would have it, towards Seawell, who picked it up

quickly, and brought it twenty-five yards up the
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field before he was successfully tackled by

O'Rourke.
" Isn't that hard luck ! " cried Frank Elmwood.

" We've lost the game by a fluke."

" A what ? " said Mary.

" A fluke—a mischance. If the field had been

all right Claude would have made a touchdown,

and the score would now be eight to five in our

favor."

" If Claude knew the firtht printhiples of foot-

ball," observed Willie, with a sage nod of his head,

" he would have held on to the ball. At Thaint

Maureth, they would ecthpell a boy from the col-

lege for thutch a play ath that."

The Centrals began to play an extremely cau-

tious game; avoiding the vicinity of Claude, they

hit the line repeatedly, making gains of one, two

and three yards. Realizing that they now had the

victory in their hands, provided they could hold

out for ten minutes longer, they worked with a

new access of energy.

Harry Archer, as has been said over and over

again, was a wondrously good quarter-back. One
of the secrets of his success was that he made a

careful study of the faces and positions of his op-

ponents. Throughout the game, he had watched

and pondered; light came gradually. He found

out during this stage of the game that the quarter-
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back of the Centrals changed his position for sev-

eral piays. When the ball had been brought up,

slowly but surely, by the Centrals, five yards be-

yond the middle of the field, Archer could make
out for several different plays who was to take the

ball and whither the runner was to go. After one

of the scrimmages, he managed to convey the fruits

of his observation to Claude.

" Good !
" said Claude. " I'll engage to stop

the back on my side, if you look out for the other

one. Both of us will attend to the full-back."

Harry stationed himself between the right tackle

and end. The signal was announced, and he saw

from the quarter's pose that the left half was to

take it. When the ball was snapped, he broke

through, and was on the half-back as he caught

the ball. As the half-back had not had time to

put on speed, Harry wisely tackled him high, and

brought him down and back with a loss of five yards.

In the next scrimmage, Seawell made one yard

through the centre.

" Third down; nine yards to gain.
,,

Desmond, our full-back, anticipating a kick, ran

far down towards his goal. Archer stationed

himself behind Lightfoot at tackle

The ball was snapped back; so was Fox, and as

Claude followed by Archer dashed through the

opening, the Central's quarter mad* a lone^ pass
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to Seawell. The pass was not of the best, and

Seawell fumbled it. Abandoning his idea of

kicking the ball, he jumped to one side of Claude,

and made towards the end. Archer sprang at him,

and just succeeded in holding him for a moment.

Seawell went another yard or two when Collins

tackled him fast. The Centrals had failed in mak-

ing their five yards.

" Milwaukee's ball ; first down ; five yards to

gain."

The teams were now lined up near the middle ol

the field. The crisis of the game had come.

Should the Milwaukees lose the ball, they were to

all intents and purposes defeated. Little time was

left, and fifty-five yards were to be made.
" Don't waste a second," said Claude to Harry.

To begin with, Hastings made a run around the

end, and in the excitement of the moment, got

away from his interference on a clear field. Sea-

well made at him in a terrible dash, and brought

him to the ground with extreme violence.

The referee's whistle sounded; but George did

not rise.

" Mark off time there," cried Claude running

up to George's side.

George was dazed and hurt; and for some min-

utes there was a respite from the game which had

now become " hot and furious
"*
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" There," exclaimed Alice, " that was brutal."

" I think not," said Frank. " Seawell tackled in

the proper way, and tackled hard. But when one

hundred and eighty pounds tackles ninety-five

pounds properly, it's no wonder that the light-

weight gets hurt. The fact of the matter is that

George has no right to play in a regular eleven.

He shouldn't be allowed."

And now there occurred an event which I set

down with great pleasure.

Ernest Snowden, accompanied by Mr. Keenan,

stepped into the field, and called Lightfoot aside.

" Look here, Claude," said Ernest, " I'm

ashamed of n yself for the way I've carried on, and

I wish to apoK gize. I am a little late about it, but

if you need my help, here I am."

Claude caught Snowden's hands in his.

" Oh ! you're a bully fellow, Snowden. I'm so

glad that we've made up. And I want to apolo-

gize for anything I did out of the way ; if I ever

bullied you, I didn't
"

" No, you never did."

" Claude," put in Mr. Keenan, " I cannot allow

George Hastings to play any longer; it is now al-

most a matter of conscience with me."
" All right, sir ! Run in and dress quick, Snow-

der My ! I feel good."
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Then Seawell stepped over, and touched his hat

to Mr. Keenan.

" I feel like a big bully," he said. " It makes me
feel mean to hurt a little fellow ; but I sincerely

hope, Mr. Keenan, that you do not think I was in-

tentionally rough."

" You were perfectly right, Seawell. We were

to blame for putting so light a youngster on the

field. As regards your tackling, I'm sure not a

boy on our eleven thinks that you did anything

that could be criticised."

" It's nice to play with gentlemen," said Sea-

well.

"That's what our side has been saying all

along," rejoined Claude very neatly.

Hastings meantime had risen, and protested his

willingness to continue playing.

" Shake hands," said Seawell heartily. " You
don't feel any worse than I do."

" Oh, it was all in the game," said George smil-

ingly. " And it was all my fault. If I had kept

with my interference, probably I should not havi;

' been hurt at all."

" Well, George," said Claude, " we shall take no

more risks on you till you've gone and insured

~our life. Ernest Snowden has offered to help

us out in so generous a way that he has made me
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feel quite ashamed of myself. I've been guilty of

rash judgment over and over to-day."

And Claude mentally resolved to go to confes-

sion that very night.

Shortly after George Hastings had left the

field, slight, slender, and pale, a new player, stout,

powerful, and fresh, bounded over the ropes.

" 'Rah for Snowden !
" cried Claude.

The new-comer blushed with some reason, as

the crowd broke into cheers that were enthusiastic

to the last echo.

Snowden had softefied at the last moment. He
had resisted Mr. Keenan's first overtures with

obstinacy. But the prefect's attempt had not been

wholly fruitless, for he had succeeded in bringing

home to the recalcitrant player the fact that he had

put himself utterly in the wrong. As ihe game

went on, Snowden grew more and more ashamed of

himself. He was thinking of going to Claude, dur-

ing the interval between the two halves, and mak-

ing some sort of apology; but pride held him back.

When, however, while Hastings lay stretched

upon the field, Mr. Keenan again approached him,

he swallowed his pride heroically and apologized

with true humility. An act of this kind often

changes a person's life. Snowden, it may be said

in passing, was a better boy from that moment of

self-conquest.
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Before lining up, it was decided that Claude

should play half-back, and that the new recruit

should attend to Fox, who, by the way, now that

Claude was done with him, needed very little atten-

tion indeed. Poor Fox, having, like the prover-

bial month of March, come in like a lion, gave

promise of going out like a lamb. Accordingly,

when the teams fell into position, the Centrals

were facing the strongest eleven that Milwaukee

College had ever got together.

" Now we're going to have some fun," cried

Frank Elmwood, as he caught the signal. " We're

going to have a double-pass."

" What is that ? " asked Mary Dale.

" Whenever the ball is put in play it must come

from the centre to the quarter-back, and from him

to some third man. Till it has reached a third

man, the ball cannot be advanced. Now whenever

the third man instead of running with it passes it

back to a fourth man, you have what is called the

double-pass. In the present case, Harry Archer

will pass the ball to Dan Dockery, Dan will go on

a run towards the opposite side; Claude Lightfoot

will run in the contrary direction to Dockery, and,

as he passes behind Dan, will receive the ball.

There now, watch !

"

For some reason or other, perhaps owing to the

changes in position, several of our men failed to
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attend to the work assigned them in this particular

play; and, in consequence, the interference which

Claude looked for as Dan passed him the ball was

not on time. On the instant, he decided to go for-

ward alone. He began his progress by dashing

into the end, who, still under the impression that

Dockery had the ball, was trying to get around to

tackle Dan, and rebounding from the shock Claude

sped onwards, sweeping away the quarter-back

with his hand, and dashing full-tilt into the Cen-

tral's left half-back. The usual dance ensued with

the advantage decidedly to Claude's account.

Seawell, however, despite Harry Archer's interfer-

ence, brought the dance to a sudden end, in throw-

ing Claude violently to the ground and holding

him fast.

The Milwaukees had counted on a run of twenty

or thirty yards from this play. They were disap-

pointed
;
though Claude, almost entirely by indi-

vidual play, had made ten yards.

Before the next scrimmage took place, the lines-

man notified the two captains that but six minutes

wefe left for play.

Captain Seawell received this news with elation;

not so Claude. His side had the ball, it is true;

but they were still distant forty-five yards from

their opponents' goal line. To lose the ball on

downs now meant to lose the game. To fail of
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making forty-five yards in six minutes would leave

ihe score four to five in favor of the Centrals. In
any event, no time was to be lost.

In the next three plays, five yards were gained.

" Forty yards to make," thought Claude, " and

mot more than two or three minutes."

" Watch out," said Frank to the young ladies ;

u
there's going to be a strange play now."

While the teams were lined up amid a tense si-

lence, a low whistle sounded. Forthwith every

player on the Milwaukee eleven, save the centre-

rush, changed position with lightning-like rapid-

ity. Archer took Dockery's place, stationing him-

self three or four yards outside of Dockery's usual

position; Dockery took Lightfoot's place; Light-

foot Archer's, while the right end, right tackle, and

right guard changed places with the men on the

left. Maurice Desmond, the full-back, went up

almost to the rush-line, and stationed himself full

twenty yards to the right of his end man. There

he stood alone and solitary, the observed of all.

Here is the position of the Milwaukees after the

changes had been effected:

O'Neil O'Ronrke Drew Pierson Stein Snowden Collins
L.E. L. T. L.G. Centre R. G. R. T. R E.
O O O O O O O Desmond

O O
Lightfoot

Archer Dockery
O O
The Centrals were certainly puzzled by these

positions. What was Desmond doing over there ?
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44 Get low, lower, boys," cried Claude.

At these words, which were the signal, the ball

was snapped back, while apparently every player

of the Milwaukees made towards Desmond. Tak-

ing the cue from the Milwaukees, the Centrals

made for the point where Desmond was stationed

too. There was one exception, however. Archer

turned quietly in the opposite direction, and

Claude by a full-arm pass sent the ball into his

arms as he rushed down into a clear field—clear,

were it not that Seawell stood within twenty yards

of his goal-line waiting for the unexpected.

Down the field flew Archer, five, ten, fifteen yards;

while the air was filled with yell and cheer and

shout; down the field he dashed full twenty yards,

and as Seawell dived at him low and viciously,

Harry by a jump and swerve managed to escape

in part. But Seawell had succeeded in catching

him with one strong hand, and Harry, though not

held, went down. He was up again in an instant,

and Seawell was up and after him.

As Harry rose, the shout of triumph was ear-

piercing. But twenty yards to gain, and a free

field !

" Halloa !

"

"What's the matter ?"
4<

Is he hurt ?
"

\ thousand anxious questions were put ta tuo-
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heeding ears, as Harry after making ten of the

twenty yards, began to go slow, to stagger

And there was Seawell dashing down on him like

a whirlwind. Oh, but it was a painful moment for

our boys ! In an instant Seawell would be upon

him—and then ?

" Spurt ! spurt ! Harry," cried a dozen hearty

voices, the owners of which were near the goal.

" Spurt, Harry !

"

As though awakened from a sleep, Harry, biting

his lips, made a desperate endeavor, and, just as

Seawell leaped into the air to bring him down, he

quickened his pace with a suddenness which threw

the tackier out of his reckoning. Both came to

the ground, but separate, and as Seawell reached

forward desperately to hold the runner, Harry by

rolling over thrice brought the ball safely into the

goal-line.

He did not hear the yells that volleyed, the cries

that rattled, he did not see the Milwaukee sym-

pathizers in all their manifestations of extreme joy.

Harry with the ball under his arm and his face

turned towards the sky, lay unconscious. He was

carried off the field at once.

Claude kicked the goal easily, making the score

ten to five in favor of Milwaukee College.

But one minute was left. Claude called in an

indifferent substitute in place of Archer; SeawelF
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kicked the ball from the centre, and after the first

scrimmage time was called with the score ten to

five in favor of Milwaukee College.

While the Milwaukee students, having taken

possession of three Twelfth Street cars, were

shouting their yells, cheering their players, and in-

dulging in all manner of vocal vivacity—there

came a sudden silence.

An ambulance wagon was passing them; and

they knew that in it lay Harry Archer, uncon-

scious ; with Claude Lightfoot, supporting the

head of his friend.
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CHAPTER XVII.

MN WHtCH HARRY LEARNS THA T HE CANNOT COMFET& /J*

THE MA THEMA TICAL CONTEST.

Harry was to go to work on the day following

Thanksgiving and on the next Wednesday he was

to compete for the Mathematical prize.

The doctor who examined him put an end to

these intentions. Unlike most men of his profes-

sion he was cross and unsympathetic.

" Oh ! it's a football game, is it ? " he said with

savage irony. " One ounce of pleasure to five

tons of pain. It is a sarcasm to call such a thing

a game. Football as now played is a free-for-all-

fight. It is a sport fitted only for barbarians."

Poor Harry as he lay white and stiff upon his

bed could not help wondering whether it would be

possible for barbarians or even semi-barbarians to

play the game for two minutes without diverting it

into another channel; but he said nothing.

" Madam," continued Doctor Rose, addressing

Mrs. Archer after he had prodded and pinched

and sounded Harry's chest and back, " I cannot

find exactly where the injury is as yet. Something"

is the matter with his spinal column. It may, as
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like as not, result in paralysis," he added with fine

brutality, " but I cannot tell yet. The boy must

lie perfectly quiet for two or three days; and then,

unless he improves, I shall put him in a plaster-of-

paris jacket. Here's a prescription which I want

you to have filled at once. Give the boy absolute

rest. Give him bread-and-water diet; that is what

I should like to put every football player in the

country on."

" Excuse me, Doctor Rose, but we did not call

you in to scold our boy," said Mrs. Archer mildly.

"And we sent for you because we could

not get our regular family doctor, who most un-

fortunately is absent," added Alice, " we did not

want your services as a judge but as a doctor."

" Probably you want some one else," cried the

physician glaring at Alice.

" We intend to get another doctor as soon as

possible," answered Mrs. Archer firmly.

And she paid Doctor Rose his fee as though she

had untold wealth in reserve.

" That fellow is a bully," said Harry feebly. " I

don't want any of his medicine. But I feel aw-

fully bad that I can't get up. I'm afraid, mother,

that I shall have to stay in bed and lose my chance

in the contest. I doft't mind losing the situation

so much, but I had set my heart on trying for that

prize
"
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On the following day, Father Trainer visited

Harry. The great mathematician, on seeing his

best beloved pupil lying still and helpless on his

back, pulled out his handkerchief and rubbed his

eyes.

" Are you in pain, Harry ? " he inquired.

"Very little, Father, except when I try to sit

up; then my back hurts me awfully. What I feel

most is that I can't go in for that contest."

" Are you sure, Harry ?
"

" Yes ; the second doctor who came to see me
yesterday afternoon, says the same as the first doc-

tor. He insists on my lying perfectly still; and for-

bids me to take any other attitude for two weeks."

Father Trainer rubbed his eyes again.

" You have to make that competition, Harry."
" It's impossible, Father."

"There's no such word," cried the Father.

" Does the doctor know exactly what's the matter

with your back ?
"

" No; he speaks of calling in one of the leading

surgeons of the city for a conference."

Father Trainer's eyes brightened.

" You haven't given permission yet, Mrs.

Archer ?
"

" To tell you the truth, Father, we have not the

money. Alice is trying to borrow something this

morning."
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" Good," *ried the mathematician. " Now do

me a favor. Tell your doctor to wait one day, and

the day after to-morrow I'll see you agam. Do
you understand ?

"

" Yes, Father Trainer," answered Mrs. Archer,

" we shall be glad to do anything you suggest, for

we appreciate far more than we can say your kind-

ness to our boy."

Father Trainer arose hastily and, with an abrupt-

ness which was saved from being rude by the pre-

occupied air which had come upon him, made for

the door.

" Oh ! I beg pardon," he said stopping short.

" Haven't you a vacant room in the house ?
"

" We have three, Father," answered Mrs.

Archer with a slight flush.

" Now, I don't want to hurt your feelings,"

stammered the Father, "but—but—couldn't you

do me a great favor by letting out one of your

rooms to a dear friend of mine, a distant relation ?

The house is in a quiet neighborhood, and I think

it will be just the thing for him."

" Indeed, Father, it is you who will do me a

favor. I now see that it will be absolutely neces-

sary for me to take a boarder or two, if we are to

keep the house; and I know how hard it is to get

desirable persons."

"Capital! Good-byl"
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And Father Trainer hurried awaj so absorbed

that he took the wrong car, and would not have

paid his fare had not the conductor almost laid

violent hands upon him. He did not discover

his mistake in direction till he arrived at Wau-
watosa. It took him over an hour to reach the

college, which was not ten minutes' ride from

Archer's home.

On gaining his room, he dashed off the follow*

ing letter:

Milwaukee College, Nov. 28, 189—

Dear Ambrose: Your letter informing me that

you wanted to get away from your practice to fin-

ish the work on nervous diseases which you have

been engaged upon for the last two years, reached

me yesterday. You asked me whether I can get

you a room in some quiet home. At first nothing

occurred to me. But just now I made a great dis-

covery. A dear pupil of mine, Harry Archer by

name, was seriously hurt last Thursday, day before

yesterday, in a football game. He is a splendid

fellow, and he has the nicest mother, and the best

of sisters. They are very poor—though it is not

commonly known in this city. They have rooms,

their situation is retired, and it will be just the

place to finish your book. Above all, I want you

to come for the boy's sake. The two doctors who
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have examined him, don't quite make out what's

the matter with him. Now I am perfectly certain

that you can cure him faster than any man I know

of. You cured me, after six doctors in the East

washed their hands of me ; and you must cure

Harry. Now instead of delaying to come until

Wednesday as you proposed, I want you to come

at once. There is no time to be lost. My boy is

entering a mathematical contest here—an account

of which I send you, cut from the " Evening Wis-

consin." He is a genius at mathematics, and must

carry the day. But he can't move ; and the doc-

tors are talking about paralysis. Please come. If

you can't get off to-morrow, Sunday, come on

Monday.

Remember me to Mrs. Kendall and all the little*

ones. Your sincere and grateful friend,

Charles Trainer.

Dr. Ambrose Kendall,

Lake Avenue,

Chicago.

At nightfall Father Trainer received the follow

ing telegram:

Will arrive Monday at eleven. Meet me at

depot. Ambrose Kendall.

Meanwhile Harry was not neglected by his
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school friends. After class on Friday and Satur-

day, they came in crowds. Claude Lightfoot, in

particular, was most attentive. He studied Harry

and his wants. Flowers and dainties and books

and magazines were showered upon the patient.

Willie Hardy was pleased to show his pretty face

in the sick-room, and asked Harry whether he

would like to have a full set of " St. Nicholas."

Harry answered that nothing would please him

better, whereupon Willie promised to bring them

the next day. He did not keep his promise, how-

ever ; but Claude, who was present, attended to

the matter himself.

" I thay, Claude," said Willie, as the two left the

house together, " it ith no uthe to be a piouth

. boy. Harry Archer wath the betht thudent in our

clath; and his folkth are poor. And just when he

geth a job, he ith hurt, and can't do anything. He
had a chanth to win eighty dollarth too, and he

wath praying for it, and the other fellowth were

praying for him, and it dothen't do any good."

" Look here, Willie Hardy
; you mustn't get

everything wrong. When a boy prays for a tem-

poral favor, he prays for it, or ought to pray for it,

with the condition that he may gain it, provided it

is best for him. Sometimes when we pray for a

temporal favor, it may be that the gaining of it

might make us proud or vain, or in some way in-
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terfere with what God knows to be best for our

souls."

" I thaw all that in the catechithm," said Willie.

" Yes ; but perhaps it has never come home to

you. You remember how it happened that I was

put off making my First Communion ?
"

" Yeth," said Willie. " You were not fit."

" Well, I had prayed hard and so did Kate. And
I was terribly disappointed when my prayer, as I

thought, was not heard. And then when I did

make my First Communion I was awfully scared

and frightened. But since then, I have seen that

everything happened for the best. Now even if

poor Harry Archer loses his chance for the prize

and his health, you have no right to say that God
did not hear his prayer. God sees further than

we do; and what seems a misfortune may turn out

to be the very best thing that could happen."

" Whenever I pray," said modest Willie, " I al-

wayth get what I athk for"

Claude was tempted to inquire whether Willie

ever prayed at all, but he checked himself, and
u
smiling passed the question by."
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CHAPTER XVIII.

Or WHICH IT IS SHOWN THAT DOCTORS MAY COMPARA
FAVORABLY WITH EVEN THE BEST OF

MA THEMA TICIANS.

Towards noon on the following Monday

Father Trainer and a stout gentleman somewhat

under the middle height were following Mrs.

Archer up the stairs.

" Now mind, Mrs. Archer," the stout gentleman

was saying in a clear, ringing voice, " now mind,

I'm not a surgeon. If your boy needs a surgeon,

I won't be able to do much. But I sincerely trust

that my diagnosis will discover that he doesn't

need a surgeon at all. Did you pay that hackmah,

Father Trainer ?—Oh, you did. And you're sure

that both my valises are Oh, I have one and

you have the other."

Thus talking energetically, the great Dr. Kendall,

nervous, fidgety, considered to be the best neurolo-

gist in the Northwest, entered Harry's room.
" So you are Harry Archer, and you've been

playing football ? Don't try to move, my boy.

I'm sincerely sorry you got hurt. Now mind," he

added, shaking his left index finger at Mrs. Archer,

as he warmly clasped hands with the boy, " I

don't want you to get a prejudice against footbalL
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I consider it one of the strongest and most

encouraging revolts against the effeminate ten-

dencies of this degenerate century."

Harry smiled gratefully, and was in love with

Doctor Kendall from that hour.

The neurologist stood for a moment looking

fixedly at Harry. Then he took the chair which

Mrs. Archer brought, and seating himself beside

the bed felt Harry's pulse.

" Who beat ? " he said, looking intently at his

watch.

" We did, sir, by a score of ten to five. I got

hurt in making the last touch-down."
" Good ! That's an encouraging symptom. If

you had been beaten," here the doctor broke into

a charming smile, "you would feel much worse

than you do. My ! what an arm you have.

Come over here, Father Trainer, and feel this arm.

A boy like you has no right to be in bed. Now,
suppose you try to sit up."

Harry, not without difficulty, sat up in bed.

" I think there shall be no need of a surgeon,

Mrs. Archer. That's right ; lie down again.

Wnere do you feel the pain ?
"

" In my back, sir."

" Is it a dull pain ?
"

" Yes, sir."

" And you don't know exactly where it is ?

*

%t
It seems to be all over."
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"Yes, yes," the physician here pulled at his

mustache again.

" Is there any danger of paralysis, sir ? " asked

Mrs. Archer, who was gazing upon the doctor as

though he held in his hand the balance of life and

death for her boy.

" I think not, ma'am. But I shall know for

certain in a few minutes. By the way, I hope you

have given no offence to the other doctor on my
account."

" No, sir; when we hesitated about letting him

put Harry in a plaster-of-paris jacket before he

could say what was really the matter with our boy,

he was willing to wash his hands of the whole

affair."

" When did you go to sleep last night ?
99

44 About two, sir."

" Has it been that way for the last three or four

weeks ?
"

" Nearly six weeks, sir."

" No, Mrs. Archer, we shan't need a surgeon at

all. And hasn't your imagination been quite

lively at night ?
"

" Yes, sir," answered Harry in astonishment.

" It's been too lively for my taste."

" Oh, no, Mrs. Archer, there shall be no plaster-

of-paris jacket. And were you studying much
before going to bed ?

"

" Four and five hours, sir/'
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" And you couldn't get your studies out of your

head when you lay down ?
"

" No, sir."

" And sometimes after going to sleep you would

suddenly awake with a nervous jerk that seemed

to begin at your great toe ?
"

" Yes, sir, it has happened every night lately.

Sometimes seven or eight times a night."

" And you may have noticed that you have

grown irritable of late—snappish, quick ?
"

" Indeed I have."

" I'm almost glad you played that game*

Madam, there isn't the least danger of paralysis."

" But what, about my back ?
"

" Oh, I'll fix that; that's only a symptom. The
football game did not do you much harm."

" What !
" cried Mrs. Archer.

" No, madam. Your boy has been ill probably

since the end of September or the beginning of

October, and getting worse every day. He has

simply overworked himself. The day he went in

to play football, he was in no condition to do any-

thing; he should have been in bed."

" I knew there was something wrong, but I

didn't know I was sick," protested Harry.
" Probably you never were really ill in your life,

young Hercules, and thought you would be acting

the baby to take notice of want of sleep, and a

dozen other little irregularities which came upon
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you. You were hurt in that football game, but the

game, as you philosophers say, Father Trainer,

was rather the occasion than the cause. If you

hadn't gone under in that game, it is very prob-

able that your real complaint, which people call

neurasthenia—though I am prepared to sustain a

thesis to the effect that there's no such illness in

the world—it is probable I say that concealment,

like a worm in the bud, would have caused your

sickness to develop , so as to make you a con-

firmed invalid for several years, if not for life. As
it is, I engage to cure you perfectly. in six weeks."

Harry's eyes flashed joy ; Mrs. Archer mur-

mured a devout " Thank God;" but Father Trainer

looked alarmed.

" O Ambrose," he exclaimed, clasping his

hands and coming forward, " this won't do at all.

Six weeks ! Why the boy must go down to the

Public Library on Wednesday, and go in for that

contest."

" The boy must give up mathematics for three

months. Now, I'm positive about that."
Ki He shan't," cried Father Trainer.

" It's absolutely necessary."

" Well, let him give up mathematics ; but he

must make that contest."

" He can't stand it, Father Charles."

" What are you a doctor for, Ambrose ? You
must make him stand it."
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" But, he's not able to sit up ; and he won't be

for at least a week."

Father Trainer sank back in his chair, as though

he had received his death-warrant.

" Now mind, Father Trainer, I don't want to

blame you in the least. But Harry Archer has been

done almost to death with study. It has been all

work and no play—isn't that so, Mrs. Archer ?
"

" It is my fault, doctor," said the mother.
" It's mine," cried the despondent mathemati-

cian.

" The blame is on myself, doctor," said Harry.
" My mother has done her best without positively

ordering me to keep me from my books after ten

o'clock at night. And then I gave up exercise,

and I used to be a great play-boy."

" Well, you'll have to become a great play-boy

again. Once you are well, you must take plenty

of exercise, and plenty of sleep, and then you can

Btudy hard too. It isn't the study that has hurt

you exactly, but study out of proportion to recrea-

tion and to sleep."

The doctor now seated himself on the bed, and

put his arm under Harry.
" Suppose you tell ipe about that football

- game."

Harry began the account, and had reached the

first down after the opening kick-off when he sud-

denly winced.
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" Ah !
" said the doctor. " I have found one oi

the spots where the pain is seated. Go on."

In the course of his narration, Harry winced

three distinct times.

" There will be little trouble about the pain in

the back. The first thing to do is to get you to

sleep well and put your nerves in order. We shall

start at that at once. Then to-morrow I am going

to burn you."

" I beg your pardon, sir ?
"

" Burn you on the back
;
you won't mind it.

No football player would. It will take the pain

away very soon, and you'll be about in a week.

But you mustn't study or exert yourself in any

way whether by running or jumping or walking-

even, for two, or possibly three, months."

" I am to live the life of a vegetable ?
"

"Well, yes; however, you may do a little light

reading every day; but none after nine o'clock at

night."

" That's fine," cried Harry. " I have neglected

reading all my life, and now I can make up for lost

time."

" But, doctor, can't you burn him to-day ?

"

cried Father Trainer eagerly. " Fix him up so

that he can attend that contest."

" Why, he'd be too sore on Wednesday to move,

if I did so."
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"Then you shan't burn him to-morrow either,

Ambrose."
" Why not ? " And the physician turned a de-

spairing look upon Mrs. Archer, and added, " See

how he lords it over me."
" Because he's going into that contest," an-

swered Father Trainer firmly.

" Bother the contest."

" I am bothering about it ; and Harry must

make it."

The doctor laughed, and taking out his pre-

scription tablet became suddenly grave. He
wrote slowly, and then read to himself three dis-

tinct times what he had written. Tearing off the

slip he handed it to Mrs. Archer; and proceeded

to write another prescription, which as before he

read thrice.

" There," he said. " Get these filled, and take

them strictly according to the times prescribed."

He then gave at length further directions to

Mrs. Archer, and when he departed, Harry and

his mother, deprived of his genial presence, felt as

though the sun had gone behind a cloud.

" O mother, isn't it good ! Poor Claude

Lightfoot has been so distressed, and thinks that

he is the cause of my being hurt. It will relieve

him so when I tell him what the doctor said. Isn't

he a wonderful man ? Why in five minutes he
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told me everything queer about myself that's hap-

pened in six weeks. The other doctors didn't ask

me such questions at all; and I didn't think for a

moment that my sleeplessness and touchiness had

anything to do with the matter."

" He is a great doctor, Harry. How kind it

was of Father Trainer to get him for us. People

in the far East often pay Doctor Kendall tremen-

dous fees simply to come and make a diagnosis of

their trouble. He is going to, stay with us, treat

you for nothing, and insists on paying his board.

O my boy, I am so grateful to God."
" How about the mortgage, mother ?

"

" I trust in God for that too. He has been so

good to us, that we would be ungrateful to give

up yet."

The door-bell rang, and Mrs. Archer left the

room. When she returned, there was a glad smile

upon her face.

" Look, Harry !
" she exclaimed handing him a

telegram.

Don't sell silver shares. There is hope yet.

James Stone.

" O Harry !

"

And Mrs. Archer put her head beside her son's

and wept for very joy.
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CHAPTER XIX.

m WHICH THE PROSPECTS FOR THE ARCHER FAMILY GROW
BRIGHTER.

The City Editor of the " Evening Wisconsin "

looked distressed when a clergyman and a stout

gentleman entered his sanctum.

" We have come to see you about a boy named

Harry Archer/' began the doctor, plunging, as

usual, in medias res. " He wants to enter your

mathematical contest; but, unfortunately, he can't

sit up. Now, we want to know how he can man-

age to compete."
" I'm afraid he can't compete at all," answered

the City Editor, holding his pencil in the air, and

glancing anxiously at some copy before him.

" Is there no possible way of arranging it ?
99

asked Father Trainer.

" No possible way."

" Pshaw ! " cried Dr. Kendall, and he began to

pull at his mustache.

There was a dreary pause, during which the

City Editor wished his visitors elsewhere. Sud-

denly Father Trainer, with a little cry of delight,

made a dash for a book-shelf.
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It was well filled with mathematical treatises.

" Oh, isn't this splendid ! Why, it's a grand

collection."

The City Editor becante suddenly interested.

" Please introduce me to that priest," he whis-

pered to the doctor. And the City Editor, recon-

sidering his wish, arose.

" Father Trainer, this is
"

" Father Trainer !
" cried the editor. " Why I

am delighted to meet you. Your name is well

known to me. I am so glad that you appreciate

my collection. Now look here, for instance,"

—

taking down a book—" here is a work published in

1746 by one of your Jesuit Fathers
"

Dr. Kendall took a chair and watched the two

mathematicians bubbling and exulting over the

book like a pair of children over a new toy.

Then the pair fell to discussing some formulae,

evolved, I believe, by Father Trainer.

" I think I'll go, gentlemen," said the doctor

rising.

Neither mathematician took the least notice of

him.

" Say," he bawled as he stood at the door,

" will you people make arrangements for that

boy?"
Both mathematicians looked visibly annoyed.
" Oh! that's so." exclaimed Father Trainer cna*
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rog to himself. " What about the boy ? I had

forgotten all about him."

" Can be write lying down ?

"

" Yes," said the doctor.

" By the way, let me introduce you," put in

Father Trainer, " Mr. Overbeck, this is my dear

friend, Dr. KendalJ
"

" The great Dr. Kendal oi Chicago ?
"

" Yes."

" When you two came in, 1 didn't know that 1

was entertaining angels unawares," he exclaimed,

giving the famous specialist a hearty handshake.

" As regards that boy, if you think he's really gooo

at mathematics and has a chance
,?

" I answer for that," interrupted Fafher Trainer

" He's the best pupil I ever had."

"That's enough. I shall have a special apart

ment beside the reference room made ready for

him with a lounge, and shall engage a special con-

veyance to bring him there and back. It is a pleas

ure and an honor to me to have a chance to oblige

such men as you."

Doctor Kendall contrived to get away in order

to give a few hours to his book. He left with a

smile of happiness; but his joy was as nothing to

the joy of Father Trainer and Mr. Overbeck as they

went into the discussion of the formulae already

mentioned. Father Trainer had seldom met with
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a man who cared about discussing this particular

discovery of his, and Mr. Overbeck seldom came

into contact with people who made such discov-

eries.

On Wednesday morning, an ambulance drove

up to the Public Library. Harry was assisted out,

and helped to the elevator by Father Trainer and

the good doctor. Thanks to the latter, the boy

had enjoyed a good night's rest.

He was soon lying comfortably on a lounge in a

private room, and sharp at nine he was locked in

with paper and pen and a small printed slip, con-

taining seven propositions and eight problems in

geometry. Four hours were allowed each of the

eighty contestants. Harry finished the work in

one hour and a half, and took another half hour to

assure himself that he had made no clerical errors.

Having finished, he touched a bell at his side; the

door was thrown open, and Father Trainer entered

with one of the officials.

" Congratulations, Harry," he exclaimed. " I

see by your face that you've got it all. I knew you

would, as soon as I examined the questions. Here

take my arm. Oh ! I am glad you came. After

all, we have done the impossible. The other con^

testants, I am told, are still working away, and

some of them, according to present indications, will

not finish in a week "
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Three days later, the result was announced.

Of the eighty contestants, only seventeen fin-

ished the work assigned. Harry's percentage was

one hundred. He was easily first, the second in

merit having made only eighty-one.

"There, mother," cried the winner, presenting

Mrs. Archer with the check for eighty dollars.

" Now we shall be able to pay the interest on the

mortgage."

" What mortgage ? " asked Dr. Kendall, who

was walking about the room in joyous nervous-

ness.

Mrs. Archer explained.

" And have you enough money along with the

eighty dollars to pay the entire interest ?
"

" We still lack twenty dollars, sir; but we shall

doubtless be able to borrow that much."
" There is no need of borrowing," said the

doctor, taking out his pocket-book. " Allow me to

pay for my board and lodgings in advance."

And so the difficulty about the mortgage was

settled out of hand
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CHAPTER XX.

W WHICH EVERYBODY IS HAPPY AND THE CURTAIN
FALLS.

There was great enthusiasm in the class of

Poetry on February the second of the following

year, when Harry Archer, stout and hearty as in

his best days, entered the room.

Mr. Keenan grasped his hand warmly.

" Welcome, Harry; we are all delighted to see

you. If anything, you look better than at the

opening of the school term in September."

" I think I am better, sir."

" We're going to have our baseball catcher

again," said Claude.

" Oh, yes; you can count on me."

Harry took his seat and the lessons were pres-

ently resumed.

Since Harry's illness many changes had taken

place in his home. First of all Dr. Kendall wanted

a private secretary, in fact he wanted an army of

them. Alice was found to be most satisfactory,

and this work together with her music pupils and

her own practice on the piano, kept that best of
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sisters busy and happy from Sunday morning till

Saturday night.

In the next place, Frank Elmwood presented

himself to Mrs. Archer on the very day that the

interest on the mortgage was paid and said: " Mrs.

Archer, I have come to ask you to do me a great

favor."

" Certainly, Mr. Elmwood, if I can. Your con-

stant kindness and attention to my boy since his ill-

ness have made me very deeply your debtor."

" Well, my family are about to leave Milwaukee

to take up their residence in Philadelphia, where

we came from originally. I am too much in love

with Milwaukee to leave the place. Now couldn't

you possibly allow me to live with you ? I feel

perfectly at home with you and Alice and Paul,

while as for Harry—I like him and Claude Light-

foot above all the boys I have ever met, except Rob
Collins. If you let me stay, you can settle about

expenses according to your own judgment."

" You are doing me a favor, Frank. We
have a spare room, and I've been praying for the

right person to apply for it. You are just the one.

How glad my poor Harry will be to have you near

him."

Within a week, Frank took up his lodgings with

the Archers ; and when he and Dr. Kendall and

Alice and Paul and Harry assembled at the supper
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table they formed the merriest assembly, I dare say,

in that part of the city.

After supper the neurologist would attack his

book, Alice the piano, while Frank would accom-

pany Harry to his room.

Then, while Harry lay upon his bed, Frank

would read with enthusiasm favorite selections

from his favorite poets, pausing, now and then, to

point out some particular beauty whether of

thought or of expression, to the listener. In this

manner, the two made quite a satisfactory course

in Longfellow, Tennyson, Wordsworth, Milton,

and in certain plays of Shakespeare.

Elmwood was nothing if not literary. Harry

caught his enthusiasm; and lo ! the sleeping im-

agination was awakened, and in the silence of the

night Harry began to conceive and dwell upon

beautiful thoughts and graceful turns of expres-

sion. During the day, when the young correspond-

ent was pursuing his work, the boy would read

again for himself what Frank had read to him on

the preceding night ;—would read, would study,

would ponder. Though meagre in quantity the

matter thus studied was of the highest quality for

a young student, and Harry was soon living in a

new world, the world of the beautiful, of the ideal.

Hence, although he was forbidden to study, he

succeeded during these three months of enforced
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leisure, in making a good course in English read-

ing.

It was early in January that more good fortune

visited the Archers. Their shares in the silver

mine suddenly rose from a nominal value to a high

premium. There had been some mismanagement

of the mine, and some dishonesty. The lawyer

who had taken the case in hand in the interest of a

number of shareholders succeeded in bringing af-

fairs to rights; and, in consequence, Mrs. Archei

was assured henceforth of a comfortable income*

But this was not the end of their good fortune. A3

a recognition of the honor which Harry had

brought upon his college by winning the prize in

mathematics, Harry was awarded a scholarship at.

Milwaukee College.*******
Early in March, the third " reading of notes

99

took place in the college hall. To the surprise of

his classmates, Harry received the medal in Eng-

lish Composition, with Claude in the second

place.

" Boys," said Mr. Keenan, when his class had

reassembled in their room, " I wish to read you the

two papers which merited first and second prize in

English. The first which I shall read is Claude

Lightfoot's.*
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THE WHIP-POOR-WILL.

When like a pall the shadows fall,

And Hesper from his violet-curtained bed
Uplifts his golden tressed head,

And the evening dew from depths of blue
Kisses to sleep the closing eyelids white
Of the daisy, gentle flower of light,

We hear thy call like music fall,

Thou herald of the night.

" Very pretty," commented Mr. Keenan. " Per-

haps there are too many conceits for the length of

the poem, but I esteem it for the promise with

which it closes. Claude has the poetic ear and

eye. Now I will read you Harry Archer's verses."

Hail, sister of the rosy Morn,
Thy shadowy elf-locks drip

With showers of ambrosial dew.
And thy sweet, rosy lip

Breathes forth the sweetness and the calm
Which are the tired spirit's balm.

Haste thee o'er the eastern mountains,
Thy dim mystic shades encurling,

Where the sunlight sits embattled
In the clouds, its banners furling—
Its deep-crimson banners furling ;

While around them float fantastic
Cloud-borne monsters of that main,
On whose deep-blue, endless plain
Phantom armies hold domain,
Ever grappling, ever waning,
Ever losing, ever gaining.

Come, ana from each rustling fold
Of th> mantle green and gold
Shake out odors sweetly blent
By violets prim and roses lent,

And with gentle, dewy hand
Scatter sweets o'er all the land*

ODE TO EVENING.
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"Harry, I congratulate you sincerely. AU
though the verses are by no means perfect, and

are here and there somewhat archaic, they give

much promise. Contrast this with your first

verses, which I read as an example of how verse is

not to be written. The improvement is astonish-

ing. For this improvement, I take no credit to

myself at all. The best teacher you ever had was

Seawell; and his one lesson was given in a short

time indeed—I mean, when he tackled you at the

goal-line, and sent you to bed for two months. ,1

do not intend to preach a sermon, boys; but as I

have heard that some student or students criticised

the action of Divine Providence in dealing so

severely with Harry, I simply wish to say that

Harry's sickness instead of turning out to be a

misfortune has proved to be a blessing."

" Yes, Claude," said Harry, returning Claude

Lightfoot's enthusiastic grasp of congratulation

with interest, as the two walked together through

the yard, " everything has happened for the best.

Even the loss of my poor father, which seemed so

hard, has done me good in some ways. His death

brought us poverty, and it has taken away some

of my foolish pride, and make me more in earnest."

" That's so," said Claude heartily.

" And then as regards that accident on the foot-

ball field, it has taught me how kind and good the
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fellows are. And then as soon as I got sick, and

just as I thought money matters were at their

worst, everything began to go better. Secondly,

my accident brought Dr. Kendall to our house

—

the best friend and the wisest doctor in the world.

Then I had a chance to see how much nicer Father

Trainer was than I thought him, and you know
how much I thought of him. In the next place,

that accident brought Frank Elmwood to our

house, and to live with Frank as I have lived with

him is almost a literary education in itself. Lastly,

those three months at home forced me to read, and

awakened me to a new world."

" In a word," observed Claude, " that football

game with the accident was the most fortunate

thing that ever hapened to you."

" I really believe it was."

" Halloa, Harry !
" said Father Trainer. " Here

you are again bigger and brighter than ever. So

you and Claude carried off most of the honors—in

English, too. I congratulate you both. As for

you, Harry, when I see you here strong and active

as ever with all trouble at home past and gone, 1

think with deep gratitude of those inspired words,

" To them that love God, all things work togethet

*mto good."
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